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This study of Bu tIez" '" poetL'Y proceeds chronologically in accordance 
with the dates of composition of his poems. The firs t task has, there-
fore,been the compilation of a chronology of his poems. 
Butler rarely dates his poems; nor does he keep a diary. Yet there 
are several criteria which make se~sible dating of his poems possible. 
The first is the date of publication of individual poems. Many of the 
pc-ems whi ch appear in one or more of the fiveco;Llec tions were publish-
ed earlier in army magazines, student newspapers, and the like. A 
work which can be traced back to one of these early sources may be 
assumed to have been written fairly soon before its date of publica-
tion. 
Another criterion is subject. It is possible to discern periods in 
the poet 's career in relation to the subjects of his poems. The most 
obvious example i:, the War Period. Allied to subj ect is the cri te-
rion of theme. To use the War Period again, poems written during or 
immediately after the war years all treat the theme of man's dehuman-
isation . Both subJect and theme are linked with biography. It is often 
possible to ascertain Butler's location from details in the poem; 
knowledg e of his movements thus enables one to date such a poem. 
Putler's style ~s the most significant~ite~ion . This study is based 
on the observation that his style develops as time passes. The Butler 
of the Sixties is different from the Butler of the Fifties as far 
as style of writing is concerned. A poem which defies dating on all 
other grounds cannot escape this ultimate test. 
Each of these criteria date of publication, subject matter and 
theme linked to biography, and style - has limited reliability as 
a guide to dating the poems. But combined t hey are a meaningful instru-
ment to assist in the structuring of a chronology whose most valuable 
source was the poet himself who was kind enough to search his memory 
for date s. 
The fact that Butler rew1'Qte or revi sed a number of his poems ~era1 
times does of course raise the question: Is the first version merely 
a stage in 
This study 
the development of the poem, or a poem in its own right? 
is based on the opinion that a poem is 
of the number of versions which precede or follow 
a poem, regardless 
it, provided it is 
a comple te statement. Each version should, in fact, be regarded as 
representat i ve of tfle poet <; t:,ollphts, feelings, and skills at the 
time he wrote it, and i,,; lndependent of subsequent versions. 
For the purposes of thHJ cht'onology, poems have been placed at the 
time of the experience from which they grew. This thesis does, 
however , take cognlzance of the ehanges in style or theme later 
versions may reveal. 
2 
No Date 
1 1938 PROSPECT 
Z 1939 
3 
4 
5 
6 
The Nusas AntHOlogy of Student Poetry, (Cape Town, 1946), 
p 16, signed 'F.G.B. Rhodes'. The first seven poems 
in this list were written in 1938 and 1939 while But-
ler was a student at Rhodes University, Grahamstown. 
POEM 
COAL 
SERVANT GIRL 
Three poems which appeared in Vandar, (December,1946), 
pp 10-11. These are clearly pre-war poems: there is 
no hint of any disruptive force or unnatural conflict. 
'Servant Girl' was later revised and re-publ ished in 
South African Poetry: A New Anthology, compiled by Roy 
Macnab and Charles Gulston, (London,Collins , 1948), and 
in Theoria, (Pietermari tzburg, University of Natal,1952), 
p 49. 'rhe poe,u reached its final form in the same year 
when it wa~ puullshed in Stranger to Europe,(Cape Town, 
Balkema, 19?~). It has since appeared in Stranger to 
huropt; with Addl tlonal Poems, (Cape Town, Balkema, 1960), 
and ln ~e~e0ted Poems, (Johannesburg, Donker, 1975). 
THE END Of" AN UP'Am 
Songs_ "nd ~Clll!tdl:l, The Mantis Poets, (Cape Town, David 
Philip, 1':1'(8). '1'he poemreached its final form forty years 
after lts birth in December 1939. 
KARROO 'l'uWN ~g 19 
Strange1:~u l!;ul~e, Stranger to Europe with Additional 
Poems, !:Ind S.,l.,.:t Eld Poems. This is one of the few dated 
poem". 'l'he lHJtllll explores the conflict between home 
7 
3 
and wal', 1;1 tl1eme which recurS in many subsequent poems. 
THE LAST 'rREK¥.ER 
Standpunte 5(1), (1950) pp 21-22; The Outspen, (Nov-
ember 14, 1952), p35; Stranger to Europe, Stranger to 
Europe with Additional Poems, and Selected Poems. 
This is clearly a pre-war poem, and yet more akin to 
Butler's war poetry than to earlier verse. But for 
one or two exceptions, the thirty-one poems that fol-
low date from the war years, 1940 - 1946. Butler 
served with the South African Forces, in the 6th 
Armoured Division in Syria, Egypt, Lybia, Italy, and 
the UnIted KIngdom. 
8 1940 COMMON DAm. 
9 1942 BOMB CASUALTY 
Both poems afJpeared in Vandag, (November, 1946, pp 
27 - 28, 'Common Dawn' under the title, 'The Common 
Dawn'. 'CorQwon Dawn' was writ ten in South Africa at 
BrOnkhorstsplui t, and 'Bomb Casualty' in Syria. 
'Common Dawn' was firs t published as 'Sentry ' in 
The Outspan, (June 5 1942 ), p31, and in South African 
Poetry, A New Anthology in 1948. In 1958 it appear-
ed in Poets in South Africa: An Anthology, edited by 
Roy Macnab, (Cape Town, Tlaskew Miller, 1958), under 
the title 'Common Dawn'. It was again anthologised in 
The Penguin Book of South African Verse edited by 
Jack Cope and Uys Krige, (London, Penguin, 1968). 
Both 'Common Dawn' and 'Bomb Casual ty' appeared in 
Stranger to Europe, Stranger to Europe with Additional 
Poems, and Selected Poems. 
10 1943 SYRIAN SPRING 
Oxford Poetry, (Oxford, 1946), pp 7 - 8; The Oxford 
Viewpoint, (Oxford, 1947), pp 13 - 15; Oxford Poetry 
(1947). pp 14 - 15; and South African Poetry, A New 
~olo~ (]948). The poem was re-published in 
Strangf:<r to Europe, Stranger to Europe with Additional 
P6ewb, and Selected Poems. 
11 FRAGMEN'f 
TOE: 'J'.U.lJI.1i~£' (Pretoria, March/April 1944); the first 
of three wur poems written in Egypt. 
4 
'Ph .. Slit Ie WHy 1945 ) , P 45. 
13 El, KAJ1TIIA 
(Augu:ilt 1943) , p2. 
14 TUBRTlJl VI!; r'l'r;r, D[>;CElmER 1943 
Sl,1"tlJl~r t<.. !:lIrope, Stranger to Eu;rQll~ wHfl. M~iU9fi­
al .'oenltl, 
15 1944 Mflt A 
't. Illi , (ric,nrober, 1946) , p 28, as' Bivvy', t~~re~f1;g~ 
~ tr""t:.p.I to bluope, S t ranger to Europe ~i_tl1 ~22it;i0n.""" 
B I, I , ~ 0 ~elected Poems , This is the f~~s. gf 
tllJCteeJl JI""IilH writ t en in I taly during ~1'!e ;ye!lo!,~ J-~44 
tu 11)4':>. 
16 A III I If. I II 1I" .II'I)Jr~ 11AWN 
17 
.; JU 
• ,tA 
l utl 
'1" IJ': J' A "I 
'1' I 
I , 1 
" 
I' l<:;trZt ! N.~w Anthol ogy, stx:anse: ~ 
,t CJ _ Lv B,n'ope wi th Addi tional P,oeml': ! 
! I' I t:: l11~ • 
" 10.1"" H!gh School 1'fagazine , (1949), p~ 
411 41 All c , L"u;j.lvely revised versi on appeareq J.!!1igr-
HI t:i tL·a.t'I;:(t;l· ..l.2. ]i,ur{Jpe, Strange: to Europe }f~~h._ A~~ 
.!l0nal.'Poems I and Selec ted Poems . 
18 1'0 AN f J(JIIN(, ,)oLiJU:R 
19 
'I'll .. 'ible (,I'·'lUu~'y.1945). p7 ; The Outspan,(Novem-
, 
r 
J I'), 1'.1':1; S t ranger t o Europe, Stranger to 
" ,·1 ,11 tllJllsl Po emS . 
--
I l" 
1\1411, (oxford, February, 1947), p16. 
20 1.1':'1"]'I'.J' P 'I I~ "J'I'I.' ;,',' AIICO 
IUIII-'" • ,I ,', l"..1<>. but doit ed ' Autumn 1944'. !lu-ylElI' 
J """, ... L", I.llb ull'nUWl'l t ances of the poe'!!'!3 bir~tl !n 
th" IIIL. ,,,!u"ll,!:!,n to Songs and Ballads, p~. 
21 bALi,AI! HIll 'J'!ll 1>Il .J 
1.~1'1.!..'~" I til IJIWutlon: StO:i_€! ~! S!ret9}Hl~1 J'lQ!l!!l~ .?:!l 
:;.. ,',,,II, Atnp. aE.:! , (D\,lrb/l,lh !Ii~y J,94~), PFJg".~J. 
22 ON THE BRINK 
The Student Movement, (Deoember,1945), pp ~ge~e. 
23 THREE GLANCES AT ONE PHOTonRAPH 
SOngS and Ballads; the indifferent tone gnd the ~§e 
of themati~ imagery - the weather - §~~~e§t the ~~4~'§. 
24 ELEGY 
Excerpts appeared in Poets in South Af~iea: An Anthg~ 
~, and stand2unte 10 (1) (A~ruat/~eptembe~ ~~~~l, 
pp 1-17. ~he complete poem firat ~~peg~ed in ~tranqe~ 
to Europe with Additional Poema . 
25 ANYWHERE 
Selected poeme. Thematio~lly this poem p~e~d§tee 
'On First Seeing Florenod, its preferenoe for the 
old, classiCal ways is the poet's prep§r§tien fer 
receiving the old wor1~ Qf Florenoe . 
26 ON FIRST SEEING FLORENCE 
New Coin, (Gr~h@m§town, l~§~) . ~Ytler him§e~f pre~ 
vides the history of thie poem'§ met§fflerphoeie whi@h 
stretched over twenty · f.oyr ye§r§ . ~he poem ie, floW= 
ever, a war poem, gnd ~§lon~§ in tfiie ~eFi§~, 
~7 GIOTTO'S CAMPANILE 
Standpunte 6(1), (Qoto§er, ~~~l)! pil ~]F&B$@f ]@ 
Europe, Stranger to iupope wjjh AQQi$i@R§i F@em§, 
The Penguin Book; ;'If ~flJJ,]h Af:pipan YIl""§Il, !m~ §!llllfl= 
ted Poems. 
g8 DECEMBER 1944 
Stranger to Euxop§, §tl'gM§1' til liMf-!lU wBb M~jH!Ul= 
al Poems, and ~~l §~~§d FIl§ID§ e 
g9 ~945 BITTER LITTLB BAL~A~ 
Standpunte 6(1), (Og~llbgl'l l~~~), PF~~~, §iffifig@f ill 
Europe with Addit~Qng~ Fe§m~1 ~fla §@t@@]@Q Fllem§. 
30 CAPE COLOURED BATMAN 
Standpunte 5(1), (Ogtop@p,l~~9) pp ~~~g~j m@WijfQ§ 
the Sun: A Mi scell~ny Qf s~~]n@ffl Afri@ij, §llmpil§Q 
== -by Roy Wacnab , (Londgn, apll~fl§ ~~~e)J ~n§ ~~e~%A1 
(November 14, 1952), p35, fHp}l,M§I' t~ flIUIlIlll, Jlel!h 
in South Africa: An An~hQ1Q§Yi A llM~ @f \jj@l!tb 
African Verse, selected by Guy Eutler, (London, Oape 
Town, O.U.P., 1959), Stranger to EUrope with Add~­
tional Poems, The Penguin Eook of South Afrioan Ver§e, 
and Selected Poems. 
31 MOMENT IN KERRY 
The Oxford Viewpoint, (Oxford, 1947), p 15; ~ae I§ie, 
{1947), p 16. This is the first of three poeme writ-
ten in Ireland in 1945. 
32 WATCHING THE SEED-GRASS 
Songs and BalladS. 
33 STRANrrER TO EUROPE 
Theoria, (1952), p 49, as'Exilel Ke-publ1~hed in 
~transer to Europe, Stranger to Eqro»e with Additions 
al poems, A Book of South Afrioan Ver§e, ~eleeted 
Poems, and A New Book of So~th Afrio~ Ver§e 1ft Eng. 
lish, selected by Guy Butler §nd Onr1§ Manfi!(a~e 
Town, O.U.P., 1979~. 
34 FAREWELL IN A FORMAL GARDEN 
Strange~~Q Europe, ~nd ~tranger to IHrope wijh Addi-
~iQnal Poems. ~h1e 1e the first of three ~oem§ written 
in En~land late 1~4~ to earlf l~4~! 
35 AU!! l\DJil 
S~.~~r~nte ~(l), (Ootober l~~g), ~~ !~!~f §trijftjer 
to .Eu,rope, roets in ~eyth Affie&! An AatB§l@§¥, 
~~~§Qg§~ tg ~rgpe with A~~i]i@6ijl F@@ffl§, §na §@±@@j= 
eii P€H\!Illil e 
j~ 1~4g wINm~R ~OL§WlgE 
O~fg~~ F@e]~l' (l~47), ~ !~=!4, §fla in Wh@ ~*f@fa 
Vi~wE~in], (~~47), l~47e 
~'7 L.Wr'J!~R TO PE6~9Nf,i AN:il N{l!'!Mf §'m'l1§IDlUft¥ JUlUl !Ms 
,St:rang@~ ttl 1ilu!ltlf!e, IHrl'&M§r 'IHI Wf€lfl§ wBfi MijUjw&! 
pq~!Il!'l . 
_ QE!CZ5 
38 HOMECOMING 
Th@o~i~1 (l~~~), p ~e, ~tr&fi5§f ]0 EYr@»§, §jrijfi5@[ 
t~ Euf'Ofl@with Addition!!l 'Ilflflm!'l, anti §@h!ih~ !@§ms, 
7 
39 AFTER TEN YEARS 
Stranger to Europe, S~~anger to EUrope with AdditionAl 
Poems. The last section of the poem appe3red in 'petrY 
Commonwealth, (London, Winter, 1948-49), p3, IUlIl in 
Poets in South Africal An Anthology. ~utl@r wrote 
After Ten Years at Rhodes where h@ h3d been ~ otud@nt 
ten years previously. 
40 IAGO'S HANDKERCHIEF SONG 
Songs and Ballads, but written whll@ ~utl@r w~o ~ 
student at Oxford in 1946. 
41 1947 TO A STATUE OF THE VIRGIN 
Standpunte 9(1), (1954), pp 26-30, 9tr~@r to ,"rope 
with Additional Poems. Butler wrote thio pe@m in 
Franoe as the sub-title indle~teol '~@@n fi@3r L@o 
Beaux, Provenoe, July 1947'. 
42 1948 THE UNDERDOGS 
Vista, (Johannesburg, 19;0', pp ~e-~l, ~tf§Ag@r ;@ 
Europe. Str~n,er to Europ~ with Addj;iefiijl p@@me, 
and SfllflOiHld !oemll, Th11il poem marIn! IltlU€!I"13 §tldden 
~w~enin~ to th@ politio31 pe§iti@n in §~tfi Afr-i€!a 
whfln h@ returned to t3He up ~ l@@tYI'@l3fii~ at in@ 
Univef'§ity of the Witw~t@ror~d in 1~4§, 
43 ~UN~OWN~R 
~ ]andpunte ~(l),(Ooteber l~~g), ~~ ~~~~, ijtfaflj@f lQ 
~roRe. ~]r3ngeF t@ Eqrop@ witb Aij8iijeBm+ ~9@m~, ~n~ 
ltiel@llhd !@emll. 
~$rgn~@r to ~rop@ with Aijdiij@n~l ~9@m§ . ijBij §~1@2t@a 
pgem§ • 
4; 19;3 L1VIN~~~ONE ORO~~~~ ArRIOA 
~t~ndp"nt@ 10(,), (April!May l~~~), ~~ l=J, &fld 
~tr~nger to WMrop@ with Aijdijj@6ijl P@@i§, An '~€!@fDl 
~pp@~r@d in Po@t§ in ~eu;fi Affi@§! An Anib@l@'ls Th~ 
m~jority of the f@llowi~ tWelv@ ~@eml3 r@~r@l3@fit 
Butl@r'@ Att@mpt to dr~m§tilile fii§ §€!af@fi f@r §€!l@fi~lft!, 
the ohiof §tim~lu@ of hi§ writift~ §t tfii§ times 
46 1954 HO~ TMOtH!HTS 
Afrioa South, (C~po !own, Oo$e§@r-D€!Il@mbel' l~~~), 
pp 124-128, A Book of South Afrioan Veree, Stran«@r 
to Europe Vi.i th Addi tiona1 Poems, Md S@l~Hlhd Fe@mi. 
The poem was inspired by a visit to Nortn Afrio§ §nd, 
like 'Livingstone Crossee Afrioa', written in It§ly, 
It has also appeared in A New Book of South Afrio~ 
Verse in English. 
47 1953 BRONZE HEADS 
Contrast,(Cape Town, Autwmn, 19§3), pp 39-43. ~hi§ 
poem clearly erew from the eam@ vi@it to North Afrioa. 
48 MY'l'HS 
Poets in South Afrioal An AntholoGY, A Bqok ot ~~th 
Afrioan Verse, Stranger to Europe witb Addition&l 
Poems, ~&e PenSUin Book of S~;b Afrio§fi Vqr§i, and 
Selected PoelDs. 
49 195; HAVING SEEN THROllClH THE ?A~ME~10 fALllAOY 
SOnge and Ballads, 
50 ~RV~YOR 
South of tho Zembl!!, (llondon ~d NiW VO~~, l~~~), 
A Fepguin »ook of ~9utb Afriqan Ye~§e, §n~ §eliijed 
llaemo. 
~l llO~~ MOR~EM 
S§ngl:l ~d ll§UIIAil:l, 
~~ ~Ilil~A 
} . ~!l@! __ gf 1clllutb MItieM Ven@, fUf!W!@f is lilHf@¥@ 
witfi Add!t!@fiijl paeml:l, 
~j lJAVID 
~he ~9yth AfItiian !mN eefitIt@ YeijfB@@!,(J@h§fifi@§Bq~, 
l~~~~l~~7), p~~, A Baol of §aaifi AffiS&H V@f§e, 
~tr%figer t@ EYIt@pe witi Aaaiji@fial ~@@m§ §nQ ij@t~@= 
'\i!l~ 'Iilflem§. 
~4 l~~~ AF~lilR A FYNiRAl! 
~tr~~!lr t@ EUf@~!l with Aij~~ti§Rijl ~@§m§ ijfi~ ~ele@ted 
P@em§!. 
56 OCCURRENCE 
PEN 1960, (Jon~nn@I:I~~), ~ ~~, ~jf§Am~f to ~~Ol@ 
9 
wi th Addi tional Poems and Selected Foem!;!. 
57 1957 KEEPING A DISTANCE 
Stranger to Europe with Additigna~ ~o~m§. 
__ !S 
58 CRADOCK MOUNTAINS 
Stranger to Europe With Additional Poell!§. !lAg. 
Selected Poems. A feature of the poem§ of tA~ 
following decade is their African Mil Sw1ih AfrigM 
flavour. 
59 1958 FLESH AND BONE 
Songs and Ballads. 
60 BODY GROWS OLD, HEART STAYS YOUNG 
Songs and Ballads 1978 (lmt \:!e~ 1?!'1~t;y rear§ tilet'gre 
as Butler relates in the Introduction 1;9 ~Qng§ and 
Ballads}and A New Book of South Afn;an V-;;'!'!e -in 
English. 
61 1960 TOURIST INSIGHT INTO THINGS 
South of the fiap!bezi ~nd, Selected P«:!em'1! 
62 fROfLlqATE PARSON 
P.~.N. 1960, pg6, Select~~ po@ms ~ 
9.3 1961 J;S;J:BONGO OF MATIWANE 
South of the Zambe~l @Q, .~elech!i I!Ae~~ 
~4 1962 MOUNTAIN 
New Coin, V2 No 1, Mgr.ph 19§§, :p?, :i:ielechd Poems. 
§~ 1963 SWEET~WATER 
The Cape Argu.s 
the Zambezi, 
African Verse. 
(Ga~e Tgw~, M.gy ~2' 1@§~), ~qut.h of 
- ,,,, ,,, " ,I ___ _ e...-. .. ____ ,= 
Selec.ted Poems! A New Boo~ of S~th 
... ..........::5 
P9 FAIqlfER 
South of the Z.a.mbezi.. 
==. 
§7 GR~AT-GREAT-GRANDMOTm;~ 
SeJeQ~ed poem,?_ 
g§ 1964 DREAM OF A BUFFER ST~~P. 
New Coin, (Nov 197~,)8 ; J,4; p.~~ ! 
99 PILOT 
South of the Z.M!be~! 
1Q 
70 1965 GRAVE ROBBERS 
South of the Zambezi. 
71 A PRAYER FOR ALL MY COUNTRYMEN 
New Coin (Jan 1965) 1;1 p12, !g,H1lh Q;t;' th~ ~~ml'l~i!iJ. 
and Selected Poems. 
72 1966 THE DRUM OF T!ffi DEAD 
South of the Zambezi. 
73 1967 WfIOEVER-WHATEVER-YOO-AaE 
New Coin, (April 1970) 6;1, ~~ ~~ Selected ~~ea~! 
74 AYLIFF AND THE LEPERS 
Selected Poeml:l. 
75 1968 A SCHOOLMASTER'S SURIAL ~ERVIQ~ 
SelectE\o, Poem!;!. 
- -
76 ;rn M;E'MORIAM J. A. R., PROWNE~, ~A~~ MN'QQN 
Selecti;ld Poeml:l. 
77 INTERRUPTED LETTEF, FROfil HO~rI!j),u, 
Selected Poems . 
78 1970 NEAR HOUT BAY 
Selected Poeml:l. 
79 NAT~ 1497 
Songs and Ball~dl:l~ 
80 1972 THE DIVINE UNDERGROUNP 
New Coin (Nov 1972) e; J!4 F1 ~<! ~~!..~~! 
81 1973 MENS SANA 
Selected PoeJlls. 
82 SONG 
Selected PoeJIIS. 
83 TO AN AGING FRIEND, AFTER BER PIYORCE 
Songs and BalladI'!. 
84 1973 THE OLD MAN'S FIDDLE 
Songs and Ballads. 
85 THOMAS PHILIPPS'S PICNIC,1821 
Songs and Ballads. 
86 1974 LISBON, 15th CENTURY BAROAROLE 
Songs and Ballads. 
87 1976 HOMELAND HAIKU 
Songs and Ballads. 
88 1977 SOWETO 
Songs and BalladSI Bu.tlu". reeIlOllee '§O the 
Township Riots of that year. 
89 LAZARUS 
So.t:\g:;, and Ballads. 
90 EPITAPH 
Sont?1il Md IlallaQ6, Md. A New fleeif @t !llNiA 
AfrioM Veree ae 'Ep1tgph t@~ ~ ~@e~1 
A 
~eem§ whieh ~~e net re~dily ~veil~§le in ~fl@ §~gfiij§fij 
eelleetien§/§eleet1en§ of ~Y'§lef'§ Vef§e fl§V@ ~§en 
~eted in fYll tn thilil theeie, 
11 
---- ._ --- '- --
CHAPTER ONE 
FIRST POEMS 
12 
The question of belonging amounts to an obsession in the 
writings of Guy Butler. It is the subject of his lectures 
and essays; it provides the philosophic basis for his 
dramatic works; and it is the single most important generator 
of his entire poetic output. What this study, then, attempts 
to examine and evaluate is the treatment of this highly 
complex issue in Butler's poetry. 
On a political and cultural level Butler's concern is for the 
Engl~sh-speaking South African: his place in this country, 
the political and cultural role he has to play. In the essay 
'Reflections in a Ski-Hut,1 he writes: 'Culturally we (i.e. 
the English-speaking South Africans) are parasites existing on 
an imported and diluted spirit.' This comment recurs in 
later prose works and lectures, in numerous metaphorical 
variations: in the lecture 'The Difficulties of Teaching a 
Non-Indigenous Literaturd2 he writes: 'So far we have been 
content to live on the good old imported wines,' while, in 
the lecture 'The Language and the Land,' we are 'flotsam on 
the tide of other peoples' nationalities.'3 The English-
speaking South African has little sense of belonging, lacks 
identity, lacks that 'strong and r8ther exclusive national 
sentiment'4 which characterizes the Afrikaner. 
1 ) 
') 
Written in Switzerland in 1946, published in Vandas 
(January 1947) pp26-28. 
A lecture delivered at the Uni versi ty of the Witwatersrand 
in 1949, · p8 of me. 
3) p6 of 118. 
4) 'The English Poet in South Africa'~ The Listener (May 1956); 
S.A. Publisher and Bookseller, Vol e w. 3 (lay/June 1958) 
_._--------.. ---
lj 
Hi~ indebtedness and sense of belonging to the land of h~s 
origin hampers his settling in the country of his adopti-on. 
Nor have English South African writers done much to solve this 
problem. Our cultural poverty - 'not one popuiar ballad to 
cov.er their cultural nakedness' - is due largely to the fact 
that in their choice of subject and diction they have failed 
'to translate Africa into Art'; our beautiful South AfriG!;I.ll 
names are still 'savage'. 'The mimosa, the kaffirboom, the 
protea, the aloe ••• ', 'kraals 
The Great Trek: all of these 
and cattle-dams', stories of 
could have been 'made signifi-
young'5 if they had been used cant by our imaginations 
by writers. This would 
awareness of how we have 
from the first volume of 
crystallizes the notion: 
when 
also have given us a general historical 
got to where we are. This thought 
Butler's autobiography, KaroQ · Morning, 
If you have a feeling for the past, you have the 
assurance that the chaos and excitements that 
occur in the present will be integrated, composed 
and ultimately reconciled in that inevitable land-
scape. But if you are future-orientated, the 
beautiful composition breaks up as it reaches you, 
or you break it; and you never get into it, it is 
always fragmenting and falling apart. 6 
Instead of 'a feeling for the past', or of directly confronting 
that which is typically South ~frican, Butler perceives 'a 
sense of tenSion between Africa f:lfld Europe" in South African 
English literature. 
This tension is inevitably present in tbe works of writErs who 
fail to identify with a community, or to find 'the assurance 
that they are speaking on behalf of some community. 8 
5) 'The Difficulties of Teaching a Non-Indigenous Literature,' 
p 6. 
6) Xaroo Morniag, (Oape Town, David Philip, 1977), p59. 
7) 'The English Poet in South Africa', p680. 
8) Ibid. p681. 
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FOr Butler himself t his ethnic problem becomes an artistic one. 
This 'tension between Africa and Europe' is present in much of 
his own poetry, often explici tly. His recogni ti on of these 
conflicting forces i s cap tureu in his early verse. His attempt 
to reconcile them becomes the subject of much of his later 
poetry, where grcwing perception is reflected in a growing 
complexity of style. I n the poetry of the Sixties Butler's 
acceptance of his South African identity is mirrored in the 
Simple clear style of hie narrative poems. 
These lectures and 
too. 
ess.ays serve as Butler's poetics in several 
It is doubtless true that Butler takes other respects 
it upon himself to provide the remedy for our several ailments. 
His verse brims with particulars which have 'roots and 
associations in the (South African) readers' mind.' He himself 
writes the ballads and songs which our cultural forebears 
have failed to provide. He studiously follows his own advice, 
so convincingly set out in the lecture 'The Difficulties of 
Teaching a Non-Indigenous Literature': 
I believe the popularity of poetry would be enhanced 
if teachers would stress its sheer descriptive and 
narrative qualities: ••••• 
The five senses must be trained. No great writer 
is without a strong sensory equipment ••• No one can ' 
write well, let alone enjoy good writing, unless he 
sees and hears and touches and tastes with zest and 
discrimination . 9 
Vividly sensous descr iption abounds in his verse, and it seems 
apt that the poet found it necessary to set this idea to verse. 
This simple poem, written as early as 1938 and never collected, 
could well serve as Butler's poetic manifesto: 
Poem 
Live through the body. Let the sense 
Receive uncensored the naked second. 
·Return to your flesh from the walled-up waste 
Where no birds built, and eyes, too chaste, 
Never dreamt how outside girl-eyes beckoned. 
The split-second glimpse of an almond in white 
Is more than the sop of eternity. 
Press to your palate this summer's grape: 
Feel how your flesh is a violent cape 
Riding rough through a shivering sea. 
For what is the use of will and brain 
But to serve the red red heart? Listen, and live 
Close to its beat, its lyrical 
Cry to create, caress and fill 
All earth with the fire and ice of love. 
This is obviously an early poem: it is bold, even reckless in 
tone and melodramatic in its labouring of worn-out-sounding 
phrases, such as 'the naked second', 'the sop of eternity', 
'riding rough', 'the fire and ice of love'. None the less 
its clear sense is tempered by the Keatsian echo in line 8: 
'Can burst Joy's grape against his 
'Ode 
palate fine;' 
I 
on Melancholy 
The celebration of the senses is a characteristic feature of 
later poems. However, Butler's 'sense of movement through 
time' does not often allow him the indulgence of a moment: 
an experience is rarely seen as a moment or two in isolation, 
severed from past or future. The poem ' Prospect' defines 
more exactly what Butler demands: a celebration of the senses 
as 'the chief inlets of the soul'.10 
Prospect 
I stand silent . Rich is this sodden world 
Where pale , grey flame of roving mist 
Burns among the trees; where living scents 
Of bark and moss and mud steam densely up 
Like smoke from earth to heaven: while a shy Silence 
Flowers and fades again in valleys deep 
That lie between the undulating winds . 
10) W. Blake, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Plate 4. 
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And I know someday my soul shall move 
As quiet flame along the lives of men: 
That all my pain and heart's dark loneliness 
Shall be as incense mellowing my soul: 
And sudden spurts of peace shall come at times 
Unasked- for in the toil and fret of things. 
And now, while mist rises and wind dies, 
A few birds sing, and dying sunlight glows 
Upon my cold damp face and quiet hands. 
Peace comes, uns peakable • • for, bathing here awhile 
In the sunset ' ~ ccarlet pool, my soul shakes free 
And haunts those boundless seas of warmth that surge 
Upon the shores of shape and sound and sense. 
Again, as .i n "Poem', the tendency for olich~ jars: 'my 
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pain and heart ' s dark loneliness', ' the toil and fret of things', 
'those boundless seas of warmth ' ; the contrived effect of 
'mist' compared wi t h ' f lame ', Simply in order to complete the 
metaphor in lines 8 and 9, where the speaker's 'soul' becomes 
the 'flame' moving among 'men ' , presumably touching them to 
life pentecostally in much the same way as the mist nurtured 
an evolutionary breedi ng ground. Clearly, sensory perception 
profoundly influences or affects the spirit. This process 
becomes a formula in But ler ' s later work. Another early 
lyric, 'Coal', may serve as the praxis of the poetics: 
Coal 
The coals glow, giving to you and me 
Sun's warmth stored a million years ago 
In days when evolution's latest effort 
Was the ten-top reptile in a tepid sea. 
I wonder if we ever shall evolve 
Beyond the simpl e beauty of this hour: 
You, drying your hair before this ancient heat 
And I , aware of your primaeval power. 
The first stanza echoes the opening stanza of Wilfred Owen's 
'Miners' : 
There waS a whispering in my hearth 
A Sighing of the coal 
Grown wistful of a former earth 
It might recall. 
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The situations are similar, and the weight of time, millions 
of years, presses heavily on both. But that is where the 
similari ty ends: Owen pursues his situation to its bitter" 
anti-war conclusion ; Butler writes a love poem. Significantly, 
Owen writes from the battlefields of the First World War: 
Butler has as yet experienced no war-action at 
stage, is that man is part 
all. His only 
of the great conviction, at this 
family of Nature. 
heat of the fire is 
The sensuous experience of feeling the 
associated with the equally sensuous 
experience of watching his love drying her hair 'before this 
ancient heat': both are sources of energy, both are 'primaeval', 
and both, by implication , part of the life cycle. Here is 
another kind of belonging which five years of wa~action would 
force the young poet to examine: man's belonging to the family 
of God and Nature. A pre- war lyric, 'Servant Girl', dating 
from the same period as ' Coal', is Butler ' s simplest statement 
of this theme. The poem is nothing more than a sketch of a 
Fingo girl, Singing while she washes frocks in a river. Yet, 
for all that it appears insignificant, Butler revised the poem 
twice. The first two versions differ from each other only 
in the substitution of the phrase 'Bantu girl' for 'Native 
girl.' But a comparison of the second stanzas of the second 
and third versions reveals both improved craftsmanship as well 
as a growing articulacy. 
full: 
Here are the two second stanzas in 
And Singing a chant which seems more integral 
With hill, water and the sun 
Than any harmony or interval 
From my taught tongue. 
And Singing a song which seems more integral 
With rain-rinsed sky and sand-stone hill 
Than any cadence wrung 
From my taut tongue. 
In these improvements Butler's musical sensibility is evident. 
'And Singing a song ' reads more smoothly because of the 
alliteration ,than ' And Singing a chant .' 
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The image of a 'rain- rinsed sky' is appropriate to the subject 
a girl washing frocks - and suegests cleanliness and fresh-
ness, thus showing more clearly where the speaker's sympathy 
lies. But more important is the sense of locality, of a 
particular context , added by 'sand-stone hill.' The word 
'cadence' in line 3 more easily suggests verse than its 
muSically technical predecessor, while the word 'wrung' enhances 
the theme, particularly when viewed alongside the final 
improvement, viz . 'taut' for 'taught'. The former suggests 
that the tongue is rigid, unaccustomed to giving shape to 
local sensations, feelings, and thoughts; inhibited, rather 
than schooled. At the root of the speaker's envy of the 
girl's intuitively intimate relationship with her natural 
environment lies an awareness of his own essential 'foreign-
ness's his relationship is both 'taught' and 'taut', his 
utterances 'wrung' from him, while hers flow like the 'amber 
waters' of the stream. He is an outsider: she, like the stream, 
belongs so entirely that she seems always to have been there. 
Something of Wordsworth's awe and frustration at his inability 
to comprehend the song of 'The Solitary Reaper' - ' Will no one 
tell me what she sings? -' is present in Butler too . The 
servant girl, like Wordsworth's Maiden, see~ to be singing 
'As if her song could have no ending'. 
This early poem exhibits two features that playa prominent role 
in Butler's later verse. The first is the use of contrast. 
The difference between the servant girl and the speaker under-
lines the theme of the poem. The second and more significant 
of the two is the association of man with Nature. In the case 
of 'Servant Girl ' the girl's association with her surroundings 
is such that she .· seems part of it. Butler often employs 
metaphor drawn from Nature, flora and fauna, and the seasonal 
cycle in particular, to underline man's belonging to the vast 
world of Nature. 
Both contrast and the association with surroundings occur in 
'Karroo Town 1939 ', probably Butler's first war poem. The poem 
is interesting as it foreshadows the poet ' s 1 2ter attempts to 
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understand the conflicting influences in his life. In bolO., 
natural imagery , Butler sketches the almost primitive life in 
the little Karroo town: 
••• a region of thunderstorm and drought 
Under an agate sky, 
Where red sand whirlwinds wander through the summer, 
Or thunder grows intimate with the plain, and rain 
Is a great experience like birth or wonders 
Like the servant girl, the farmers are intimately associated 
with their environments 
Here climate integrates the landsman with his soil 
And life moves on to the dictates of the season. 
An~ again like the servant girl, there is an inevitabil i ty 
and permanenCt& - about their lives I 
- ., . , -,,- - " . 
It seems that farmers discussing the ' weather, 
Arguing prices round the cattle pens, 
Might well repeat the ritual 
On the last stock-fair in time. 
Into this order, somewhat ominously, comes a military band, 
noisily proclaiming Britain's right to expect her colonies 
to fight for the Empire. Thus the contrast is established. 
Europe asserts 
Her infallible remote control, 
the threat to disrupt life in the town. 
threat, for war will bring changesl 
Di vide 
The father from the son, 
The child from the home, 
It is more than a 
But , triumphantly , the poem returns to that which cannot be 
touched by wars 
The trumpets bay in unison 
Imperative demands upon our lives • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
But cannot shake the rocks till shadows of the hills 
Obeying remote instructions from the sun alpne. 
Europe's control is acknowledged, but not accepted. There is 
nothing in the speaker's tone that suggests submission: in 
fact, the description of 'the catalysing . sight and sound' is 
clinical, perhaps even resentful in· tone . The town, on the 
other hand, is portrayed with warmth as Butler stresses its 
rightful, valid, and independant existence in this abacus-
image: 
The village is strung like a bead of life on the rail. 
Total acceptance is absent here too, though, as is evident in 
the occasional touch of light mockery: 
Here the market price of wool 
Comes second only to the acts of God. 
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Butler seems uncertain about 
they will play in his life. 
at this stage he can boldly 
the forces he depicts, and the role 
It is significant, however, that 
assert the right of the Karroo 
Town: the poem ends as a celebration of the permanence of the 
way of life in that town, a way of life that is inseparably 
associated with Nature . 
Nature's supremacy is the theme of another early poem, 'Common 
Dawn', writt~ in South Africa before Butler's first exposure 
to war-action. The poem depicts a sentry standing guard, 
observing the 'day's way of dawning '. He marvels at the clouds 
brightening, birds awakening, the breeze brushing the grass 
about his knees. He is struck by how very special 'Such sweet 
and subtle commonplace' really is. What moves him most is 
the apparent 'eternal' being of the hills . An early version 
of the poem, titled' The Common Dawn ' has this fourth stanza: 
•• the dew remains 
And catches light and kindles in the rays 
Of a new day, like other days 
In the journal of our joys and pains. 
emphasizing the permanence of Nature contrasted with the trans-
itory 'journal of our joys and pains .' The later, collected 
version of the poem has a new fourth stanza: 
On every blade from here to where 
Alien sentries , watching, share 
The view of fatal plains. 
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This is a significant change because it introduces the idea of 
conflict, of man at war, strangely reconciled by the seductive 
charm of the glory of Nature: 'How universal all this air,'. 
The vastly superior natural episode asserts Nature's archetypal 
primacy, and harmonizes man's pe tty differences. 
Thus in his early verse Butler polarizes the conflicting 
tendencies which were to become so central to his later work. 
The conviction that man belongs and will continue to belong 
regardless of circumstances is present , but is as yet unchallengec 
The war would provide the challenge : Butler responded to his 
altered circumstances with compassion and horror, as is evident 
in this uncollected poem dating from the poet ' s Egypt-period: 
Fragment 
Here in the bloodless sand immune from war we wait. 
Between the inevitable battle and the memory of home, 
Between the lover' s wish and the soldier' s hardened will, 
We live and t r ain , we wonder and we wait . 
Now on the Steppes where rivers are frozen to iron 
'Armies rut the world of snow and dawn 
Cracks open beneath the hammer of the guns . 
Now in Illyrian Alps Tito's guerrillas turn 
Hopeful eyes to Italy , around whose bleeding calf 
The tournequet is slackened on the artery to Rome. 
Now beneath these same indifferent stars 
Black, avenging bombers groan above the Rhine , 
Pouring fear and fire on factory and home. 
And not one mile of coast, no yard of shore 
From Skaggerak to Toulon, from Bosphorous to Split, 
But has its sent r y watching the menace of the sea. 
Watching from the concrete pit , behind the mines and 
Wire, 
Waiting for the great assault on a certain hill or 
road 
Where we, now waiting here , will meet the hidden 
hour. 
And judgment by the cold criteria of war. 
The change of tone is startling. Gone is the conviction that 
man belongs in his natural surroundings : here man is clearly 
at variance with his surroundings, seeming to have lost his 
place, trapped , as it were, between two states : 'the in-
evitable battle ' and 'the memory of home '; ' the lover's wish' 
and 'the soldier's hardened will '. The quiet confi dence 
in Nature's immutabili ty seen in the tone of ' Common Dawn ' 
and 'Karroo Town 1939' has made way fo r a bewildered, stunned 
response to what is an assault on Nature: 
•.. and dawn 
Cracks open beneath the hammer ~f.the guns . 
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•••• othe menace of the sea. 
Nature is distorted , reduced to a mechanical level: 'rivers 
are frozen to iron -'. In these surroundings m~ cowers like 
a pitifUl animal: 'Watching f r om the concrete pit, behind 
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the mines and wire ,'o It is not only Nature but man, too, that 
has changed. Relentlessly Butler continues to examine this 
change. In'El Kahira~written soon after 'Fragment ' and also 
uncollected , his awareness of the spiritual decadence of 
Cairo society makes for a note of disgust that is new in 
Butler's poetry. 
El Kahira 
In a doorway , half-ajar, 
She pauses , sways and throws 
Not cassia or jasmin 
Nor oleander , rose 
Not even a fiamboyant 
That burns bes ide the Nile 
But the withered flower of the streets 
A stale commercial smile . 
A soulless c omedy in the streets, straight sex in the cabarets 
Time has burnt man's soul to ash , but left his flesh to play 
A Pantomine of appetites that have no rein or leash. 
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Mohamed Ali ' s min '.i:o-ets e,re g:'ey thr ough t he khamseen ' s red; 
The geometri c pYl'arr.ic1s a re plundered of t heir dead -
And the Past i s sold by draromen, piec emeal for more Baksheesh. 
It is not difficul t to see why neither of these p oems was ever 
revised for collect ion" 'Fragmcnt', in p articul ar , is little 
more than the single statement made in the firs t s tanza. 
The poem does not move 'Deyone'. or even behin d t hat point , but 
is content wi t h s impl;, :..'epeatL1g it . 
frequent recours e t o clich'Jlc imager y, 
Further more , Butler ' s 
such a s ' t h e hidden hour' 
and 'the cold cri teri:l of waT' reveals an at titude one can 
hardly believe in. 
that is not ye t his 
~-Ie be::!!"" to be adop t ing a point of view 
OWl' " 'El Kahira' i s more succ essful . 
The contrast between th:; 'T8,C'ious flow ers. products of nature , 
and what the p r ostitute haR to offer, 'A stGle c omme r<:ial smile' 
clearly establishes the sped,er' s cont empt o Unfortunately, 
the poem does not l ive up to this pr omiSing beginning: an 
'explanatory' second st&l7.a J couche d i n me t aphys ical imagery 
reminiscent of T. S. Eliot , deters fur the r enquiry , in particular 
the line, ' Time ha s bu rne d man ' s s ou l t o ash, but l eft his 
flesh to play •• • ' But the third Gt anza t ou ch es on a point 
close to the p oet ' s heart, and one begins to p er c ei ve the more 
deeply- fel t r eason fo r the s peaker ' s di sgusto ooo ' the ~a"t is sold 
by dragomen ••• ', mournp the s p eake r . One n e e d only recall 
the thought, quoted earl i c r ;'i from ~o Jilfornin g , concerning 
Butler ' s reverent c t tituae to the pas t, to c omprehend the 
seriousness of the charge laid here , If the Egypt ians are 
selling their pas t, they pore condemning t heir future . In this 
sense 'El Kahira ' an_d'Xa::-roo Town '1 939 ' make an interesting 
comparis onl one r ecalls ho,v, in t h e ear lier poem, it was the 
apparent immutability of the town and i t s people t hat made for 
the speaker ' s c onfidence i:'1 i-es future . Even war . he thought , 
could not alter basic ci r cumstances o In ' El Kahira ' war has 
clearly begun t o t ake it,' toll o 
But of the wa:!;' i tself Butler has as yet s aid li t tl e , and clearly 
thought littl e . For at about the s ame time as t he depressing 
'Fragment ' and ' El Kahira ' h: exnloded int o l yrical praise of 
nature, and emphati c rl ,E';;a':;cIDant of the belief t hat man is 
part of her cycle , in :" poem reveaii.ng little evidence of 
'the soldier ' s hardened will . ' 
Perhaps the f act that 'S;l':!'ian Sprin,:" was publ i ':l he d three times 
before appearing in ,?t:r.:01::.?2:...to :E.'urol;!~ is an indi cation of 
its qualities . In a riol~y sensuous op ening stanza Butler 
sketches the arrival of :::ipri:l;', in tre Syrian lands c ape . A 
tone of wonder prevails c.': siZh-cs : sounds 1 and smells are 
layered in , richly enxL.l'lcac. by FUli tcration~ 
The stammer of th8 for~":,,.1; 01 ;ued l." a t erfall 
Swells a t dusk . sha.1d!lg the L-till cold hills. 
The whi t e skin p ecl .3 -f'ror:J ~he hillsides 9 wi t h er s . 
Revealing the bl:o.cl: 1003.::ed s oi l of the ter rac es 
Forming a giant staircase down t o the seae 
A sense of myst ery ic evo'.ccd OJ' t he image 
which the melting snOlI is ce:1pared to the 
in l i ne three , in 
peel of 
such as "Poams ' 
a ripe fruit 
and the and sustained by the us ~ f)f' \ /or ds 
delicate 'elicit' and 'in'uimate.' Th e earli e r versions of 
the poem rev eal a clear preference for sound-imagery in their 
use of the word 'pesl;:) , in J.ine thre e o Obvious ly Butler 
considered the loss of the ':~'U i t-image as a great er liability. 
The second s t anza tells how the peasa.~ts begin wi t h their 
'ploughing and sowing '9 and it is here tha t the theme is taken 
up: 'And , chancing a hill~,ide, they change my heflrt.· 
The speaker, witnessing the rejuvenation of a l 3ndscape , feel s 
a corresponding liftin,~ of hi;:; O'N;l Gpiri t, f or thi s is • the 
miracle time ', when each cre:;,ture "has a Shadow t o cast in the 
sun.' This miraculous na'Gural event has t h e eff ect of wakening 
the speaker and recallino; his humanity; h e redi s covers his 
own, uni qu e p osition i.n the v/Ol'ld of JIi-::tureg 
The heaven I sou::;ht l"i6.S alJ. thiB while in my heart , 
Distinct and ral'6 a~ bi:cc1s in the orcha r d 
Native , n a tural , the s'G<?m of a tree" 
Nature is the victor in 'The Colossi of Memnon', a poem 
reflecting Butler 's thoughts on viewing (and s ketchi ng ) the 
giant sta t ues of the Ethi opian KinGs at Thebes i n Egyp t . 
The Coloss i of !'emnon 
An incredible calm is on them still 
These the Colossi p the seated kings. 
These cold memorials of arrog~t will 
On the clay of the river ' s wanderings. 
Fretting aeons of wind and frost 
Have smitten them , sh oulder , lip and t high ; 
Featureless they face the implacable East, 
The sun and the moon's monotony. 
Beneath them generations breed 
In sun to seaSon 's simple clock; 
Above by night the planets speed 
Derisive of river, man and rock. 
And in the f ields all spring and summer 
Bees that hive in the cracks of their s tone, 
Though they di e in a month , continue the murmur 
Of life that is older than brain or bone. 
While pigeons hover on gentl e wings 
Above the ColOSSi , the broken ki ngs. 
There Can be little doubt that this poem was inspir ed by 
Shelley' s 'Ozymandias' for the situations are similar. Yet 
'The Col ossi of Memnon ' reveals a freshness of t hought and an 
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originality of diction clearly lacking in the earlier uncollected 
poems. It also possesses a sense of development, an appar ent 
shift in point of view, making for a finely poised irony. 
The openi ng lines strike an impressive note: the word ' seated ' 
indicates power and complacent permanence . Bu t this impressi on 
is immedi atel y ques tioned by the fourth line. The words 
'wanderings' and 'clay' indicate ironically an uns table 
foundation f or such bugs monuments o Their doom is spel t out 
in stanza two :. the elements , allied with time , will sl owly 
wear them away. 
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Already the Coloss i are anonymous , facing the r elentless , 
impersonal wheeling of the skies . In stanza three the speaker 
implies that the humans who 'breed' 'Beneath t hem' are some-
how inferior , and the superiority of the firmament is reiterated. 
But it is in stanza four that the main point i s made. For 
in the 'Bees that hive in t he cracks of their s tone ' the poet 
sees, paradoxically, a symbol of ereat er enduranc e t han the 
stone statues. The be es live for only 'a mon t h ' . produce 
but a 'murmur' ; ye t tha t murmur i s evidence of an order older 
than man's. The concluding couplet drives h ome the point, but 
subtly, working through suggestion rather than explanation: 
the contrast between the ' pigeons ' which ' hover on gentle wings', 
seemingly insubstantial and frail, and t h e gr eat , stone Colossi 
underlines the irony . 
The substitution of ' broken' for the earlier ' seated ' is a 
contributing factor . Butler' s poi nt is clear~ whatever else 
the Colossi may be , they are not aliv e ; t h ey neither ' murmur' 
nor 'hover'. They a r e not par t of the life-cycl e , but 'cold 
memorials' and as such not immutable. The s peaker is , of 
course, easily identified; he has the same qui e t confidence 
of the speaker of 'Poem', ' Coal 'g 'S ervant Girl ' ,~arrooTown 1939', 
and 'Common Dawn'. Butler's early at t empts t o grasp the 
influence of the war on himself and on man i n general remain 
nothing more than a ttempts . But we do not hav e long to wait 
to hear him speak on that subject with authority. In fact, 
one very early war poem , written in Syria in 1942 , bears the 
seeds of the new Butler whose growth we shall trace in the 
next chapter. 
.J • 
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CHAPTER TWO 
WAR POEMS 
'Bomb Casualty' is a description , or an account, of the speaker's 
thoughts as he gazes at the body of a f ellow-soldier killed 
by an exploding bomb. Passionate , sensuous recollections 
are juxtaposed with the boy's present lifelessness I 
These hands that felt the warmth of breasts 
And tautened at the tremor of a thigh, 
These arms that clasped , lie r andom, loos e , 
Limp on the sand, an empty noose . 
Hands and arms once fire d with passionate purpose now lie 
'random, loose'. The 'empty noose ' metaphor completes a grim 
ironic reversal l the givers and receiver s of life are now the 
takers of life. In the second stanza lips , accustomed to 
passionate kisses , now are silent , dumb p can only 
••• kiss the careless wind , the bloodl(! ~' s sky. 
The development of this metaphor reaches its climax in the 
last stanza , when death itself is rortrayed as a loverl 
••• from the wings of metal seraphim, 
Death paused a second. to ravish him. 
The soldier's love-affair with death has reached its 
and one realizes , with some surprise , that the young 
uncharacteristic bitterness , is celebr ating death. 
climax, 
poet, in 
Butler 
contrasts his sensuous , ' natural ' rel ationship with his present 
'bloodless' stat e , and the past with pr esent • In this respect 
. 'Bomb CaSualty ' is similar to Wilfr ed Owen ' s 'Greater Love ' as 
an examination of the first stanza wi l l show : 
Red lips are not so red 
As the stained stones kissed by the English dead. 
Kindness of wooed and wooer 
o Love, your eyes lose lure 
When I behold eyes blinded in my steadS 
It would seem fair to suppose that Butler was reading, or had 
been reading , war poetr~r of a previ ous generation, as indeed 
he certainly was reading Keats, Wordsworth and many other poets' 
works. One would certainly expect him to imitate techniques 
which work , t o borrow from his immediate predecessors. 
There is much evidence of borrowing in Butler's poetry. A 
notable example is 'The Colossi of Memnon ', discussed above 
on page 25, a poem which owes much to Shelley ' s 'Ozymandias'. 
Yet it is in this very poem that the most poetically successful 
expression of the early Butler ' s view of war and Nature may 
be found. In the same way ' Bomb Casualty ' may be said to 
have been modelled on ' Greater Love ', in so far as the association 
of death with passion is the central metaphor in both poems. 
Yet the concept is not new to Butler: it is in fact, as will 
be seen, a recurring theme in the war poems . Moreover, 
Butler dramatizes the death/passion relationship into an 
appropriate climax, a soldier's love affair with death. In 
'Greater Love' love and death are associated but wedged apart, 
providing an ironic comment on patriotism. They are, indeed, 
different poems. Here , as elsewhere, Butler's 'borrowing' 
enriches his work. This echo in ' Bomb Casualty' calls to 
mind the bitterness and disillusionment that moved Owen to 
writing poetry: Butler is clearly part of that tradition. 
T.S. Eliot places this matter into proper perspective, On t!1e 
subject of borrowing, T. S. Eliot says: 
One of the facts that mif,ht come to light in this process 
is our tendency to insist, when we praise a poet, upon 
those aspects of his work in which he least resembles 
anyone else. In these aspects or parts of his work we 
pretend to find what is individual , what is the peculiar 
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essence of the mr_n . We <iwell v.'~ th s::ltisfactio!1 upon 
the poet's difference from his predece0sors, especially 
his irrunecli " .. te !':.:-edeces s ors, we endeavour to find ~ome­
thing that can be isolated in order to be enjoyed. 
Vihereas if we appro:l ch a lloet without this :yrejuclice 
we shall often find that not only the best, but the most 
individual p&rts of his work m" y be those in which the 
dead poets, his -ancestors, r.BS ert th oir immortn.li ty 
most vigorously. 12 
'Tobruk Visited, :::ece>'lber 19~,3' becins by stressing the 
mechanical life of man at war: warplenes are cutting 'A course 
of sunlit metal towards a target of blood.' Contrasted with 
this is Nature's calm perfections gulls weaving 'a leisurely 
flight to settle over their food.' The poem continues to 
depict, melodramati cally, how a platoon is tween prisoner, 
focusing on one soldier: 
Listless, he stood where sun on the stones 
Warmed fossilized shells of an ancient ocean. 
His pride is broken, and he is numbed in thought and feeling: 
painfully he recalls 'Windmill, window at dusk, house near 
the wattle trees?' The past, in the form of scenes of his 
home, intrudes on the present, as in 'B omb Casualty'. How-
ever slight and insubstantial its power may seem - 'In his 
heart the past was a ghost' - his senses are aware of his 
present surroundings only in so far as they separate him from 
home. Significantly, the jag~ed coastline becomes cadaverous 
fingers: 
••• eyes only saw this coast 
Dipping its bone-white fingers in cold dividing seas. 
'Seas' divide him from more than his land . The 
his heart indicates that emotional and spiritual 
'ghost' in 
alienation 
that is beginning to set in. In 'Mirage ' Butler exposes this 
alienation as a conscious, self-inflicted precaution. A young 
soldier, physically iso13ted behind a ' double row of cotton 
bars' - mosquito net and camouflage 
barriers: 
has also erected emotional 
12) T.S. ~liot' 'Tradition and the Individual Talent', The 
Saored Wood, (London, Methuen , 1966) . p48. ---
His heart has net and camouflage, 
Protecting him lest Pity should 
Sting to tears, or Fear surprise : 
barriers which prove to be powerless, as the memory of ~om§ 
breaks through: 
But still meander , in hot mirage 
The shapes of longing, soft or crude, 
For women he knew, familiar skies . 
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And particularly when two 'brown-eyed girls' are actually mgV~~ 
to touch him, as the proceSSion passes through Rome, the Fii§t 
rushes in: 
Reminding him , reminding him , -
Hand on no gun, but gloved in curls, 
And over his body's thirsty sands, 
Breakers bursting , blinding him. 
Significantly, it is the physical presence of the ItaJ~aq g~£-l§ ~ 
sensuously evoked by the word ' brown-eyed ,' and the !!!Pl!!§n1i gf 
:physical conta.ct with them which overwhelms the boy! he J.i'f§§ 
through the body. Butler has used sound and imagery tp 
suggest movement from vagueness, a state of virtual non...,.b~~nlii! 
to the definite, 'real ,' 'living ' experience in the last fq~p 
lines. The predominantly soft sounds in lines 4, 5, a.nd § 
suggest something insubstantial: ' eyes stare' ' Dante's qta.r§', 
!S!Doke', 'his rationed cigarette', 'Jerks', ' gust', '<l,isap,I.lear§.' 
W~e~e is an aimlessness about the entire scene, stren~thene~ 
b~ the mention of alien , meaningless stars and the ima~e qf 
g;i,!):El.;rette smoke floating away. JI\emories are only' sha.PEilii\!; 
they !meander in hot mirage.' But after the sensuq~§ 
~~p§~ience at the beginning of stanza three, strqng so~nq§, 
~n,!!;;h as the 'g' sound in 'gun' and 'gloved ', and the e<CP+Q.§:!'''Hl 
'b' ~literation in the last line effect a vigorou~ c~an~e Qf 
mood; the soldier's senses seem to be revived. 
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The power of the humanising image from the past, the reqolle~tiQn 
of home, and the moment of passion seem to wane as Butl~r's 
horror at the effec t of war on man increases. A feature 0'1;' 
many of the subsequent poems is the callous, indifrerent tone 
the speaker adopts. This is evident in 'Air Raid Before Dawn' 
where the speaker's only vividly fel t experience is of fear; 
The shameless naked girl called Fear 
Quivers against my negative flesh . 
The war itself is of little consequence . When the moment of 
fear has passed , the soldiers lapse into indifference, rollowing 
the course of a piece of shrapnel which 
Skids on the stones of a Roman road 
Leading to Caesar ' s trisected Gaul , 
casually eating 
wi th the war. 
mulberries, feeling ' no goad' to be gettin~ on 
Even the domestic and probably pleasin~ §i~ht 
of a few peasant girl s reaping fails to rouse them; 
••• felt like ghosts at a window pane 
who watch the hearth, but remain unknown. 
The simile 'li)ce ghosts' points to the essentially feeling+'e§~ 
nature of the war-creature developing here. Callo~91y th~ 
speaker enumerates var ious items lying in the aftermat~ of 
battle l the bodies of Germans 
••• (swollen , black 
With trucks running over their rag- doll legs); 
pages of a letterl 
A German sweetheart ' s questionmarks 
Quoting a Rhenis h Madrigal . 
These, pitiful though they be , fail to stir the speaker. T~e 
corpses are 'dolls ', anonymous, and the letter, ironically an 
attempt at personal contact, lies virtually unn,oticep., failin€' 
in its function , incongruously quoting a madrigal. In 'Letter 
from Monte Stanco ' the effect of dehumanisation is achieved Q;\' 
various means , the most significant being a removal frOm the 
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dimensi on of time. The poem describes the futile and disastrous 
attempts of a company to take a hill in Italy. We recognize 
the same indifference observed in 'Air Raid Before Dawn" 
••• can't care much if the end of the climb 
Is Golgotha's hill or the hill of the Ark; 
and the callousness: 
Others who stalked in single file, 
Who tackled this blasted hill in vain , 
Wrapped in one blanket, stiff in the soil, 
Shut from the leaves , and the lead, and the rain. 
But there is something more. The soil is described as ' eroded, 
old,' the house 'ancient', the track also ' old '. The soldiers 
are 'shadows to the end of time'. The speaker is 'a shadow' 
stalking the hill 'wi th shadows '. He carries 'timeless kit' 
through 'eternal rain' . In this way Butler reduces man to a 
link in a chain, an anonymous, shadowy figure, one of the 
'ghosts ' of 'Air Raid Before Dawn', one wi th no origin or destiny, 
eternally damned to performin[ pointless tasks. The tone of 
tired refusal to feel futility and despair is l"acbeth's: 
Life's but a walkinG shadow, 9. poor player, 
That struts and frets his hour u.'Jon the stage 
And then is heard no Dore . 
The speaker senses the comllany of predecessors: 
l·~other I feel our sin[1e file 
Is doubled now in the dark; 
yet feels more s.lone than ever. All seems 'timeless', 'eternal'; 
the event seems to have been frGed from t~e di~ension of time 
in order to emphasize the insj,\bstm.ntial .!'HltU.:r1i! of 'liA§ IlHll'! M€l 
their surroundings, and thus increase the ef~egt of fio~§l§§§fi§§§. 
The fact that the poem is a letter, Qddre~mod tg 'Metfi§r' ~fl€l§r- . 
linea the incongruity of the ep(;alcGr'lIJ imperiHlMl tOfl§. H;j,§ 
also, ironically, an atterr.pt at establ1uhine; gentla.e t wBfi MIll§ • 
• 
i.e. the past. Tbe repetition of phrClses, as in 
those who' re unluc1~y, by twos, by threes, 
Will join the others who sleep, w!lo sleep; 
and ballad-like regularity of 0,.1 terr.ating tetrametre and tri-
metre emphasize the mechanic [~l, feelinljless nature of the 
soldier's existence. The effect is mesmeric, visually somewhat 
like a slow-motion cinematographic sequence shot through mist. 
Butler's view of man at war now 
dehumanised beyond redemption. 
spirit is seized in the grip of 
the humanising influence of the 
less to effect lasting change. 
of God: 
reaches a point where man becomes 
In 'On The Brink' the human 
total indifference. Gone is 
home; even nature is powe~ 
Man is beyond the reach even 
On the Brink 
No ripple of rhythm, shanty, or soldier's song 
Wakes from the white road splitting the afternoon. 
For hours the convoy of trucks just muddles along 
Emitting an atonal hum, a disconcerting tune 
Of cylinders , gears; or the rough , irregular 
Rattle and bump , with squeaking springs, and a thin 
Break-squeal at a bridge. For hours. So similar 
The figures and faces who ride inSide, so dull 
Unknowing : oxen en route to an abattoir. 
Not one detachable , gay individual 
To ,gl:i tter aI:ld shout a challenge to tall walled Troy; 
Two hundred uniforms, numbered, deadened bJ' drill, 
But quick to take cover and shoot, sliok to deploy, 
To kill, or be killed, at a distance. All but lost 
Awareness of being a beine. No pain, no joy 
Except of the body. One of the heavenless host 
WhO, crawling round Time's vast flat vacuum 
At times, are haunted by a timeless ghost • 
• • • • • • • • • 
At last where heights of snow and black stone loom 
Against a withdrawn sky, our trucks disperse 
Among first-budding poplar, oaks and broom. 
The mad-cap green , infl aming fern and gorse 
The heady air, half-drunk with swirling birds, 
The reckless water, tumbling down its course, 
All strike upon our unused, bO;'lish chords. · 
Ou t of our trucks , dead weSllJons cast aside, 
Breaking long-sealed lips with bubbles of words, 
We strip and ulunge the pool's precipitous 
Through snow-born , clear , baptizing deeps. 
Sets free, 0 undeniable, undenied, 
side 
The shock 
My own, odd voice to echo, rock by rockS -
~~ore than body basks in the last shy sun, 
Inhales in hungry lungs the terse, dry smoke • 
• • • • • • • • • 
Now in the unmapped heaven of my eye 
A dust-mote sails . Hardenine to a star 
It plumbs a double night: the mind, the sky. 
Across the unmapped silence, shy and far, 
Then with a closer, clamorous ring, 
A nightingale sounds double seaS: the ear, 
The dark. You ancient asdics, echoing 
Between the broken hold of one bare heart 
• 
And that Unknown through whom you shine and sing, 
How ounningly your rays construct a chart 
On which, beyond the harpooned humps of whales, 
Beyond the 'here- be-dragons' and 'of China, part', 
Beyond the cheeley cherubs belchinp, gales 
And shamefaced devils winkinc through the green, 
Lie worlds in vait for patient, Ghost- filled sails. 
I'll set no course for worlds which can't be seen, 
Nor cram on canvas for a wind unheard; 
Enough to guess what voyage might have been • 
• • • • • • • • • 
To sail is death. I know this star and bird 
That tempt me to a fatal breaka~ay 
Are agents of the long-since banished Word. 
• 
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Yes, Lord of my dead ancestors , I may 
Be moved by these small wonders you perform, 
But not enough to t ake the plunge and pray. 
It takes a he ro to betray the norm , 
To pull up anchor in a failing light, 
To end, like Peter , crying in the storm. 
I reject Jerusalem' s dense night , 
The obscure moaning in the olive gr.ove 
And Judas · clutching silve~ white . wit~ fr~ght. 
I'll join no reckless underground of love. 
Here on the surface there's enough to lear~ 
Among the hordes your anguish cannot save. 
I'll not desert Mankind. As one we ' ll turn 
Our heavy phalartxesto greet the day 
Or march en masse through doors whose turret~ ~r~! 
But still the sound and light- beams play 
Upon my self, pin pOint its little reef" 
Among the shifting shoals of human clay. 
The air's alive with whispers of belief. 
A great winged bird sits brooding on the s~a, 
The vacuum cracks l But every joy and gri~f 
That gives me shape , that tells me hOW to ~§, 
Sends lightning absolutes to singe my hair. 
o Christ come not too closel ~e ~i~d to ~~l 
Through stars and nightingales He strik§§ !!!y §Sl-.!': 
What thou wouldst do, do quickly ••• 
I ligh.t 
A cigarette. My palms are coinless , c~~ar 
These passl:! superstitions l Anq. it was .qi/);ht! 
This long, uncolle cted poem shows signs of ~ ~f9.rt~~t~ 
tendency of the poet ' s ~ noted earlier , toward~ e~~tg~~ §\~~§m~n~~ 
and is particularly evident in the first sectio.g. :J;n v.hg H.p§."\; 
three stanzas an effect of deadening sameness ~d l~c~ or 
individuality is achi eved in sound- images: the convgy gf t~QK~ 
'just muddles along , I Emitting an atonal hum' P:).?Yifll,!; , ~ 
disconcerting tune I Rattle and bump ,'. Onomatg~o§i~~Q ~ffeQt~~ 
'squeaking springs' and a ' squeal' of br3kes add the fi!ri. shin~ 
touch to this mechanical cacophony. Then to the 9cQup~t§ 
of the convoy of trucks , all 'so similar' ?nd 80 indiffErr-~nt tQ 
the fate that awaits them that Butler compares them to 'o~ten 
en route to an abattoir'. They are nothing more than '~wQ 
hundred uniforms, numbered, deadened by drill,' alert onl.;}" to 
danger. Thus, through imagery, Butler depicts the ~~chani~~, 
impersonal nature of war. The fact that he then proceeq§ tQ 
state the sense explicitly in the lines ' All but lost / Aw&~§~ 
ness of being a being ' i ndicates that he does not t~~t hi~ FQtem~ 
The last stanza of the first section contains imagery th&.t it§ 
strongly reminiscent of the imagery in 'Letter froII! ~foniH~ ~1j<!figQ' i 
here too the soldiers feel removed from the dimen§iop of lim~H 
' ••• crawling round Time ' s vast, flat vacuum'. The,y~ 1;QQ, ~~§ 
in the company of a ' ghost'; it is not Simply the sp~ri1j Q~ 
soldiers who have come and gone before them, but ~ m~ife§t~1jiQfi 
of the Christ. 
~he second section pays tribute to the power 0:(' Nature, fg~~ 
as the Italian countryside bursts into Snring, 'Wh,e Il\ag.g~ 
green, inflaming fern and gorse,' the soldiers fin~ the~~ 
'boyish chords' responding; flinr:ing aside wel?-pol1§ nQ.\'i 'qe~g' '" 
earlier they were all that s€emed alive - talking exc;i.te@;v. 
plunging into ice-cold water, basking body and !?oul i11 re,juvw.!;!-
ting sunlight, the soldiers seem to be experiencil1ts. the. sall!.EZ 
~iracle as the speaker in 'Syri3n Spring' . 
But the soul is hardened beyond redemption . The last three, 
sections reveal a spiritual struggle with God, expresse~ in 
a sustained metaphor drawn from shipping . The speaker ;i.s th§ 
mariner who mistrusts the 'ancient asdics ', the star an~ th~ 
nightingale, and who refuses to sail beyond known limit§i 
he is the ancient mariner , gazing fearfully at his ancient m~~~ 
his heart set against venturing past 'the oheeky c.he~PB 
belching gales ~' He spurns the spiritual, trusts only in m§ 
", 
senses, will 'set no course for worlds which can't be seen.' 
He lacks the faith, for t he God-sent 'asdics' have no fQothQl~ 
in 'the broken hold ' of his heart; though he Can gu§s~ !it 
what lies at the end of such a journey, to sail requir~s 
'patient, Ghost filled sails.' Thus he rejects these I~g~t§ 
of the long-since banished Word' and systematically sets 'l1At 
to reject Christianity as a whole: •• 'Peter, cryi,!lg ;in tb,e 
storm'; ' Jerusalem's dense night', 'the moaning in the gliv§ 
grove', 'Judas clutching Silver, white with fright.' ~n ~ 
strangely twisted way, subscription to religion's a~pealB W~q 
be tantamount to a. betrayal of Mankind. Al though Q.o\i 
intensifies His appeals , the speaker stands fir'!ll, wi, 1;h ! 9, Q;i,~· 
less, clear' palms, dismissing Christianity with the. li19<l;fne§§ 
of one who has experienced no stress: 'These pasElb sUFe;r~!'\l;i,t;i,Q!'!§l! 
It seems strange that Butler did not republish 'On the ~;r;i,~1 
in one of the collecti ons . It is an important ~oem, ~e~;i,Qt;i,p~ 
an advanced stage of dehumanisation brought about py the W~~ 
It is, in fact, the only wa~poem in which the spea~ep's 
cynicism encompasses even religion. The tribute tQ N~~r-e !R 
the second section is a strong thematic link with th~ W~fe~Qem§~ 
The concept of man's spirit enjoying the rejuven!j.ting pg'j'leP 
of Nature recure in thE) war poems, 'Syrian Spr;i4~' P~i4g '\;tl,e 
most obvious precedent . The fact that in ' On the. ~r;j.n~" 'Ilh.e 
awakening of the soldiers ' spirits through senso~s e~PQ§~r-g 
to the elements has no lasting effect is further ~vi~enQe gf 
the speaker's dehumanisation. 
Butler's soldier, having been taken to ' the brink' pf rega~in~ 
his humanity, now seems to revel in his cynic:j.sm. It w!l-§ 
exactly this attitude that gave rise to the sonnet !To Any, y~~ 
Soldier '. The title in itself indicates anonYl!lity. In the 
octave Butler captures the attitude of the victorious sQldie.p~ 
swaggering into an Italian village after a night of t,es,p, ec;ial 
hell'. He revels in the peasants' hero-worship~ F;i~h'\;;in~ 
has 'matured' him: 
You whom last year ' s masters though a fool 
Has learnt from masters in another school 
The meaning of a cullege cenotaph. 
But the hollowness of the speaker's sardonic praise rin,gs 
audibly. The young soldier is, after all, only a 'Brie.f 
hero' • His maturity is nothing more than a mask he h~s 
learned to wear, one which enables him to 'Loo~ calmly Qn 
shell-torn terraces .' There is a theatrical air abQ~t his 
actions: 'bask/In their dark eyes' praise. Brief herot",' 
The soldier is the chief actor in a play written by h~~~t¥t 
mechanically acting out the speaker's stage-directio~s. 
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Yet this poem fails to move. 
cynical, his attitude to the 
The speaker's tone is e2l;ces§;i.'Vf1l1¥ 
soldier cru.elly ta~ting; '~1J;re.t<:lh 
your royal limbs ••• ' At times there is no spe~er at ~ll;, 
it seems that no human spirit informs the poem, that the;r-g i§ 
only the presence of an omnipotent being, cold+y callin~ th~ 
shots. In the best of Butler's war-poetry, the poet's ~ll~ 
encompassing compassion is clearly fel t . Usu~lr tAe v~T;Y 
underplaying of emotion stresses its presence. Wha.1JeyeI' 
emotions gave birth to ' To Any Young Soldier', co~p~e§iQn W~§ 
not one of them. Furthermore, Butler seemS to haY~ trq~§q 
the composed obje ctivity of poems such as ' Lette~ ~rQ!II ~To!'lij§ 
Stanco ' and ' Air Raid Before Dawn' for a mood ~hich Y§r~§§ on 
hysteria. 
Excess ive cynicism and a good deal of self_pity are ev;ioli!en1i 
in an uncollected poem from this period , ' B~lad fqr t he B~~§ '~ 
- - " 
Ballad for the Boys 
A section of stupid soldiers sat 
Close to Cassino in their slit-trenches. 
And what, my hearties, do you think they ~er§ at~ 
Talking of war and wine and wenches, -
When one kill- joy got up and said: 
"I'm sorry to mention a topic that's sad, 
But the night whor, ':;-ohnnie stopped Q!l,e in, t4~ lle?'g, 
This is the strange sort of dream I ha~~" 
Chorus: 
o tell us your dream as we fight for ~o!lle, 
Us heroe of dreams of the folks back home! 
"Old Johnnie on my slit-trench dat , 
Not ghostly at all, as you'd believe, 
And what do you think old Johnnie'd been at? 
He'd just returned from a spot of home leave, 
And this is the song that he sang to me ' 
Of what he had seen in his native land: 
'It's not quite as rosy as it might be ••• • 
He strummed his guitar with his hand o 
Chorus: 
'But a good song to sing of the folks back ho~e 
When you're fighting the Hun on the road to RQm~~1 
'There all the strong young students sat, 
Their faces disfigured with frowns.' 
"Johnnie, Oh Johnnie, what were they at'?" 
'Studying history's ups and downs: 
The lecturer told them clearly too 
How ceptain battles had saved their bacon: 
Salamis, Tours and Waterloo, . 
And Alamein too , ' less I'm mistaken -0-
Chorus : 
So sing of the hard-working students back ~0!1le 
When you ' re fighting the Hun on the road to ~gw.g 
'There all the well- dressed ladies sat 
Around the gr een bridge table.' 
"Johnnie, Oh Johnnie, what were they at?" 
'Talking of Boyer, Grant and Gable, 
And wasn ' t Noel grand last night, 
So polished , wi tty and so refined ••• 
My dear , I hear Miss Jones got tight 
After her passes had been declined -." 
Chorus: 
So sing of the gossipping dears back home 
When you ' re fighting the Hun on the road ~o ~Qme. 
' There all the long- haired highbrows sat, 
Cocktails on the arms of their chairs.' 
"Johnnie, Oh Jonnie , what were they at?" 
' The delicate art of splitting hairs: 
Is Stalin an Imperialist 
Following the steps of Peter the Great? 
One brandished a very well manicured fist 
At Hitler and the Nazi state.' 
Chorus: 
So sing of the first-class brains back home, 
When you're fighting the Hun on the road to Rome. 
'There all the mighty magnates sat, 
Cigars , dark suits, md gold watch- chains' 
"Johnnie , Oh Johnnie, what wcre they at?" 
'Shut up, George, the Chairman explains: 
The fact is, colleagues, due to taxes 
We have only doubled our dividends; 
But once the Government relaxes 
We hope to make handsome amends.' 
Chorus: 
So Sing of dividends doubled back home 
When you're fighting the Hun on the road to Rome, 
'And every night ten t!lOusand sat 
In cinemas, clubs , or danced the conga ••• ' 
"Johnnie, Oh Johnnie, what were they at?" 
'Forgetting their cares a little bit longer; 
Their terrible scares about inflation, 
The shortage of spares for motor cars ·; . 
The price of cosmetics, the small meat ration, 
The lack of 'imported' in certain bars ••• ' 
Chorus: 
So be thankful you're not a civvy back home 
When you're fighting the lfun on the road to Rom~! 
"A shell burst close to where Johnnie sat. 
I flattened out , I'll bet you . 
Johnnie, Oh Johnnie, what are they at? 
Lie flat, you fool, or they'll get youl 
But Johnnie just smiled: 'When you're l ike me, 
She12don't matter, which is sad, 
'Cause honestly , George, I'd rather be 
Back with the section I would, by GadS' 
Chorus: 
For the terrible sacrifices made at home 
Are worse than the sweat on the road to Romel 
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This ballad is hampered by a weakness similar to that of '~o ~¥ 
Young Soldier' . In an attempt to evoke sympathy for t~e 
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soldierS · 'fighting t!'-,e '"Un on the road to Rome', B\.1,tle.;r- d.e..p;i,.qts 
the indifference to their plight of the folks 'in his native 
land', concluding , wi th grim irony, 
For the terrible sacrifi ce made at home 
Are worse than the sweat on the road to RQ~e= 
Again the subjective involvement of the speaker m~rs tA~ 
potential obj ecti vity the ballad form may have gai.ne!l. lie. 
fails to gain the reader's sympathyl he alreadY ha§ h~§ @wn. 
The idea that the whole of humMi ty is to blame . for tb.e effEHrli 
of war on man i1!l also the conclusion of ' December 1944~' 
In the same level tone of objectivity discussed abQv~, 
assisted here by the clinical progression of terz~ ~~~a! th§ 
speaker portrays the ' unreality' present in '~etter frQm 
Monte Stanco.' And p as in that poem, the wea.tg§r pla¥§ ~ 
significant role: 
Day and night· are two greys washed toget!urr. 
Run in t he web of rain, 
• • • • • 
Even his dreams are 'hung with curtains of rai~.' U4d§r§t~gin~ 
is curtained off: the full significance of the §olg;i,§~I§ 
role is kept from them. But they nevertheless ~e§ th§ ~~§ 
cause : 
••• the scapeghosts of our sins: 
Half-saint , half-beast, he stalks the smothered h~~l§t 
This is the soulless character of the soldier, the ~~§f B§htnq 
which he performs his atrocities. Divorced fro~ fe§H!l~~ 
he leaves a trail of blood, is 'Dumb', 'anonymous l~~e th§ 
mist.' Even the speaker is 'mummy- wrappe!l'. All eh~c,_@ 
of communication are lost, but morning brings a chanl5.~ :\,.41, th.§ 
weather: a white world of snow with 'No hi~t of h~~e/ ~~t 
accurate outline at all distqnces.' 
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of thought in the speaker brings a clear realization of guilt. 
In stark contrast now are the black hole of the grave and 
the surrounding snow . Feelings of guilt are articulate: 
'the new grave shouts from a black throat through the snow.' 
Thus the sin against and by humanity is revealed: 
Look at the grave- stain in the crib of snow, 
Look at our guilty thirty pieces worth. 
The last five stanzas of the poem are sensitively handled, 
revealing exactly that quality which is lacking in 'To Any 
Young Soldier.' This is the callous, indifferent speaker 
of the Butler war-poem: 
Dijointed relics in a blar~et sack . 
Cold unstrung limbs . 
His habits are itemided : 
Given to cards . Fond of a naked swim. 
The apparent paucity of these lines bel ies the emotional 
strain they throb to reveal . The skilfully controlled speaker 
allows himself no sentimEnt, for it would seem 'gauche among 
the vulgar guns.' It is in this deliberate denial and 
suppression of feeling that the poem' s strength lies. The 
analogy to Christ and Judas in the words 'crib' and 'thirty 
pieces worth' calls to mind the universal sin, and clarifies 
the point that it is a coll ective responsibility, a moral 
weakness that is in ou r make-up . 
The chief source of Butler's metaphor is still Nature, as 
'December 1944' indicates. The important role played by the 
weather has already been .discussed. The poem further contains 
one significant image , comparing the dead boy to a tree: 
What is once his own and twisted stem 
Disturbed the soil , sprung leaves, was bold to grow •••• ? 
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Butler's use of imagery drawn from Nature, the v§ge1iatiQ4. i.n 
particular, in~icates his compassionate view of man; tAe~e 
images are always tenderly handled. It is, furthermor§, ni§ 
metaphor for the concept of belonging . In 'Bitter Little 
Ballad ', man's grotesque awakening into war in contrs,§,\;eq w;i,'\i!l 
nature's awakening Spring. The poem begins, li~e Isyri~ 
Spring', with images of growth and rejuvenation; 
When stale snow on the lower slope 
Lay thin and loose, a snake-shed skin; 
When chestnut woods were soft with hope 
And buds went juicy, wl1i te wi thin ••• • 
Then, in stark contras t, comes the precise interve~tio~ of 
man: 
Our orders were signed by a neat firm hand. 
But Spring continues to assert herself as w8ter~ of 1!l!?11!!!'1~ 
(mow 'Tinkled all night down moonbright boulders. ~ ~h~ 11:ri.~ 
rose waits impatiently to flower . The peasant gir~ ~fiq h~F­
lover 'floated through a moon-drowned land.' 
An ominous note shatters this romanticism as ' fgur. h~~qr~~ ~it§§\ 
prepare for take-off on a distant airfield. +~ an e~~J,Yi 
version of the poem Butle r had the propellors of the p~a~~§ 
'dissecting the sun.' This image. does support t .he ti1E!.I!l§. , 
but Butler re jected it in favour of ' Spun silver prp~-poin~ ;i.fttg 
the sun ', an image with greater visual accurac!. and wi1!h th~ 
added virtue of sUGgesting that war is a game of c~~cg t ftgr-§ 
the tone is grimly ironic as the ' Bombardiers, itchipg a'\i 
shining Sights' are associated with the primrose, ilIl.p.atiefl,tl,¥ 
waiting t? flower . A similar effect is achieved When !~~e¥ 
trees shot green/ Defiance at death.' The t~o fQrce~, W8,~ ~~ 
Nature, are closely associated. Indeed, one is de~c.:j.Peg in 
terms of the other , until they mar:.v ' The primro~e~ ~a¥in~ 
reached frui ti.on, 'split': so too the wills of I!lel'l I BJ,Q~.§Q1!\e. Q.' 
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bu t, ironically, in • bayonets, wounds, a.nd guns '. In e;rotesque 
harmony, 'birdsong and Bren' combine: 'Beauty and death 
s troll ed hand in hand.' And finally, the poem returns to 
the metaphorical weather: the girl has lost he r love, and so 
wi t hdraws into her own winter, denyi ng the rush of Spring, 
crus hing the primrose : 
Impotent, summer shall depart, 
Over the closed bud of her he art. 
But the poet's humanity continu es to haunt him , recurs in 
murmurs from the past . Desp i te the bi t t erness noted in 
these poems, despite the increasingly ins is tent tendency to 
play down sympathy and compassion , i t is not in Butler's power 
to suppress these emotions. They betray hi s humanity, often 
in fragments of verse such as 'Three Glances At One Photograph.' 
Here the speaker, gazing at a photograph, pr obably of a sweet-
hear t , s eems unmoved: t he phot ograph is a ' fl a t reflection', 
it r ecords 'dead seconds'. It is 'a cryp t i c epitaph' of their 
rel ationship . Appropriately eno~rh , t he sc ene is winter: 
'naked trees , reeds frozen in t he pond.' But the world of 
'Syrian Spring ', where ' miracles' occur , is present here too . 
Inexplicably 'a presence returns', to haunt the poet, causing 
a physically felt re- awakening . Characteris tically, Butler 
compares the change to spring: 
The first wind of spring, shaking t he naked branches, 
My tired body quivers with the ghost of his bride , 
A casual flash of phosphor on a single breaker 
Announcing whole oceans thronging in to tide. 
The imagery of these lines is a f orceful reminder of the, power 
of the senses. Indeed , the poet is not yet de ad. 
But more significant than these explicit s t a tements i s the fact 
t hat the very source of these war poems' existence is the 
poet's compassion , the mainspring of Butler' s ,' better war poet17. 
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Certainly , it was comp assion which gave rise to one of the 
fines t poon!', of the war years, 'Giotto's Campanile.' Here 
Bu tler '}3 C011,,8.:n for the effect of war on man is expressed 
in terms of grief for the city of Florence. Hill pre-
occupatio'l v'lith Florence , which was to culminate in his magnum 
opus , 'On l"lv'st S eeing Florence,' derives from his reverence 
fo r D3.a 1, J > 
For , apa,:,'~ fj~Oul '">s in!" a !1'reat European ]ltenaissanee centre, 
Florence i '_ 1"190 the birthplace of DRnte.; Yet Dante lived 
the g re:l-r,_'f. 'part of his life out of Florence, an exile, 
grievil1? fl', hic ' visi on city' 0 At the root of Bu,tler's 
grief lies an identification with Dante: Butler, using Dante's 
terza Xi.!",} , .:;rieves for Dante 's city. 
High in CLl O-Cto'S belltower, the speaker observes the city of 
Florencc, n ot'lng the changes wrought by war. He is disturbed 
by the fL." '; chat wa r has made access to Florence so easy: 
the city ,i,s c.haapl y available, particularly as he recalls 
IHow Dante at what bitter distance bled.' 
The harsh. adVent of militancy, 'still heels falling', offers 
a grim con"i;rast; to the once 'atoning belfry'. 
In the phrase 'spiral stair' Butler recalls, 'reate' E! gyre-
c oncept: 'i3 tho vi-ol ent, explosive circumstanq.es of Dgnte's 
, , , 
banishmellt s~ ,~m to have returned, for history seems to be 
repeating ,."i; 3eli o The speRker now feelS estranged, out of t1,lIl,e 
wi th hiE> w~r-t;orn surroundings . He is appalled at the 
indi ff8,,'<1nce of the ascending soldiers to the city that lies 
below, 
climb. ' 
,k' ~ C'D.suall y they pause, note landmarks; curs,e the 
~ha camnanil es are t r ansformed into mere chronometers: 
in a lli c -,h.l.ni (; ;:tl l y p r eci se image Butler gives further comment 
on the in'lllmani'cy of warg ' Hammers descend ' on the bronze ••• ' 
One is :Cc't!:!.:.l ed of the soldiers in 'Letter from Wonte Stanco,' 
lost i~1. ti'ue , lor the speake r now feels 'us all ' to be 'riveted' 
to a sp3!; i:.J..-ic' point i n time , but a ' pointless' one. Man has 
lost n-i .:-< ,.~ histJ:cical roote lil'less. The 'tidal chime' of Giotto':;; 
bellS i~ easily penetrated by the sound of approaching war-
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",;l? the bell s ' function , as the sound emitted 
by them cw" ," ~Y).e CUns' 'knel l ' and continues ' tolling ' 
through Gl'" (1." ;:; k yo One realizes with some surprise that 
an i ronic; "('. "r,l '::1 of r ol es has k !lcen place, for the sounds of 
war have ,I',' i"'J:i.ne d the attribut e of tolling the death-knell, 
in this C':,:'" X''-'i' quiv erine: loins and unengendered sons .' 
PaSSi on) "1' .. l:fW o~,portuni ty of new life , are destroyed: 
thei r de:'; ::",,', i:j OD. g rot esquely, tholtgh appropriately, announce(i 
by the 8(<[" ,, ', Cl:c' \" ~',ro The soundS f ade, silence return,s . 
There har; ;'"',, Il') a ttacko Bu t the speaker grieves for the 
'still ad· :,'''(,i·Jvisi on city'o He mourns t he fact that the 
'deep bel 1.', or love and pity' are powerless to enter man's 
The imps', 1, JGiott o's Campanile ' is l argely dUEl to the sound-
motif aboL , . ,1" h Butle r has c ontructed his poem. 'rhe poe!l1 
is se t C I, " t i.me when clear visi on is impossible, ThEl 
speake " ,1D' :,<'t; :Je e the poem: he hears it. Similarly,:j.t 
is the 1'6, , buditory sense which has to interpret the 
a ction , 
" 
vowel sounds in the first stanza ' Alone', 
, .. ;ve'9 'heroi c ', ' apalling', establish the 
speaker'l'i ,lUi cl(,choly frame of mind. TfJ.e word ' then ' in line 
6 introdllOc;:3 ~tl omi n ous note , and soon alliteration · spir?J. 
stair ' " "',ii] ·"",: , O;l.1nce - 'Gteel heels' - cOll1bine to dispell 
the p ensi ve ,:.i n',:ll that prevail s. Broken rhythms enchance 
the n ew moe'" ":'. nnprehension: ' How casually they pause; 
en r :c e the climb 'o The new sound, that of 
warpl<Uli;S .1. I ·'.c,uat cs i tself int o t he poem by virtu,e of the 
alli terati.(, ',h:.r klike shoO'.ls s lip' . emphasizing its surrep-
titi ous <'.>'.' -'<'<',',11, and f urtllermore pointing to the ",ubtle1;y of 
the chau::1 h)LH,:ht by war. Even after t he final sounds have 
left the ()')(,m , ·t he ri ch vowel SOLlnds of the last line melodiou,sl;y.-
supp ort. -, ::," ",l .~'ll::er' s despai r g ' i'!l one p none peals now , deep 
bells of 1.',11 nnd pity , ' Inverted r epetition brings home tj'Je; 
Ho':! ';';.'1 :,', :;'-G what bitter distance bled 
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becomes 
But bitterly , distantly , I bleed • •• 
'Giotto 's Campanile ' has an obvious parallel in ' Karroo Town 
1939 '. In both poems existing order and beaut y are challenged 
by the intruder, War. It is clear that Butl er had gone a 
long j ou rney into inhumanity by the time he a rrived at the older 
symbol, the city of Florence . His despair i s borne of dis-
appointment, disillusionment, at finding t he .c ent~e of 
civilization contaminated. And yet the city has not really 
changed: t he oircumstances are not what he ha d hoped they 
mi ght be. It is , atain, mankind for whom he grieves , but with 
c omp assi on, not bitterness . 
The i nt erplay of past and present, spiritual degradation « nd 
enrichment ,. the dehumanising infl uence of war and the humanising 
recollecti on of home find ' an early climax in one of Butler ' s 
most complex poems, 'Elegy. ' It is longer and grander in 
scale than any of his previous work. One is conscious of 
the poem's importance in the sense that it con t ains the 
culmination of some of the war themes discussed thus far. ' Elegy' 
concerns itsel f with the war- creature sketched ou t in earlier 
verse , and s eems at first to be a predictable continuation of 
a rec ogni zable theme. But it is far mere than t hat . 
A pronounced narrative element at once renders the poem 
different from its predecessors and contemporaries , and 
anticipates the strong , nar rative strain characterizing l a.ter 
ve r se . In the present are unwound , coldly and without ceremony, 
the events of a friend ' s burial. But simultaneously the 
speaker r el a tes a specific experience he and hi s friend shared 
in his youth. As this story is the more dominant , ' Elegy' 
amounts, rather surprisingly, to an emphat i c restatement of 
the conviction found in the early 'Karroo Town 1939 ,' viz. 
that belongi ng defies even death. The poem moves even further 
back in time as the poet leans on the historical past of Africa, 
as he waS to do more extensively in le.ter poems , to find a 
metaphor. 
In the first two stanzas we recognise the indifference to d~ath 
as ten soldiers, standing around their friend's grave, find 
it impossible to bring 'A r entle gesture to a scene so sta.r-~.l 
The speaker's attitude is Qeliberately tough as he explains 
that t :,ey are trained to kill , not to reveal emotion: §" 
musical metaphor underlines the theme of man reduced to 
mechanism: 
We're trained to kill in concert, expert hands 
At death's arpeg[:ios , quite without art 
To stroke a cadence from our own taut strands, 
Nor measured beat to coax the common heart 
Towards, perhaps , one full cathartic chord. 
Even the padre' s eyes reveal • Compassion exhausted. ,. 
Butler achieves an objectivity in his description of 
bearers bringing the corpse , chiefly by concentrating 
phYSical effort of carrying such a heavy load: 
A weight so heavy that each inside wrist 
Is taut, a weight so dead that living arm 
Is stretched out stiff. 
The body of his friend is callous,ly dismissed: 
Her~ 
the 
on tM 
An outsize doll in a parcel, the human norm 
Trussed neatly at the knees , the waist, the l').ape. 
As in 'Air Raid Before DC1wn' the noll im''lce adds anonymi t;y. 
The third stanza switches to the past tense, and there is an 
immediate change of mood . It is as thouGh a different 
speaker has taken over . The alienated soldier of the fir~t 
section is replaced by the young man he used to be . Bore~ 
indifference makes way for excitement as the speaker recalls" 
in vividly sensuous language , an occasion on which he and his 
friend went riding together; the poem ' explodes' into ~ 
Wordsworthian anecdoteg 
Once as bOfs , while dawninc mountains reared 
Their lamp- black paper- cuts aC'1inst the east 
We rose, and cantered clear across the weird 
Scrub-scribbled spaces ••• 
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The metre is unchanged: iambic pentametre, rhyming alternately. 
Yet the verse now brims with vigour, as in 
Slack the reins hung 
Beneath our horses ' necks; their pouring hooves 
Thundered dull in multiple rhythm or rung 
Sharp, for a second , on rock. A dongal Swerve? 
No, risk it, jump ~ 
Butler's sensory equipment is fully operational:; 
two red earth dams 
From which tromboninE geese splash out to trace 
Great echoing arcs of sky, while brown-horned rams 
Face round with stupid strength and nervous ewes 
With silver muzzles sniff their crinkled lambs. 
Movement, colour, sound , feeling, and a sense of physical 
transportation, of opening outwards, the opposi t ,e of the 
confined sensation achieved in the first part, already suggested 
in the first line , 'We ten, who focus in an arkward arc •.• ' 
all set the scene for the revival of the ' mummy shape'. 
Reinstalled in his prope r environment, the boy comes to life. 
He is addressed by the speaker in the second person; he is 
revitalised in dynamic images : 
o the loose, then taut 
Poise of your balancing body as you move 
Centaur knit •••••••• 
Life ' s pivot to the blue horizons rims! 
But the question of belonging drives the speaker to the problem 
of the poem, boldly stated in stark ~t1thel!'les: 
Smoothe dolorite and rippled sahdstone r~ared 
His young blood to the sun: the goblet lies 
Split in a landscape that Etruscans cleared. 
His home waS treeless veld beneath bare skiesl 
Smothered in damp leaves, he met his end 
As nightfall smudged the sharpness of his eyes. 
The youth's belonging is unquestionable; he is as much part 
of his environment as the servant girl, and the farmers in 
'Karroo Town 1939 '0 BLlt ;1e now lies in 
the problem of the poem? a problem which 
alien 
leads 
soil. This is 
the poet into 
his first substantial confrontation of the ' tension between 
Europe and Africa.' Here the ns.rrative is broken off, and 
the question is taken up. The note of lyrici sm i s replaced 
wi th a tentative, ·philosophic tone, the pentametre taking 
on a ponderous character: 'In all of us two continents 
contend.' As in 'Giotto's Campanile', Butler seeks his 
metaphor in the historical past, in this case the writ ings 
of the Portuguese poet , Luis de Camoens, in particular the 
poem 'The Lusiads,' the story of Da Gama's travels to the 
East. The speaker is struck by the composite nature of the 
poet's wri tingss 
Whose heroes, traced from Troy, may strut and prance 
Through Lisbon, Malind; whose Grecian sun 
Lights Benin ' s Bay and Goa in a glance. 
But the 'tempered personal bitterness' of Camoens 's account 
of how many corpses Da Gama had to bury on 'our alien shore' 
leaves the speaker with the convic tion: 
That bones lie best in landS where their hearts belone. 
This parallel situ2tion certainly makes the point clearly, 
but does not allay the spe~ker's own bitterness at the loss 
and 'alien ' burial of hie friend. 
faction i n such lines as : 
He finds sardonic satis-
To hide a hero from corruIlting air 
Use any hill or wave upon the sea. 
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Cynically he considers how the .. accoutrements of a proper 
funeral - 'averru.es of n.ourners', 'lace, white or blue, ' ' Boy 
choristers' _ may 'ease the brutish way' we are committed to 
soil or sea. But what it cannot ease, or cure, .. ·is our 
'instin9t for self-banishment'. This concept deserves careful 
5.1. 
consideration. In identifying with Camoens, Butler cle~rly 
sees himsel f as the singer who lauds the acts of conquering 
heroes i n foreign l~nds , but at the same time mourns the very 
fact of their removal from their native soil, their 'instinct 
for self-banishment ' from his 'vision city,' and, in a wiqer 
sense, man the war-creature's banishment from the human race, 
which is an instinctive tendency. 
Returning to the narrative, the poem moves into South Af~iQa.~ 
past as the speaker recalls how he and his friend argueq ag~t 
whose people had prior claim to the land on which they rOde. 
They were, in fact, repeat ing history , ' Disputing on the PId 
disputed frontier '. They came upon a grave, 'centering th~ 
veld for miles around ', and immediately fell silent, and whe~ 
a jingling bridle broke the silence, he knew that they had, i~ 
a few minutes , grown separate, 'sundered , singled'. '!:he;y 
were 'ashamed as if that grave had proved/Our day - long Ya~ 
all vain'. The gravity of all their talk of pioneering ang 
possession pales to insignificance beside the immens~ty Qf 
this anonymaus death . The speaker is . trucK by the thqu,ght 
of death~ solitude: 
It shocks 
Me still, stock-still : death is so alone. 
Thus the dead are A.ble to affect the living - the past int;ruq~§ 
on the present, the one affectinr, altering, re-inter~reting 
the other. As the two friends returned they had to cross ~ 
few pools . The speaker notes how ripples caused by their 
crossing splashed and wet the ' ripple-marks from God-kno~s­
what dead days' set in the stone walls of the pools. Thi~ 
image provides a metaphor for the concept of the inter-P~a~ 
of past and present . The poet sees a point where theSe blur., . 
. or melt . The Same image informs the speaker's next obserVi?-ti.Qtli 
hoisted back to the present, fully human now in contrast t .P 
the inhuman speaker of the first stanza, he weeps for his dead 
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friend. Thus living and dead agan meet, become complementary. 
The speaker now feels strangely confused, 'Directionless'. 
as though he has been alienated from all he knew. His contact 
with the 'infinite absurd ' of death has granted a new pers"; 
pective, one in which self has been taken up into something 
greater. The allusion to Narcissus clarifies the point: 
Narcissus saw only his r eflection, himself that is. The 
speaker, in renouncing nature, has relinquished man's tendency 
for self-love; everything he does" thinks, s.ays is 'mirrored 
in the infinite absurd '. Yet he cannot explain why it should 
hurt to hear 'a darkling lark/Carol as she climbs'. The 
poem ends with an apology , a hope to place the young man back 
into his natural surroundings , and a gentle reproach of his 
friend who, unlike Narcissus who sees only himself, and unlike 
the speaker who sees only his own insignificance, has 'no echo 
until Kingdom come .' 
Two short stanzas of ' Elegy', which have intentionally been 
overlooked, will be examined more closely as being representativ~ 
of the best and the worst in Butler at this time. The first 
begins (lryptically: 
In all of us two continents contend; 
Two skies of stars confuse us, on our maps 
The long - and latitudes contort and rend 
Our universe to twenty- acre scraps. 
The image of 'two continents ' is a typical Butler thought, 
probably a reference to the tension between Africa and Europe 
present in English speaking South Africans. The image is 
misleading in this context , however, as there can be no question 
of 'two continents' contending in the speaker'8 !riend, who 
clearly is not an English- speaking South African, but an 
'Afrikaner as 
trek in you ' . 
is evident elsewhere in the poem: 'I saw the 
Butler ' s prose works contain references to the 
fact that the Afrikaner has a strongly developed national 
pride : there is only one continent in his life. Butler 
continues the metaphor in his reference to ' skies of stars' 
and 'maps' . The logical connection between the 'two continents' 
and 'the twenty-acre scra.ps ' is not clear. It seems that 
Butler is saying that although whole continents control our 
lives, our ' universe ' is actually only a ' twenty-acre' scrap; 
that is all we know . The following line draws attention to 
the difference between the speaker and his friend: they are 
'poles apart ', a reference to the continent metaphor again, 
except that it adds to the oonfusion as it implies that in 
each of them a different continent contends, causing the 
difference between them. Despite this difference, the poem 
continues , t hey nevertheless enjoyed some common ground: 
admiring ' a major work of art ', for instance, and being surprised 
at the p eace it could bring. 
Butler speaks of the work of art's ability to 'cut calm orbits 
through Man's cloudy heart', an image that is in keeping with 
the geographical '~;lGJUe of the imagery Of the stanza, but is 
logically remote. The word 'orbits ' is a strange choice, 
particularly as it is followed by t~e preposition 'through'. 
'Man's cloudy heart' probably refers to the suffering brought 
about by war. Again, the logical connection between 'orbit' 
and ' heart ' has not been made. Butler has clouded the issue 
by his preference for a metaphysical br2~d of imsrery that is 
the fruit of thought rather than observation. This style is 
not characteristic of this period; in fact, the stanza jars 
even in the context of t he poem of which it is part. The 
Butler of this period may be identified in the following 
few lines from ' Elegy': 
I wish you slept where grey mimosas churn 
Cream pollen on small footpaths, or where tall 
Red aloes, winter 's candelabras, burn 
On every hill; where, once the spring rains fall, 
The silken freesia from its silver stem 
Might swi~g a censer for your burial. 
Here Butler has relied on hi s s enses , and is relyi ng on ours , 
to work f or understanding . The very names 'mimosas', 
' aloes' , ' freesia ' are i n themselves suffici ent to conjure up 
the Karroo scene he wants us to see: 'Grey', 'cream', ' red', 
'silver' . But we have also to hear the picture - 'the spring 
rains fall' - and to smell the freesia's 'censer', to stroke 
the freesia's 'silver ' texture. Alliterati on suggests the 
sound of rain", and adds a del icate fragility mos t , appropriate 
to the theme of death . Paradoxically, the scene i s one of 
lif8 in death; for al t hough the subject of these lines is 
his friend's final resting place, the natural activity described 
suggest spring- act i vity , eg o the words 'churn' and ' burn '. 
The busy countryside would rot allow him to lie i nsensitive to 
her beauty. The business of the poem as a whol e is caught in 
these few lines. 
The structure of ' Elegy ' is an important pOinter t o its 
meaning. The poem moves freely between pas t and present , and 
as already shown between the living and the dead . As a general 
rule, the present tense sections tell the story of his friend's 
burial, while the past tense sections recall his l ife . ~rt~e~, 
t he present deals with death, the past with life . This distinc-
tion blurs as the poem progresses. In the past lay the dis-
covery of the dead - the grave - mound - while in the pr esent, 
t he development is towards life in death. The t heme of t he 
poem is the effect of ' the dead on the living. Thr ough 
recognition of death , the ~~eaker i s able to gain a new 
perspective on life : understanding the past makes it possible 
to int erpret the present and future . This i s , in essence , 
what the poem says, but not explicitly. The s t ruc ture of the 
poem is such that the reader is led to this thought . It is 
t he !il-rtifice of the poem that does the t alking, not the poet . 
"Sections in the past , which are, thoughts of and abou'j; life, 
continually interact with sections i n t he pres ent which deal 
wi th death , thus refini ng .. the reader' a grasp of deat h . The 
poem is the solution of i ts problem: it is wha t it is about . 
In 'Elegy' the speaker's anxiety to return 'his friend to 
the country of his birth betrays Butler's pre-occupation 
with t he concept of belonging. About ~ year l ater the poet 
found an embodiment of that most pitiable form of alianations 
that of lacking a place 'in a particular geographic and 
historical setting.' 'Cape Coloured Batman' i s impersonal 
in tone , yet the colou~ed batman's plight is personally 
felt by the poet. The batman is not much dif f erent from 
the English-speaking South African whom Butler discusses 
at leD.t;th 1a his e~says and leoturess both are composite 
beings, both l aok a strong sense of belonging, and both are 
largely indifferent to this particular aspe.ct of their 
predicament. It is this fact which is ultimat el y responsible 
for the poem's generally acclaimed success, f or the poet 
understands his subject, and treats him 1a ~ genuinel,. sym-
pathetic manner. 
'Cape Ooloured Batman' is set in Italy. . The speaker, an 
army officer, finds his coloured batman, Nelsen, sitting 
beneath an olive tree. Nelson is drunk and giTing vent to 
his feelings 1a sOAg, acoompanied by the strllmming of a 
banjo, 'over his knees'. The speaker feels a ' t enderness' 
'lor NelJJon. There is even an element of en,.,. in the speaker'B 
tone. 'all his body, relaxed, at ease', and ' So happy his 
sorrow, BO at ease'. In six neatl,. rhymed t riplets Butler 
sketches Nelson's colourfUl ancestry, laying bare the composite 
nature of tus being, concluding, 
This is the man the Empires made 
From lesser breeds, the child of Trade 
Left without hope in History's shade. 
For Nelson haS no place, belongs nowhere, yet everywhere. 
His universalit,. in his curse. Of course, he is not aware 
of this 'great disgraee'shis desperate pursuit of pleasure 
is his subconsoious remedy. As he lies 'asleep in a vinous . 
mi st ', he seems to the speaker to be strangely elevated, 
for his is 'the pathos of the human race'; his plight i~ 
uni versal, and the wind which stirs the banjo strillg13 
bri ngs 'Sorrows from the Seven Seas.' 
Technically 'Cape Coloured Batman' is an early triump.!>. 
f or Butler. 
r hyme scheme 
t he subject . 
The poem's lilting tetrameter and melod~oqg 
create a song-like quality most appropriate to 
The strumming of the banjo, t he chief mgt~f 
in the poem, can be heard all the way through. Succel;!!;!M. 
t oo is the tidy implementation of triplets in which, ~tep 
by step, Nelson's roots are uncovered. This section of 
t he poem, though tightly confined in form, thrusts thg 
imagination of the reader out into vast terrains, evo~eg gl 
exotic namesl 
No doubt a pirate Javanese 
From Malacca Straits or Sunda Seas 
Shaped those almond eyes of his; 
A Negress from the Cameroons -
Bought for brandy, sold for doubloons 
Gave him a voice that wails and croons; 
An eagle Arab trading far 
From Hadramaut to Zanzibar 
Left him a nose like a scimitar; 
A Bush- girl from the Namaqua sands 
Bequeathed him bird-like, restless hands 
Stirring his sorrow from four steel strands; 
Metre and rhyme combine to create the musical effect which 
helps to evoke a sense of nostalgia, thereby heightenjp~ t~§ 
batman's alienation. 
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Effective too is the poet ' s use of rep etition in establishing 
the music-motif. ' Hcccd thrown back while over his knees' 
finds echoes in 'Strumrning the strings across his knees', snd 
'Drunk crooning voices , banjos on knees', and finally 'Touched 
mute strings across hj.s knees.' So too, ' Stirred all his 
sorrow from four steel strands ' is echoed by ' Stirring his 
sorrow from four steel str~nds .' 
the song-like quali ty of the poem. 
These ' refrains' support 
'Cape Coloured Batman ' does h"'ve its precs.dent. In an early 
little epic, 'The Last Trekker ' , the character portrayed is 
also alien, but by choice . He refuses to belong, to settle 
and strike rootl 
No fertile valley . mill- wheel under oak 
Could hold him. 
He keeps his ' freedom unconquered', is forever on the move, 
seems always to be takin[ a ha.nd in the affairs 0'" others: 
You ' ll find him in the waste places, the deserts. 
Ovomb.oland , the Caprivi, or crossing into Angola 
A living legend . a ghost, a blonde phenomenon. 
Am~ng the dark- skinned, settled Portuguese. 
The similarity is there . though el1ght. Both poems reveal 
Butler's attraction to ~he man who belongs nowhere, or every-
where . There ar e . of course, important differences. The 
most significant of th es e is the speaker ' s tone, for whilst 
the speaker in ' Cap e Col oured Batman ' reveals a 'tenderness', 
the speaker in ' The Last Trekker ' is clearly awed by this 
phenomenon , unable t o understand it and yet attracted to it. 
As the end of the war approached, so Butler's thoughts 
turned from war to l ove. Characteristic of the poems written 
in Ireland and Englend i n 1945-46, is the fact that none of 
them seem particularly oomforting, or even mildly cheerful. 
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There is a depresslJCt (lnd numb spirit moving behind t he lines. 
The war is in fact not over - it liv~s on in t he poet's verse, 
techni que frequently employed by even in his love poems o 
Butler of assooiating man 
The 
\ii th N?ture here takes on a special 
significance: it occurs as an analogy of man' s spiritual 
condi tion and -':;he v-ast 'l'lo:t'li:il1glil of the seas anal cycle . We 
have noted earlier implemcntations of the metaphor in poems 
like 'Syrian Spring ' p 'On the Brink', 'Three Gl ances At One 
Photograph,' and particularly 'Bitter Little Ballad.' The 
motif is central to two poems on the subj ect of lovers parting •.. 
'Farewell In a Formel Garden,' set on a November day beside 
" ~r' 
the Thames,. is buil t on cont r astz 
The hard beside 
The soft ••• 
The soft is that which is cl oaked in mist, the ' fog ' s thick 
smother,' and the har d is that which is clearly visible, or 
suddenly revealed, by par ting fog . The use of mist or fog 
as a concealer or reveal.er of the truth recurs in several of 
the poems mentioned above in which the weather plays an 
important role, notably in 'Letter from Mante Stanco', 'December 
1944,' and 'On First Se eing Florence'. In ' Farewell in a 
Formal Garden ' it is the mist that causes the contrast . Thus, 
the 'Damp blue gravel, a blackened rose', ' hedges of box ' 
whose 'parallel run/Halts at the solid paws and locks of two 
bronze lions •• •• ' ar e clearly visible; but t he ' farther trees', 
are 'Invisible '~ the r iver is 'indefinite '. The speRker sees 
the end of their relat ionship in terms of the year' s wintry 
death: 
My love, ISO wn 
At this particular year's 
Normsl, inevit",ble dying, 
Dis solve in n~is "'s, fade , cease to be, 
Only to meet those nerve-trees frosted with tears 
And hail-hard 'Nords across a breeze of sighing . 
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Thus the poem retur;:le Lo the contrast, now personally felt: 
the lovers' parting ic: eas~r; they simply ' Dissolve in mists.' 
But contrasted with tl'>is soft parting, i s the harshness of 
what will follow: 'neY'v2-trees frosted with tears ,' ' hail-
hard words ', 'a breeze U1' sighing'. These wintry emblems 
repres ent pain or suffering of some kind . They seem real, 
above . In 'Aubade' in contrast to the 'fading ' described 
separation is forced Hl'on 'Ghe lovers: 
morning which s~all 
they wait upon the 
. 00 Cl.a= each heart 
To different stati.ons 
Time is the enellV& 
The mantle c.loek 
Shall soon despat,ch on jack-boot feet 
Indifferent times to force me back. 
As in 'Farewell in a F rmal Garden,' the end of their relation-
ship is pictured in telms of winter; 
••• and the loves of two 
Like insects let"!; "n t he yellowing lawns 
Die in the weathers that freeze and r end. 
Their bodies are trees stripped, 
. •. naked, zero-gripped , 
Birdless , black, its living dress 
Lie stiff in co.ld, stopped streams • 
They will be doomed to live 'in opposites of weather,' separated 
from each other by 'freat gales'. The speaker is gripped 
by despair, which is portrayed in images of winter , as in this 
stanza: 
Look through the curtains. Our lover's moon 
Has lost her broken ring in the mist 
Each lamp's a nightmare place ~ 
A wet tar-stage where limp leaves twist 
In sad little ballets devoid of grace 
To scraping wind3 that know no tune. 
The same motif OCCUlf, _ ' •• ",all love- poems wri tten a t 
about the same time in :l".-carld, The first of these, ' Moment 
in Kerry', is an uncol1 8c-~ecl poem: 
Treeless Acoose I'Re., lay like quick-silver under 
The unrusted i 1'o"1 r::{ Cal'rantouhill 
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As down , down thY'c.,' :{'~" the sunlight we slid wi t h the thunder 
Muttering thick j-,,:',):)'?h the following rain, until 
Over the ale- c v.: ,j... .. < ':;: earn, beyond t he ba r e- footed boys 
Solemn and prolld 'x· :J_2 t heir six small speckl ed trout, 
At once we were a~J E'.:.:>e of a shift in the weather ' s noise, 
The shadows all jOi,n::et into one , and sun went ou t . 
Over grey trees 1 gre:I hil ls . grey water 
The grey rain Sl8.",Gl'.'.;c fell, stingin: the s t ill-warm face, 
Ringing the s ea-";l".',.wyu,ls, round the rocks of our shelter 
And shaking the ():;"0,,!" ,ld hawthorn. lifting h er Sunday lace. 
Sad under veils N' the 3hm'J er, remembering h ow all 
Loves will be emlini~ J,n ruin and hate , 
o how we were lif t!)('. "[; 0 laughter when tall 
The rainbow arose ueyond the boreen gate: 
All the colours of "Ill t.'le earth and the s eason s 
Burnt in our eyel> <L'ld t he valley then. 
Oilr triumph , mori! Gplendi d than Caesar's gran ted for reason 
Unguessed: perhaps , as the ark-old promise to men, 
More likely a hint that love is a trick of t he weather, 
That hearts that are drirucing each other's wine till they're 
mad 
Should mind how it's nothing but luck that carries the feather 
Green and blue dow;} ',dnd to the red and yel l ow bud. 
The 'shift in the wenther ' L noise' is r esponsibl e for the shift 
i n t h e lovers ' mood . The weather darkens, becomes increaSingly 
' g r e y' until it rains 0 Not only does the rain make them 
' s a d ', but it also reminds them of hoVi love always has an 
unhapp y ending . The r~, i ,!l bov: causes a fleeting moment of 
h app iness, for the sper 1cJr seoms nolV to have r eal i zed that love, 
l i ke the rainbow , is nothinc but' a trick of the weather . ' 
This s eems in fact to be his somewhat cynical vi ew of love: 
'it' s nothing but luck.,' A similar mood permeat es in ' Watching 
The Seed-Grass.,' a poem in .. .'hich two lovers, lying in the long 
grass , become isolat ed f~om t heir surroundings, aware only 
of the 'cool then warm '.'Rves' of air on their fac es , and of the 
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seed- grass . 
significants 
while in the 
Again, t he weat her becomes 
the wea:;;:'_=:c of t heir special world never changes, 
goree '.:lsi,)'.·,,, the seasons cont inue to signal the 
p assing time z 
Th ough the ephc,,13ral flowine toge t her 
Me an months. [wen :Y-2E!rS in the gorge below 
Where frozen birds fal l from the tre es 
Beside dark poo:' __ ,_ J 
Their world is , hv'"ew~:C' , be ,yond change ~ 
Time fo r a n;0L1S11-t :i,o V'lrecke d on thes e hills ; 
We lie ete."nal, il' sh8.da , in sun. 
And yet the speaker ~wm:Jdiately challenges t he claim he seems 
about to make. Th,d3 li'e:'y s pecial situa t i on is not unique: 
And our love, :) I'l/ 10'1'8, i s it ours only 
Or the dream 01 ,'v eryc':J.e? 
The season onc e agr,in '.ttains symbolic Signifi cance in one of the 
t i nes t poems of thi~;D:lL'i_od~ 'Stranger To Europe '. As is 
" -" -' .- -
evident from the ti',;l _, tlLa poem returns t o the theme of 
belonging, and more sllecifically to the tensi on between Africa 
and Europe . To the young sOldier{ ever conscious of the 
search for his 'northern origins' , 4 . visiting Britain must 
have b een an event of some importance. Yet initially there 
is n o question of belonging: quite t h e oPPosi te in fact. 
'Stranger To Europe" 'N1.\8 first published as ' Exile ', a title 
which clearly stress eli the speaker's 'foreignness ' to this 
land of his origin which ;le was now visiti ng. :he first 
line clearly under'linnE-! this fact: 
Stranger to Ea;~op" .,-'ai ting releas e ••• 
He does not know :europe, even less Irel and. He knows 'a 
-----------.~----
14) 'On Firs t 5eeii1g }'lo::'ence'. New Coi n ,( Grahamstown, 
1968), p40 . 
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bird or a tree' only 'a~ an exiled name ,' probably heard often 
enough at home in the Karroo o BQt 'That aft ernoon' something 
would happen, an experience t hrouf,h which mer e names would 
escape their word~prisons and assume sensuous ly real propor-
tions , 
... an exiled namo, could cease 
As such , take v,ing and , trembling, shoot 
Green light and she.de through t he heart of me . 
The speaker is taken Oll 2 arden tour by an unnamed guide. 
Their initially formnl relationship soon makes way for a 
direct, intimate honesty '~here the speaker wants more than 
mere names, 
customary veils and masks had dropped. 
Each looked at t he hidden other in ea ch . 
The 'knotty hedge' suggests the barrier between the speaker and 
the l and. Various plants and trees are p ointed out to him, 
but 'Tell me more ', the speaker insists. 
The s eason now gains significance: wind drives ' sapless leaves ' 
into 'the bonfire of the sun', thunder clouds cover the 
' bl a ok bare hills of Kerry' turning them into ' giant graves' 
entombing the dying land , Thus the theme of death, the 
autumnal death of t he year is introduced o Words, naming 
flowe r s and shrubs , fall impotent onto 'the s tubble and the 
sheaves .' And, as though the promise of sp ring which the 
land takes for granted applies to him too, the speaker' s 
experience becomes a physical reality which consumes its 
prison of words and strikes a chord in his being, awakening 
a love long felt mlt not realized: 
As if the trees and clouds had grown 
Into a timeless flame that burnt 
All worlds of words and left them dust 
Through 5tubble and aedge by the late wind blown: 
A love not born 8nc not to be learnt 
But given and taken, an ult i mate trust o 
Years later the SP63.];.,,: .. · still feels the immediacy of the 
scene, still sees 'Bl=ck hills meet moving skies;' the 
hedges are barris~'1 no longer , for ' the· late wind ' , 
previ ously an agent 0 1 cl"ath , now blows through them. 
And in my palm through all the races 
Of lust and dea ~h now, al\/ays, lie 
Brown hawthorn oe·:'Y.':.': red dlogrose 0 
Th e mos t fully devcl.)p ._ d Lap 1 cment ation of t he weather- motif 
occurs in the long uncollected poem 'Winter Solstice " ,: one of 
Butler 's most complcJ: s .3.te.nents ci' his spiri tual c ondition: 
No towers under Ori on, no given kiss 
Wine by candlelight or midnight. waltz 
Will bridge this L"lsulating night· s abyss 
Between me and fyl', gh.t ~. nor d1:.l1 the pulse 
Drumming it moraG tc death. Not these, n or the guns' 
Staccato jerk at dusk will ever convulse 
Me back to longing for love, watching for dawns . 
Since the winter of my guilt conr,ealed t he world 
There is no joy or pain. Though it stuns 
The singer in my throat, fetters the unfurl ed 
Orchards of my heart, it keeps Sensation still , 
Staves off the cruel h our of being hurled 
Back to the pit of appetite, the shrill 
Accusing love left in a ditch to die . 
Dead midnight uf the year, seize and hol d my will • 
• • • • 
D.Wn. leers. :Che ashen iris of her eye 
Stares througll :!'?Cged lids of cloud and hill 
On trees and to;H·.'S stiff against the sky. 
Against my guiJ:i; (.ach cold devoted bell 
Will clamour wi '~h harangueing tongue p round which 
Rancid December aJ.r 6"l irls with the smell 
Of rotting leaves. Insensate to the rich 
Never-shaking SC811-(; of Loveos frost- bitt en flower 
Basal t loins will lllOck me from their niche . 
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Relentless , the shadows lessen: chilled, I cower 
From the bold eye that strikes the winte r - striPPed 
Stem- skeletons , enduring their derelict hour, 
So sure of artesian sap. 0 I am gripped 
In all-year guilt, black bark in every season, 
Neutral between plucked fruit and flame-tipped 
Bud on the late frost bursting! Mine the treason 
Of corn that would not die, the metal will 
That flowered into guns; and this the reason 
Why quivering dreams of spring are hell, 
Making me drum short messages to Death: 
Garotte green conscience in the darkS Quell 
The sea-weed shudder, smother the insect breathl 
And I'll stay dumb! This day's confession~ 
I'll cry no creed of Spring. 
Old fingen' ,se:l.ze!l 
Smooth. ' oords in.ahining '\iGwers .W.ilj.:'iadiigsJ;~ 
Of iron bUrst on buildings and bare trees ,-" 
Bron~e descants to shaken bone arid dust 
And chastened voices chant from bended knees. 
Tenderly now, across earth's dor~~t crust 
Echo, bell and voice implore: Deny 
Your dreamt escape from human love and lust: 
Through these and through the round year's iiturgy 
Speaks God, now born as l,~an. Even wi thin ' " 
The ice-fields of your heart He shall not die . 
I give no enswero Firm I stend, my sin 
Wrapped purple round me; I face the great 'I AM', 
Dumb , blind, quivering under the din 
Of a dead myth's third degree. 
The damning rhyme 
Dissolves in Silence, silence where I spin 
A feathe r throuch great vortices of Time 
Grinding to a stop. Earth's wheel steadies in 
A socket cold end worn. The guns are dumb. 
The trees are stone and mute the violin 
Beside the heart ' s abandoned, flaccid drum. 
And her~ is Peace. Over this lucid ice 
Nor yearling heifer nor garland girl shall come, 
Priest-led, to the pompous sacrifice 
Or the hysterical dance . Isiah ' s brow 
Is marble-smoothe. Hamlet , Oedipus 
Forget the cursing womb, deaf to tne slow 
Dead march and faked transfiguring: at last 
Pity and Love are useless. To printless snow 
No mystic cries ~ Be Merciful and Justa 
No blush,of blood; no limc lies slack 
In the warmth of women or glow of suns: fast 
In the &i~ei6rQa grip is the dancer, the terrible, plack 
Di onysus. -~- -
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And here I discover my soul, 
The hoaI'-frost of my heart, feel love's l8.ck 
Despatch grey blizzards to me human Pole 
Where hangs a green Spring God, enduring still, 
Ice-nailed, frost-crowned, unquenchabl e coal. 
The stuntedness of feeling in the few love-poems dating from 
this period is accounted for in 'Winter Solstice'. 
the theme of alienation from mankind brought about 
Indeed, 
the war 
seems to find its climax here, for t he speaker here is clearly 
experiencing his spiritual winter solstice, ' frozen' in a 
condition of neither joy nor sadness. Both romance and war, 
two sources of 'excitement ' which Butler has in faet . 
frequently contrasted , are summarily dismissed: 
No towers under Orion, no given kiss , 
Wine by candleligbtoo.nor the guns' 
Staccato jerk at dusk will ever convulse 
Me back to longing for love, watching for dawns. 
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His indifference is expressed in natural t erms, or, in the words 
of Gwill Owen, 'Butler has seen himself1su a i istorted land-
scape which is the mir ror of his soul.' Thus I the unfurled/ 
Orchards of my heart ' are fettered; he is ' Neutral between 
plucked fruit and flame-t.i.pped/Bud •••• ' Replacing the miracle 
of daybreak described in 'C ommon Dawn' are the following 
distortions : 'Dawn leers,' the 'iris of her eye' is 'ashen', 
the clouds and hills are ' ragged lids', a " smell of rotting 
l eaves' swirls through ' Rancid December air'; trees are 
reduced to 'winter stripped stem .. skeletons.' .. 
The origin of the speaker ' s ' seasonal paus-e' is at first only 
vaguely hinted at . He mentions gui lt : 
and, 
15) 
Since the winter of my guilt. o. 
Against mr guilt each cold devoted bell 
Will clamour ••• 
'Oxford Poetry Today' in The Oxford Viewpoint,(Oxford, 
1947),p13. 
and again: 
o I am gripp ed 
In all year guilt, black bark in every seas on ••• 
He names his crime: 
Mine the treason 
Of corn that would not die, the metal will 
That flowered into guns ••• 
The vagueness gives way to clarity: war has turned him into 
t he indifferent non-being chara cterised in so many of the 
poems already discussed. Tre es , though they be mere 'stem-
skel etons', endure the winter, for they are ' sure of Artesian 
sap . '.~i , so the soldier, whose 'metal will' grotesquely 
flower s i.nt 0 guns , who has 
love and lust.' 
promis e: 
Religion 
consummated his 'escape from human 
directs appeals , del ivers the 
Ever. \i ithin 
The ice-fields of your hear t He shall not die . 
But the poet stands firm , 'wrapped ' i n his ' sin ' . 
wi th 'Time/Grinding to a stop ', and as 
Earth ' s wheel s t eadies i n 
A socket cold and worn 
Finally, 
peace descents. A mocking echo of Keats denies religion 
any further opportunity: 
On this humid ice 
Nor yearling heifer no garlanded girl shall Qome, 
Priest-led, to t he pompous sacrifice... ., 16 
All feeling remains deads 
Pity and love are useless. 
• • • Gil e_ 
No blush ,of blood, no limb li es slack 
In the warmth of women or gl ow of suns • •• . ·
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16) An ech. of 'thesl! lirles froll Xeats's ' Ode on a Grecian Urn" 
Whe are theae ooming to t he s acrifice? 
'fo what green altar, 0 mysterious pries-t, 
Lead'lIt thou that heifer l owing at t he ekies, 
lad all her silken flanks with garlands drest? 
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But there is hope. Butler hint s at the possibil ity of 
an awakening , by using t he myth of t he fertili ty god, Dionysus, 
t he God who dies and is born again:17 
... fast 
In the glacier's grip is the dancer, t he terrible, black 
Dionysus. 
The speaker's refusal of l ife is expressed i n terms of the 
myth: 
Mine the t reason 
Of corn that would not die ••• 
The corn must die to 
ensure ferti lity.18 
be reborn: the Corn God must die to 
The allusion serves 
man/Nature intimacy evident in so many of 
to s trengthen the 
these early poems. 
The conclusion here, allegori cally , provides the hope that, 
if the 'green Spring God' - associ~tod with Chri st by the 
words 'Ice-nailed' and 'frost- crowned ' - is ' enduring still' 
and is 'unquenchable', the speaker's awaken i ng from his 
'winter solstice' will follow. 
17) 
18) 
P. HarTe7 (Ed): The Oxford Companion to ~liSh Literature, (London, Oxford Univers1t7 Press, 1953) p • 
J .G. Fraserl The Golden Bought A studi i n Kyie and 
Religion, (London, laemillan, 1963), P~7. 
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' On First Seeing Florence ' 
' On Fi rst Seeing Florence' st2nds mi dway in Butler's poetic 
oeuvre , looking both backwards and for wards. In many respects 
the po em is a consummation of early thoughts and techniques. 
It i s the most extended applic a t ion of the central metaphor 
of t he war poems, vi~ . the metaphor drawn from natural 
environment. The poem deals deliberately with the problem 
of belonging, being a purposeful search for origins; it is 
t hus directly concerned with t he Afric~Europe conflict, and 
i s an attempt to reconcile t his confl i c t . The poem is also 
a blend of several styles of writ ing , there is the sensuously 
descriptive verse, evident in t he war poetry, and there is 
als o the abstract, philooophic p oetry observed in 'Elegy'. 
Contrast, a technique associa ted with Butl er ' s earlier verse 
i s extensively employed. Finall y, parts of the poem are in 
terza rim& .a form associated wi th Butler ' s early verse. In 
other respe.cts, the poem looks t owards that whic h is to come. 
Juxtaposed with t he symbol from nature is the use of artefact 
as s ymbol. This more abstract framework , together with the 
increasinglyphilos~~hic style Butler has used, indicates 
leanings towards his longer poems , such as 'Livingstone 
Crosses Africa' and ' Home Thoughts ,' which are almost 
exclusively written in this s t yl e . In sheer length, too, 
the symphonic 'On First Seeing Fl orence ' has only pseudo-
rivals, but these belong to the post- war perio&. Finally, 
t he chief themes of the poem, belonging, and the Afric~Europ e 
tens ion, is shortly to be tru~en up in the long poems of the 
early fifties. 
' On First Seeing Florence' is an extremely important poem. 
I t s importance to Butler is evident from the fact that it was 
f inally published in compl ete form tw enty- four years after it 
was conceived. During this time t he poem was rewritten and 
expanded three times . In his 'Auth or' s Note' Butler explains : 
' ••• it is now as adequate a treatment of the experience ~s 
I shall manage.' 19 The wri tine of the poem spans 
nearly three decades . Yet it has been placed in the year Qf 
its birth, in keeping with the general principle outlined, 
in the Introduction to this thesis, P2 • 
To place the poem anywhere else would be to i gnore the imp",q't 
that first seein[ Florence had on the young poet. He alread,y 
knew Florence, second-hand , as it were, in much the same wf},Y 
as he knew Ireland before he came to write 's tranger to ~rQpg', 
In a mystical, unverified way, Florence was 'home' to 
Butlerl seat of the renaissance of all he stood for; ~u'tho~ 
of the paintings and sculptures which, though only in boo~§, 
adorned his everyday existence; home of Dante; and also 
Butler's Northern home . Artefac t moved ~he young man 'to 
artefact of his own millcing in which the city becomes a 
metaphor for his European identity. 
The poem opens dramatically as the poet , in terse, vividly 
sensuous phrases, sketches puny man floundering under a'!;t!l-9l!: 
from both 'he~vy guns' and 'drenching rain', 
Earth shakes, spine jerks, eyes flicker to t he flash 
of heavy guns; tense as a dog's ears strain 
for the obliterating salvo's crash 
upon ourbivouac -; but once again 
it crumps. far left. Dun gleam on tank and truqk, 
on dark tents taut from midnight's drenching rain ••• 
The speaker is not the emotionally defunct, spiritually nu!llbEli;l 
creature of the war-poems . This speaker is excited by 
the prospect of catching 'a first look at Dante's town'; 
he has the sensitivity to respond to ' long wooded slopes', 
'scented labyrinths' of trees. 'soft mauve cirrus .' His 
impatience to see Florence is conveyed in ques tions : 
How soon through the cool 
White- quilted mist will the hidden city break? 
19) 'On First Seeing Florence',1nside cover. 
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The observation of 'formal hosts of trees' initiates an 
imp ortant motif in the poem: t he trees are pines and poplars, 
the pines masculine &ld military, in ' massive phalanxes', 
' sp ear straight', while the poplars are feminine, 'loose-robed', 
' each poised to wheel ilnd prance in the slightest breeze -'. 
Butler uses these pines and poplars as symbols of the spcaker ' s 
belonging, since t~ey become t he vehicl es for his return to 
his home. Their contrastinc natu r es further symbolise. 
t he speaker's dual nature, as wi l l be seen later. As the 
speaker studies them, he s eems al most to expect them to 'catch 
alight', begin to sparkle with 'live history': he trusts in 
the power of the imagination and of the mind to transform 
ordinary objects 'from publ ic day ' i nto symbols. Soon, as 
the mind grasps some 'inner' signifi cance, the trees cease 
to be mere trees, but bec ome ' vast pres ences', able to 'send 
t heir minor chords vibrating thr ough my brain'; able also to 
send the speaker's thoughts ' half over earth's unending round t , 
home in fact. The house, like the lake , is surrounded with 
pines and poplars. So strong i s the recollec tion that he 
is able to enter 'behind the shutters' , as the poem moves into 
t he p ast. The stately t erza r ima of Section One is traded 
for a more loosely organised t rimeter , less certainly rhymed. 
This less formal style serves t he subject , as this section 
concerns home. The speaker r ecalls occasions on which he, 
as a child, would lose interest i n the adults' ~sual range' 
of topics of conversation -'politi cs and sport' .. and his 
mind would gradually lose its grip on his surroundings so that 
t he t photograv9a of sculpture' on the walls would leave the 
prisons of their framc8 and seem t o float free, cease to be 
artefacts, and appear to be truly al ive . In the company of 
such workS of art, Rodin's 'Thinker', t Demetri~~t, 'Apollo 
Belvedere','David~ a water-colour landS~ape by 'old great 
uncle John', the speaker feels he might easily have considered 
painting as a career were it not for the steadying influence of 
religion , 'the Bible and such laws as a man must nee~fulfil', 
the subject to which the adult conversation usually returned. 
He was impressed by the conviction in their eyes, the fact 
that 'trust in the power God waS living.' This section 
provides the spiritual basis for the speaker ' s search for his 
identity. These works of art 'whi ch assure a man/that he is 
not alone' provide the sp ark which will i gnite the flame. 
God cannot provide the absolute that he seeks - God can 
provide security only. 
The brief Section lllpolarizes 'outer and inner ' forces; the 
~uter eye' may notice change , the body may sense tenSion, 
but the catalysis cannot be forced: 
The eye drifts over the mist, the pool, the trees, 
and the mind drifts back to nostalgic analyses. 
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Section lV is a nostalgic analysis of the past , as the speaker 
recalls an early spring morning when he and his mother watched 
the Swallows, newly returned ' from overseas .' The sight 
did, indeed~ force a catalysis, awakening his envy for the 
birds to whom 'Norfolk Broads', 'the Serpentine ', and 'Crummock 
Waters' were more than 'names, mere names '. The speaker recalls 
his determination to seek his European identi ty: 
some day for sure I'd sever 
whatever held me back 
from my northern origins. 
But he is immediately struck with feelings of guilt and led 
to the impelling questionl 
Was a hunger t o see the world 
one of the deadly sins? 
His conscience leads him to rationali ze his desires at this 
point: his 'hunger ' is cle arly not the ' normal' drive to 
'see the world'. He wants to see a very specific part of 
the world; and then not as a tourist, but specifically to see 
how much of himself remains t here . This ' white lie' betrays 
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his anxiety at this point. For he is also of southern origin. 
T!',e t hought of severing his African ties horrifi es him. 
If>;;: E 1 wr)rking exampl e of the 'tension 
bc-tN>.--:e , 
• The youth, unwittingly it 
"'; :c _ I,!) "' he: .., oplar, end slowly our 
unde rs ti_u~ln.; c.~ tre , iOn lflcance of the tree- symbol grows. 
I wrapped my stJ'l (d.ing flesh 
in tap estries of gold 
which shimmers with each movement . 
His mind, meanwhile, lU pre-occup ied with images from some 
romantic legend: 'a druwsy dragon', 'the blushing snow of 
Anadyomene's limbs! 
Section V expands into full pentameter, as the sense too 
expands into a reflective discussion of the probl em raised in 
Section IV. Section V consists of nine strictly organised 
stanzas , each contructed on the s ame pattern viz. one quatrain, 
also alternately rhymed. These stanzas are like sonnets, 
for each confines i t self to a single aspect of the argument. 
In this section past and present interact: past experiences 
throw light on the present. Full understanding i s , however, 
still veiled. As in 'Letter from Monte Stanco' and ' December 
1944,' the mist in 'On First Se eing Florence' enacts the 
speaker ' s failure to perceive the truth. In Section 1 the city 
was hidden below ' white-quilted mist. ' Section 111 begins 
with the observation that 'the mi st/thins at the fringes'. 
In Section V ' Mists lHove below p ' but s till nothing is seen. 
The 'eunuch ' speeker , on the one hand bound to his place of 
birth, and on the otller hankering ' a little yet/for antique 
shapes of paSSlOtl and despair', calls on the trees to prod 
his memory into actlon: 
You're welcome i,o stir whatever Lazarus 
lies wrapped in my limbo ed fl esh: dark Tuscan pine, 
and light~leafed poplar, glimmering nacreous, 
come summon your Shadows lost below the line. 
Memory obliges, and again the image of the trees i s broadened 
as the difference between them is more clearly defined. 
Here the poplar's femininity and changability are stressed: 
the spectacle of her leaves, ' silver to green', of summer 
she would change into a 'loose kimono of gold' and 'stained 
glass ' for auturen, finally becoming ' stark fish-skeletons.' 
The pine, on the other hand, offers: pel'lll8.llellce, and endurances 
no extremes of weather ' could shift the fine- spun chain- ., 
mail from the pine . ' 
however, have little 
The pine's 'credo of restraint' 
appeal for ' a young boy's heart' 
whereas the poplar could 'scatter idolatry'; she was a 
, 
'pagan saint/to all the restless peasants in his blood.' The 
full significance of these symbols is now apparent: they 
represent contrasting aspects of the speaker's nature. The 
poplars symbolise reckless, whimsical, adventure- seeking 
tendencies, while the pines represent resistance to change, 
a s tubborn clinging to the past, and a sense of rooted belong-
ing. The pine drops its 'long-secluded shining. seedS; ' not 
only does it intend no change ; it int ends to stay there. 
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Thus Butler finds a metaphor for the conflict within the speaker 
in the trees that flank him as he waits for his first glance 
of Florence. 
The speaker continues to consider the d:l.nger of forgetting 
his country and his people: 
... the long dirt r oads 
naked of any lec:end, beasts unset 
in shield or song; forget my people's loads 
of loneliness, of unacknowledged ne eds , 
long winds of exile ••• 
These llnes echo the lament of the essayist: 
ballad to cover thej r cultural nakedness. ~O 
'not one popular 
The speaker 
reverts to m;yth to describe his pe.rting from his people, 
comparing it with Hector parting from Anadyomene before his 
last battle . He re e'alls, too, how he was always attracted to 
20) See pass 13 of this thesis. 
'such legenda:cy roads. J was always "ensi ti ve', to miraol.,B 01' 
mythology. But Africa always asserted herself in the bark 
of the jackal, the sight of a cobra squirming under a boulder, 
a black face wincing, and then he coul d fe el only ' stark 
exposure ' and 'raggedness of heart', the isolation of sleeping 
in a tent in vast expru1ses of veld, of existing in vast 
expanses of cultural poverty. 
The speaker's reverie is broken by a breeze which moves the 
trees, disturbs the 'pool glint'; but in the ' inner pool' 
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of his mind he sees himself, a boy again, watching a ' disinter-
grating rose', ignorant of his own g~owing up and loss of a 
sense of belonging . 
The boy had no way of foreseeing this present situation , where 
he has become 'sundered, hungry for miracles', unable to 
raise an echo from 'cliff or lips.' 
At this point in the poem echoes from the speaker's past cease. 
Butler has, piecemeal, established the nature of his eunuch. 
He is a boy, steeped in the romance of classical myth and 
legend, constantly 'lost in a book'; a boy whose adolescent 
growth was nurtured by Renaissance works of art, works 
created in vastly different times from those which influenced 
his own home; a boy hungry for adventure, more specifically 
the kind of adventure that would lead him to his northern 
orJ.gJ.ns j and finall~'~ a boy who experienced Africa as a vast, 
impersonal force~ a8sb,·ting itself in savage ways. Such was 
the nature of this you.ng lnail, who sat impatiently awaiting 
the dawn , the lifting of the veil of mist, t o reveal Dante's 
city. 
Stanza VI ecnoes the beginning of the poem: ' Earth shakes ••• ' 
We are back in the present, back to terza rima . It is as 
though tha poem were beginning afresh, but with a difference. 
There is something familiar about the speaker, who cynically 
compares 'one's dream of Man' to 'this sweat- cold skin stretched 
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taut on a skeleton.' In erim contrast to the sensitive, 
complex inuividual portrayed thus far i s placed this fear-
ridden 'llln on a skeleton', desperat ely pressing himself close 
to earth, waiting breathlessly for death. But as he opens 
his eyes, and his fear diminishes 'at the kiss of sight', 
he notices the 'dark-uklnned pine', the ' pale blue bark of 
poplar boltl':;', and beyund, in the dawn, the c ity of Florence. 
He sees two ~tonc towers, 'S teady as stakes i n the mist's 
ebb tide', the towerfi of Arnol fo and Giotto. Viewing them 
through a maze of tre~ trunks, he associates t hem with the 
trees , 'uesigned and Imctersigne d!cut stone, s carred bark' 
until they became one, 'closely intertwined'. The towers are 
as different from ea,:b other as the stems: Arnolfo , ' resounding 
t:r'!1lllPe1i-clear', hac jJl.oe-like solidity, is 'a sundial of 
justice'" an unchangJn~' criterion of 'Jehova's might'; while 
the lighter.-toned Giotto, like the c olourful, bright poplar, 
'raises colour to the Son', representing 'a hunger to atone.' 
Thus the conflicting elements of he speaker's life, earlier 
identified in the pine and poplar, are now found in the towers. 
The scene is set for the climax . 
elevated until they ' float flaming 
The towers and trees are 
in the legendary light', 
until the speaker himself s eems loosenad from the limitations 
of space and time and sees ' man , stone and tree stand stripped 
of all disguise'. This is the mom ent of vision , when 'seer 
and seen fuse in the a..:'c of sir;ht.' Thus, i n the manner of 
one who is f;earching his mind for the ri{\ht wo rd , Butler 
arrive& at his climax. This 
Florence, 18 the kernel round 
moment, this f irst glimpse of 
whic h the exp erience of the 
poem i& built, and as such it is a tiLhly complex experience. 
Bu tler has cal'endly pre!)ared the element of surpris e by 
devoting tlie !lI'"t elght utanzas of this sect ion to a portrayal 
of man at h'" lJestla,l '\"lst: the war- creqture of the war-
poems . ':'1., J has tl, l. 8! I ect of m' ,king the event seem all the 
more unexpee ""d 'in.! lfH',.)hcrUOUs, since it is essentially ,m 
experienr8 IJoJ1IJec,'']r" intellect, emotion, as well as spirit. 
The ' vision ' occurs in stages. The l3peF.!,ker, upgn ol?e,ning 
his eyes, sees pines and poplars, w);).:i.,ch immed;i,i3,tely call to 
mind the vision of his child~hood,. One re!lJ,:i.,g;es ijp.at tp,is 
is a '-recurrence, or a re'"-interpreta'ffi-Q):1 ' 'o;rthe s$Jlle vil:l:i.,on, 
fleshed out by adult experiences: the 'I'Ia*, and the ~Qn~i~~ 
for home in particular. The towers are the tr-eeEl, point;i.n~ 
to the dual nature of Man ana, of Goq. ~h.e dl-1,fl..!~-!'la,tlAr-eg 
speaker/ poet sees both 'Tower' ang, 'to'/'le);" ,'~:ree:' 1349- ttPfle', 
and for a moment is part pf that ver-y s~eci~~ ~gene, ~~e~ 
that here , ' half over e~rth's ~e~gi~~ ~g~g', ~e §h~ld 
discover the same vision, the same ~~th~ 
In the following t'/'iO :;J ections the E!p 'e~er !j,tte!l\pl1~ 1;9 c QlIle '\;0 
grips with what has haPpened by prQv~gi~e m§ta,~hgf~eal 
explanations. In Section Vll he ~ses a lIletaF~Q~ 4.r~wn f~o~ 
theatre . His feelings are those o:f t~1;l Y9lIDg aQ'\iA!' W~Q, one 
night suddenly jiscovem the meaning of t~e p~alf' sees the fu~l 
significance of , all its p~rts, inc~~ding his 9W~, In~g!j,tory 
. _.J.
r~le l'o The ' bit~part that he sqorns' sugden+Y makes E!e~se ~ 
and ' All is strict and clear.' He haS seeA a <l,iv~ne plan 
for man , and understands his r~le in i ts exe,cuti. Ol! ~ ~§!lPwhile 
dawn is transforming the city: 
.•. dawn's artesi:3,!l we~l 
filters a fountain freshness on the old 
facades of palaces ••• 
Here Butl er employs a weaving image: the Palaces are descriQed 
as standing ' as still/as those in tapestries.' ~verything ~s 
motionless , except the sunlight, streaming 'fine~spun,', 'in 
tactile forms off looms of water, gold/from 4rno'8 we:i.,rs.' 
As time weaves the scene into a ~ermanent taPestrlf~ the spe~er 
becomes part of the ' .. ~; and woof; 
.. . my own eyes seel!l 
woven forever in the texture of this hO~r, 
woven forever in the substance of this gream. 
The image supports and elaborates on Butler' s concept of 
time. His r ever ence for the past is clearly ;something more 
than a hankering after security, or 'good old days.' Here 
i s underlined t h e fact that the present experiences are 
ass imilated i n t erms of the past. To the fully alive, the 
past is always present , whereas the speaker of the war-poems 
f ound himself in a desperate situation partly because he was 
severed from hi s past. As does 'Elegy', 'On First Seeing 
Florence'fe~tures a continual interplay of past and present 
present e:xp,erie.n,oe!3 are filtered through the past, just as 
here the • fount ain : freshness ' of 'dawn' s ~~~1,q:. well' is 
filt ered on 'old frcades of palaces': thep+~sent, the new, 
illuminates the past , or the old. In the weaving i~ge, the 
speaker, at his most ' alive ' , commits the present to the past 
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as he explains t hat his 6'ye~ see~ ',woven forever in the texture 
of this hour.' In Section Ix he'-percei ves time as something 
s ensible , sees t he ,1)e11-· heave, hears the plummet fall, sees waves 
of sound leave the bell to fragment the living day - perceives 
t he old , the past , ordering the present. 
His next words are direct pOinters to en allUSion, or analogy, 
which substantially ~ffttcte the meaning of the entire poem. 
The speaker imagines himself to be Dante, lying on ' the 
steps' of 'pur gatory', ' staring into heaven. ' Earlier in 
the poem, in Section 1 , Butler has left a suggestion that 
'The Divi n e Comedy' waS on his mind when he wrote 'On First 
Seeing Florence.' He mentions 'black hill's crest' , the 
' long , wooded slopes ', ' dark pines'; Dante, too, begins his 
journey 'in a dark wood.' 21 Again, it is by means of the 
' dark-stemmed pine ' and ' pale blue bark' of the »oplar that 
t he speaker acquires his vision in Section Vl of the poem; 
they are the same trees as , and yet vastly different from, the 
trees in Section 1, having been transmuted by the imagination. 
Dante too, as a prelude to entering the Earthly Paradise in 
• Book 2 of 'The Divine Comedy', passes through 'the Sacred 
Wood' 22of which the editor says : 
21 ) 
22) 
Daute, As The Divine Coaedl, edited br 'Betty Radioh and 
RobeM BalUckll (London , Penguin , 1969), p71. 
Ibid. Book 2, p289 • 
. -- . ---' . . - - "--" 
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We can scarcely doubt that he is making a parallel 
and contrast wi th ~~e ' dark wood ', the 'rough , stubborn, 
Forest', from whi ch he set ~t upon his jou~ney. 23 · 
But it is in the allegorical interpretation of 'The Divine 
Comedy ' as a whole t ha t t he clearest point of analogy is to 
be found o The editor s explain : ' His (Dante ' s) whole journey 
through Hell and Purgatory, is 
of his true starting place.' 24 
First Seeing Florence' i s . 
thus a return journey in search 
This is precisely what ' On 
Section X returns to the swallows , as the speaker again compares 
his own half-understood compulsion to find his origin with the 
swallows ' instinc t ive urge to migrate . He , like the swallows , 
should not stop to qu estion what directs his ways , but simply 
accept 'the determined end.' 
' the readiness is all.' 
He concludes , as Hamlet does , 
In Section Xl, as t he r i nging of the bells dies down , it seems 
as though va continent disappears' - the bells , signi~ying 
'the fragmentation/of t he living day ' now cease , le aving the 
time 'empty', the cit y ' frozen in the sun '. Nothing else 
remains. The speaker i s again reminded of his swallows ' 
instincts ' like a bird I must/ obey the swinging sun ' . 
In Section Xll the speaker renews his effor t s to understand 
the experience he has unde.rgone. He thinks of it as .·a 
Faustian trick', as sharing in ' a minor mystic ' s vision ,' 
of unwittingly eavesdropping on the thoughts of ' a Shelley 
or a Blake'. Those meanderings do little more than stress 
the mysticism of t he experience . Slipping back into ' the 
normal/sense of time and being' the speaker enjoys the 
physical pleasure of drawing ' deep breath ', and is compared to 
a patient putting on his nightgown after a medical examination 
during which he was conscious o£ ' the considerate hands of 
death' • The·experience was like a ' naked')' cold- blooded ' 
23) Ibid Book 2, p293 . 
24) . Ibid· Book 2, p293. 
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examination of his spirit, a self-examination, ~h§ lu~§ or 
being taken and made part of the eternity he perceived is ~W~~ 
present - but the speaker rejects the offer, He e~nn§t ~~i§h 
death, but he oan learn to cope with i t8 immirHlno§, He 
rejeots Yeats's consolatory offer of 'Ii brel!.thlllHiHi! eternity/ 
of intellect and art' as he emphatioally l!.§sert§1 '1 ~ in 
love with breath.,25 This rejection of Ye@.t§i~ ~hilg§QPh~, 
as (!-1.,!;lined in.the Byzantium poeme,a~@I,in d:t'aw§ gthnti.@fi 'lio 
the paradox perceived earlier. In Seotion Vlll ~I eo~l~ 
sense the unspoken appeal, ' •• gather me/Into the grtirioe or 
eter~ity.f2' NoW, it seems, the spe@.ker i§ rel~gt~t to 
br •• thet~ rat.fied air of Byzantium, He clegrlf §~t§ f~~ ~7r ' 4 ' 
ta. icomplexities of mire and blood,' ~d !ogm~l§~itie§ of 
fury' Which Yeats dismisses . The trgee§~~g! 1§ ~g~in 
brought in'll!) 'Fl11.Y. We are <Ill 'he:!,:rfil '!la tIH\'\l g\'l!llJ.j1'4§§!tln, 
that aont:ro4, of t.tle );line, of Arnol,\fo, gf G\'l~e Wg 1'4re Ei§ 
muoh p<lrt of death, of 'the a:rt1fige or ete~nit~', §,§ we ~~e 
of life, even if life na§ to Qe Idrg§§e~ r§~ ~gegfi@lf'§ §~e~' 
~hU6 the eentr~ p~~ado~ of the paem re@~r§ in §gVg~~ fe~m§e· 
Havin~ me~tioned death, the §~e§ke:r p~r§~e§ the tepie lnt§ 
ihotion Xll.l f wp.ef-e 11§ de§o:ra§§ ill. fi\ner-~ §egfie the d!l:;t 
before I t .hE> eo~·Us. '§hJ,"Q~ded i!'! :rgd!, the ! !!'§€l~ !l§I'H§M' e 
The go~ni~t e~~~i~ner~ make I ~r-:!'m ~i§ei~~g§!! thelf ~!l:V-e 
'a ~lan ', p.~the:r th~ §hm:r:!'fl~ in §ome ~ite in gn !~~~~r f-§@m' 
where God t~~§ ~ently~ ~:i.tt§r~y he §~§t@h§§ their- §!lifoi~~l 
d@\'l§.d§fiM I 
2') 
26) 
the l~w§ of A~Vg Eire null '\10 theme 
iUl!J. ll.!;lEle ie hWllW~ rH~!'e lJl'll§§§ 
the ~~~Qff g~t§!§ thi§ §!!J.e tfi§ t§m~9 
= 
._ .. ::::s:: 
'~@,~:Un~ to llY!.l~nh~IlI', l:l:( W.:il~ ¥§El1i§. JfU@tr8. 1~1i~. edl.1itHl. Qy N.A. J!d'f!u'@§,tr~/;!f;lmiUM! t oo'. ~" , ;~F ~~ 
'B1~~ti"m' ~1 W.~. y~~t§, l~~g. J1~48 
• 
In a cynically applied religious metaphor the speaker ex-
plains that their 'masS crusades' are for ' shorter hours/ 
plus ample goods and services'. 
the rhetorical question: 'Who ' ll 
There is hopelessness in 
fill the one Word's empt~ 
space?' This religious political theme is carried over 
into the next two sections. 
In Section XlV the towers, representative of that myst~c 
eearching for God , seem doomed: these 'old superstitious 
towers ' cannot survive such 'grey gales of words', such 
••. press 
of multitudes whose fists 
brandish scarlet flowers. 
The speaker cynically commands the poplar to 'let fall your 
leaves, be less/alive'; he tells the pine to ' turn suddenly 
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to stone ', the bells to 'go dumb'. He has obs~rved the death .f 
feeling s both the tongue and the heart a2!. 'froz~n i):'lto 
stone. ' 
Written as a dialogue between a communist and, the spea,ker , 
Section x:v comes as a re-assertion of faith, in the spirit. 
The communist boasts of technological advancement , and makes 
the appeals ' 0 use your brain, don't feel'. The spea~er is 
accu~.d.of being ' anti-man', as he kneels to 'a prophet 
man rejected/scourged and crowned with thorns .' But none of 
hie arguments has the slightest effect on the speaker who 
defiaptly declares s 'I nail my colours to a tree , not to a 
elic~ maohine .' Section XVl ie in the same 10 line stanza form 
ae Seotion V, and, like that seotion, returne to the trees 
and a further broadening out of their symbolic importance . 
Having dispelled his cynicism, the speaker now sees how simply 
all conflic ts , of ' worde, and wars, and wills ' are resolved 
in . their green cloisters'. His own 9QrrfUct of belong~ng is 
rel;lolved , as he now feels himself to be the boy who coul.d 
expect a calm ' golden as that which crowned the seventh/on 
the f irst Sabbath.' He knows that the images from the past, 
'bird and glitteri ng leaf and stippled stone ' are part of 
him. The poet's earlier use of the pool image gains full 
clarity here. As the reflection of the trees and the sky are 
'part of the pool's so precious stone, ' so too his own past, 
guarded over by symbols , as the pool lies gaarded by trees, 
finds reflection in him. But the pool does not remain clear 
and s till. A sudden wind may crack the ' jewel ', break up 
the reflection, break and blur ' each perfect image '. So 
, too t he speaker's being is in a constant state of flux: 
images appear, clarify, and the~ disappear , only to return, 
'sea- changed' after undergoing ' a dubious chemistry.' It is 
this power tha t the speaker fears. He expresses his awe 
by alluding ag'ain t o Anadyomene, stepping from a ' dead shell/ 
onto the startled sand ', taking the mind unawares , shattering 
the mind's complacency. So, too , seemingly meaningless 
recollections may recur, ' to shatter the nervous light of 
thought', compelling one into a contemplation of one ' s origin 
and one's end.: 
The sudden 'loud thundercl ap,s ' of the approaching storm take 
the sp eaker to his origins. For they are ' so loud and close 
they bring/far Africa to mind.' The landscape which surrounds 
him drops 'its Tuscan mask ' and becomes simply the earth: 
No other than it was 
when at the age of six 
near the foot of Al wyn Kop 
its black outbu r st of noise 
knocked me on t o my knees . 
The r ealization of this fact seems finally to resolve the 
tensi on in the poem, seems to 
about his origin and his end. 
I pause to listen better; 
answer the speaker ' s questions 
But he clearly expects more: 
to glimpse through the coming storm' s 
gloom and j agged gfitter 
apocalyptic forms. 
a 
He perceives a message, but cannot interpret it, 
none of my conscious keys 
can pick the subliminal locks. 
He seems in fact, to prefer not to hear the truth, eut like 
Oedipus and Lear, be content with blindnessl 
in the last analysis 
be the end but a hint of the truth, 
madness and blindness are bliss. 
Section XVlll returns briefly to the preBent, ~d ggnglyd@§ 
the poem, 'Our tanks and truoks groan up the ~tor~t§§§@d 
hill'. The speaker repeats his wonder at the fg@t tfi~t eyee 
sight o~, transform an objeot into 'eometh1n~ §@ ~ij§glved, 
so absolute .' 
e 
• 
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An assessment of the War Poems 
In 1953 Roy Campbell, reviewing 'Stranger to Europe', ~rew 
attention to what is probably the most distinguish~ng feature 
of Guy Butler's war poetry. ' He is', writes Campbell, '~ 
metaphysical poet who crystallizes ideas into visual images 
by hard thinking when other poets would take many emotional 
lines explaining how they felt. The emotional effect is all 
the stronger for being so compactly simplified.' 27 Jeanne 
Heywood praises the same quality: 'His work is. often character-
ised by a highly developed sensuous aWareness and a strong 
visual imagination.' 28 Appeals to one or Dlor!;! of the sens!;!s 
occur in every one of the poems examined thus far, though 
not always to the same purpose. Oft!;!n sensuous ~escription 
provid!;!s a sense of place or locality, captures the essential 
cb./l.racteris tics of a particular context, as ill- 'Jarroo Te'WJl, 1939" / 
. . ~ . . ~. , 
's.ervant Girl ' and ' Elegy'. Many of the war poems are 
constructed on the conflicting forces in the speaker's life: 
present i ii contrasted with past, emotioJ;lal bluntness with 
sensuous enricrum!;!nt . In poems such as 'Tobruk Visited 1943' 
sensuous reminders insinuate themselves into the soldier's 
thoughts , bringing the memory of home. Sensuous detail 
occaSionally heighten the reality of the present, lending 
authenticity to setting , as in ' Fragment', 'Mirage', 'To 
A4.y Young Soldier ' and this example from 'On First Seeing 
:F1QrElnce' , 
••• long wooded slopes 
secrete a blessed sense of getting lost 
in scented labyrinths, until the lane 
on one side falls away: sheer sky, where tossed 
festoons of raft mauve ~irrus sway between 
the moon ' s dim burial and tne unborn sun. 
~ 
In these poems, Butler clearly thinks in imagerY, which in the 
ws . 
27} Roy Caapbell 'Roy Campbell Prai$e$ Stranger to Europe, 
The Cape 'rlllee, Janual7 22, 1953. ... . . .. 
28) Jeanne Heywood: ' Butler Frederick Guy ' in EnfEsh 
and South Africa, edited by A. Lennox; Short Gap·e Town, 
Nasau) p17. ~ 
first place addresses itself to the senses, but never only 
to the se n ses . His sensuolJ.S imat:ery is never mere adornment. 
Its most important function in the war poems is to serve the 
theme of dehumahisation , examined in some detail in poems 
such as ' Bomb Oasual t y', ' t~irage', and 'Air Raid Before Dawn' 
where dehumanis~d man is cruelly contrasted with his former 
self. 
Even the ' thought ' in ' On First Seeing Florence' is the 
result of sensory awareness of the 'trees, the mist, towers.' 
Butler's constant appeal to the reader's sensory equipment 
is clearly one of his greatest strength. It endows his 
verse with a simplicity of image, an immediacy that is both 
fresh and vi vid. 
Many of these poems are memorable for other reasons. The 
ruthless honesty with which Butler depicts man at war is 
anotpr of these poems' '-greatest virtues. We have seen how, 
in poems suoh as ' Bomb Ca;sual ty', 'Air Raid Before Dawn', 
'To Any Young Sol dier', ' Letter from Monte Stanco',' December 
1944', and 'Winter Solstice ' , Butler has developed the character 
of the speaker of his poems into a dramatic attitude of in-
difference to suffering , ~ain , and even death:. It is this 
'laconic under s t atement ' 9 as Campbell called it, a deliberate 
underplay of the emotions, that belies the deeply felt compassion 
of the poet . I t is compassion, finely controlled and never 
allowed to bec ome sentimentality, which provides these poems 
with a convincing delicacy. This effect can be achieved in 
poetry only if the speaker remains detached. It is for this 
very reason t hat ' To Any Young Soldier ' fail~ for the speaker 
becomes , motionally entangl ed. 
This period i s further characterised by a 'high degree of 
experimentation with form. Terza rima is in fact the only 
29) 'Roy, Campbell Praises Stranger to Europe'. 
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form that Butler employs with any consistency, signifio~t+¥ 
in some of the Ji.nest41f the war poems, viz. 'Giotto's 
-Campanile ', 'December 1944', 'On the Brink' , and Sections 
1, 111, Vl , Xl, and XVlll o,! ' On First Seeing Florenoe ~' ' 
Whereas only 11 of the remaining 31 poemS adhere entire~~ to 
regularity of rhyme and metre, only 3 are bOna fide free-
verse poems . Butler's muse is clearly a fQrmalize.~ one. 
'Mr Butler', continues Campbell, 'has not a natural ear for 
lyrical verses ; to have a good ear is often a very great 
advantage , but sometimes it makes one degenerate into mere, 
sound and emotion. He writes with dif:fiGUlty, e,s ]llio'!; dOt:!s, 
not with fluid ease, as Dylan ThomaS does ( to compe,pe two of 
the best living English poets) . The idea is ~way~ the 
main motive of the poem with Mr Butler. It provides a 4~rd 
str~cture of intellectual homework, over which the poem fo~ 
o~ganically and soundly.' 30 He needs the st~ct~r~s of 
pr .. Gdr to mould his ideas. 
,.....,._.w 
The faot that 'the idea is always the main motive ' with 
Butler is both a strength and a weakness in the early poemS. 
One must agree with Campbell that this outlook oOmpellt:!d the 
poet to express himself in oompact imagery • 
conoern with the clear expression of ideas often betrays h:i,,1!! 
into a too explicit paraphase of the sense of his poem. 
An explanatory line or two all too often mars the effeG'!; of 
a poem whioh hae made its point in poetio idiom. Thef~~ 
line of 'Fragment ' is an example. The. explicit statement of 
'the cold oriteria of war' ie redundant in the light of the 
poet 'e painstaking efforts to depict exactly that quality of 
war in sensuous imageryo In 'El Kahira' the spiritual 
decadence of Cairo is portrayed in imagery, but again Butler 
feels it necessary to drive home the point; ' Time ha!' Durnt 
man's soul t~ ash. o In 'To Any Young Soldier ' the uncert(l.inty 
30) 'Roy Campbell Praises Stranser to Europe'. 
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of the young soldier ' s command over his own f~t~ ~~ ~wp-li~d 
in the ironic tone of the speaker, ~t the e~Dl~Git ~t~t~m§nt 
of this doubt in the last two lines mars the iro~~q eff~Qt, 
Another unfortunate tendency, noted in, IEleey',o j,§ Pu,tl~r!~ YJ1€l 
ot imagerY that is vague and mystica,l. A~ t111\~§1 Jilutlg;r 
strives after a ' poetic' effect by employing an ,,'ps.t~!Lo1i 
intellectualised idiom, far removed from. the sensuous s~wpliQi!, t;r 
of lIIost of the early poems. This br;:tlld of ima..gElrY apou~q!3 
in 'On First Seeing Florence', which is not altQg~the~ . . 
.. ". 
inappropriate , as the poem is largely reflective i!1 to!1~. 
~utler's precise meaning is often veiled in vagqe lan~~~e, 
. • , so eyesight lifts 
thing after thing , feels each, then lets it f~l 
till outer meets wi til. inner mystery. ' 
•• • 0 0 • • 
... this 
awareness in a sun- warmed scrap of dust 
of all creation winging into bliss. 
Yet 
Even more ineffective imagery occurs in th.is poem, ill l,ines 
W~ere the image becomes refined to the point wh~re it beCOmes 
an emblem. Ths effect is fl;:tt, 'slick' and vul~ar, l~~~ t~gt 
~chieved by commercial art : 
But I am in love with bre~th 
SVall if I must walk 
arm in arm with a tart 
called Human History. 
'J)ne Whole of Section XV is guilty o{ th'l,s ~hallqwfl.e!3s. III '\ig!s. 
!;Iectian the speaker finds himl3elf cQ,nfrQl1t~d by a qQl!lJl\Ullis;\;, 
. , 
aeki~ hi. to ' cleanse ' his 'visiq,n/of thi~ my~h:i,eal m;i.r~~et. 
Images such as ' the red oasiS' and' a sl,ic~ machinEl' !!la:r t!:t~ 
di~nity of the speaker ' s attitude. 
However, the ~ar poems, seen as a whOle, are an aChieVement 
of importance. The freshness and immed;i.;:tqy of the early B~tle~ 
image are their most Significant quali,\;ieg. It is unforttw,at.e 
tha t Butler took so long to discover a, n~w kil'ld af \3t!!:l~.HQH¥, ' 
and that he had to arrive at it by ~~c~ d~vious ~oute~, 
_ • _ . _ _ ,.c::o' -
z.. ' . _ . 
.. -=--- --..; .. : --.--
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CHAPTER T~{REE 
POS'l' WAR POEMS 
The effect of t l:\.f war was registered in Butler ' s poetry long 
after his demobilisation and return to South Africa, yet th~ 
poet's return to the c~try of his birth was a significant 
event. His drive to find his 'Northern origins' satisfied 
with the discovery of ' absolutes' in Florence, and his dqubt!:! 
a.bou.t being a 'Stranger to Europe' dispelled, all that remained 
was to reacquaint himself with home, the stable core of his 
existenoe . HiS nostalgic portrayal of home in the earlY W~P­
poems, notably 'Elegy', seems to prepare the way for an 
emotionally rejuvenating reunion. But this was not to be. 
The event signifies little to the dehumanised poet, still 
trapped in his ' Winter Solsti ce.' In June 1946 Butler found 
himself 'In transit between two hemispheres' in more than one 
sanse . 'Letter to Desmond and Norah Stutchbu~ June 1946' 
reflects the poet ' s struggle to rec<;mcile himself to his n~w­
f~~ freedom. After ' Seven hours flyi~~ ' the poet, 
gqnfqrtgbly resting in Almaza , rediscover~ peace, ~t finds that 
he Q~~ot cope with it : 
Peace , till t he torrid continuous cal~ 
Qnaws at my slavish self, as it did ,one eyeless ~ Gaza. 
The spe&ker feels himself robbed of his Btr.~~t~. li~e Samson, 
he is reduced to a blind weakling. He realizes only too well 
that he haS no Del i lah; he has only himself to b~~e l 
\ 
No , I was blinded 
To any moments that mattered by being bloody-minded, 
.By making a point of honour to call this earth in Q,oubt. 
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He had doubted his very humanity; he must now suffer the 
consequences. Being simply human is simply not enough for 
one who had to submit to being 'ground/By habit, routine, 
ritual.' Thus he is 'in transit' between Europe and Africa, 
between war and peace, between disillusionment and anticipated 
fulfillment . But 'Homecoming'blasts these hopes. The 
speaker is back home - 'Under my boyhood sky' - but emotional 
response is beyond his capacity: 
I knew my heart had become 
A metronomic drum. 
Mere continual time , 
Not moments , passed me by. 
He 'realizes that the place has hardly changed: it is he who 
has changed, he whose heart waS 'fogged with lies'. aec~l~~ 
his boyhood mastery of his environment, the 'bridle pat~ 
Where singing I strolled alone,' he grieves for the loss of 
that intimate Sense of belonging, reflected in the ;fell:j,n~ of 
a tree: 
I smart as the workman fell fue tree,-
Green ruin on disciplined stone. 
These sentiments become the subject of Butler's first major 
post-war poem, 'After Ten Years.' This important poem is 
~ comprehensive exploration of the poet's own spiritual decadence 
~d ~is disillusionment in man, but it is also the promise of 
~ fresh start , a tentative re-acceptance of a rejected god. 
In it;! COmposition Butler has paid carefuJ,. attention to time, 
the ~Qem begins at dusk, and ends at dawn. So, too, the poet 
mQVee from bitter depression to excited hope . Dus~ is '~ 
~rse on the city'; dawn is the comin~ Qf Ghrist. 
In the first section a disillusioned speaker mourns the loss. 
of his vision Qf the ' great Republic/Of men all stalwart, 
straight as pines in the sun.' 
have been replaced by the ' hurtle 
down like a curse en the city.' 
His d,ream hOlS 
of hail' an,d 
The stOrID is 
died, his hopes 
!night coming 
sympolic of the 
turmoil in his mind. As in earlier poems, the inclemen~ 
weather curtains off understanding. The speaker hall los" 
~ .~ . 
his 1'&1 th in man, and now desperately seeks an 'al t~r' .• 
The ocaplexity of a human being is cOJllllared to a !!I0llotQncuq 
game, a 'oontest between 'agile reaeon' and 'bello"in, 
passion', floodlit by 'the saall proud arcl1~llt, _ind,' and 
watched by the 'appeUtes and nerves', Spflct{l.tO", in t .llfl ~8WiI' 
arena. There ,is no releases 
ROund the clock and the montJul and all fout' SeaaOAS 
The same, ' .. e,g ... , whose crowdB cannot dispefSe, 
Wot ." ... Suiada;y&, cannot looJt wt ., liP. . 
, '.! • . !.- ' . .. ', 1,1". ' ~ ., 
'!he conceit baa the effeot of reduoing man to a~cs.biA.. 'Q. 
1. aul.J8e4 into hi. COIlpODentll, but no rel.is fGlY'd fqr .the· 
, " ; 
801'.l. . -an hardl7 aeeds a soul, f'orhe oannet '10* ,,~ Q!, 
1;1P', ,and the 'le"el world' baa not~ ' !o cl~1a the ~hole 
1II""'JiB heart ,,1' .. normal aan. ' In the l;41fl' -,he ~~~~ 
lJr:y ball )ani.~' the ro7&l 1hUl,' Butler d'~ib'~tel7 :pD,II 
em ,~, .. ho 4 .. a in the last,U,ne of t~ lIo .. , 'Let ."'",wn 
7!NJ' Sea , 1& ~ 07 .... '. clarif7iD«. the efl'lroe of the .l?~er" 
,n.f, , the re~.eU~ of 'A faith no liIepible aaa ~ ."eJ." 
_.rb~ •• 'rho iliad 1'\11es supreae and ~ge. dilltrall!t of tile 
II ..... , the heart anti the soul, 
, 
.. , 
Let 's IIt10k to things we know, continae to aUe 
OIlr d&117 ..... on dust ~d adren~1-D. 
; 
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One haS lie .. thi.seDSe foreshadowed in the w~p.O"", a.t~blJ_ 
'011 1'1"t a .. inC florence' (Seotion XV) in • .ldCA ~he c~iI!C. -. . 
• t the 'ne.' reUgiu is . heral.41e41. The epe.xer'. 41,spair:' 
-.'Ii · t~. SU.P~o7 of the 'aroUght' intellect inQ.1cato.a Butle;r', 
~ . . 
&tU1:u,des he 18 still the tmaenitarian, 8.aroh~ 1'.1" hnmenit1~. 
!J~. '. 'Jle S~OJ'll udB, and the speake!," open_the win~~~, 
.e~hUg . for: peace. 'A8~- a faaiUar th .. e recurs, a,a he 
ccm"'ruta· 10.\10 , certai,nti. ·-Ofi4~e'a ' .seqaenoe f:rlila spper to 
. . ' . . \. . 
~ter 801eti.e' .ith man'l!! 81;8gn8",t:stato. ~ WlV,~al ~. 
". 1.; 
of icicles piercing the speaker's sp1n.e an.d t~e conV\!lJ1l 
bi_ ,own i_obUili ty, inunai 1:1 Yi t7, and I!IpeeQ~'88nes8. 
,Be can onl7 " stare with empt7 e7es' at the eftect of 1;he 
.DoJalig.b.t on ctb3eota outside. He env1e. 1;he pl~tll 6\1ld .. i~!i! 
.~t .111.. 'Por them spring ia sure.' A l:trtet rew;l'A t, 
the CO~ G.d of 'Winter Solstice' e~l~ ~an" og~di~ic~ of 
" arre. te4 lllaak" : 
If.b.. com. ';0'" are dead or dying. !,olk no longer 
101ve for .. resurrection, no l~er 1o,k -
!. rebin. of ,-.n or of God...... . . 
I~1; .. 4 ,f 'eTils and gods, nw!,o,!;h a1!iTera 
At pr1~1;. assassw an i,Q,Qh b@l,ow t~e s~! . 
~9VI:W walk dewa caa70Bs 'flantea by fl~ts.' ~.b.'7 .. ,e ~, 
IItAl'll, W1; '1IIQI~.reci standard llU!lP!i!,.' "aD, tIaS "t!l~ 0!l1i ~g 
p:r,,:r, •• , "" offered ~s soul in p~e,nt~ 
Igt 4..,pltJ,;r cd •• ~. net tl/11U1PJI.., ~.b,1 fUcker .f h9pe ~ !'~1i"~ 
fJo1.'Ii1ce' -..",\1100"" su,bqt~1;i!ll.. ",Ilo 8pe~e:r ~~c~@ .~~ ~g 
Ail!! iA'"QO~-' 
. I\,, ' 
I &cQept a;r pain. I .. 1nQomplete, 
Q~ot measure, ~ild or 8~t~e"i~e. 
" -
1A4 ""dertakel!l to r ediscover God "i ttl 'unoenaor!!!d 8enSe"~' 
H.~1ie~ t9 break the restr1c1;iq llould of &4ul,!;,IloC!!i w~o~ 
tAl Wu.' ha,8 ,cut, and to approach God ~re,I!Ih" 'qari(!llS ." , 
oM.U, ~era~e as • lover.' 
thl t:r8,ll1l1'oX'1!lation of :Butlert", 1l1ioll froll 1;he simp11 Sen!iN.~!II 
to 1iAe complex and iAtellectual :l,s ,v,!.dant in !After hn Ye,U'II •• 
!!!he tMltll'f of . t,!J.'1 firs t ~.ctiop ~s f'e~ilieeat of thlt ~~ p..... 't.tl. "eAtl1er and oth,er natural, p,!J.eno.-ena , IlCCI,lr ... 
id.I'l'O" Qt· 1!,!J.e 8~eak.r's s.p~:r:l.~~ !1It~t.! Bg,1; t4~ ~en1!~ 
• 
iaage of the second section - 'The same, same game' - and the 
metaphysical ima~e of seotion three are produced by 'hard 
thought'; and they are 'thought-images'. They are to be 
understood, not seen or heard, felt or tasted. It ialaa 
Campbell points out, the thought whioh counts with Butler, 
a feature whioh once again betrays the poet into paraphrUle 
rather than poetry - 'Folk no longer/Live for a resurrection •• ' 
and into popular imagery. 'the candle al'ld hearth ot the hem 
is dead.' 
'After ~en Years' is Butler's 'Waste Land'. Sp1r1tual 
bluntnelJS and illcollpetence are exposed, iron1ollllf lauded, 
ad finally dismissed as the power of the fallen Goel roaloiHlOMI 
itself. Interestingly, an early vers:l.on of tho final f!eo'U.cm 
of the poell, titled simpl, 'Poem', oonta.1nlll no r«tterence WAIl'\!ooo 
ever to rel1BiOA,. Here are the laet three IiJtM~U Qf lIAI 
two v,reions, 
An eupenta:!.l catalyst. 0 hidden Go'. 
Sweet G1Vlr of faUh, 1.11;:1,11 ve1:LI!lIl,~oWA tQ me, 
RUlllblr I star'!; f,8l.!.in, !lie'\: ~t to rld:!,!!!Qover 
y~ with ~oeneored se~ses, sheddin~ ~l d~O~IiJ, 
»epart:l.ng all c:l.t:!.e~ ~f WOrds, I BA~l wlnde~ 
Ourioul all a child, ~~erl.!,bl0 II i !Qver' 
:L,t tpA your Son itl, jOf, Q:r l.!!I,:!Jl, 0:1:' wonllo:l' 
In ansor Or kieges on 'IIheie eFOA p"ls@l!is 
1':"'0. 'POllII' : 
An Isunt:Lal. oatalyst, () m.Qvins !lM'th 
And human heart, @till veile~, unknOWB 10 m.e, 
!\Ullblr letart aga:i.n, eet out to :rediuovol' 
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You with uncensored senses: shedding all dreams, 
Departing all cities of words, I shall wander 
Curious as a child, vulnerable as a lover. 
Let (awn the sun in joy, or pain, or wonder 
In anger or kisses on these open pulses. 
The aftermath of war is evident in the dehumanised speaker's 
desperate plea to be moved, to be led closer ,to the 'human 
heart.' But the final version is more convincing in the 
context of the poea. Firstly, 'After Ten Years' has strong 
religious undertones& the final section seems a suitable 
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olimax to this theme. Seoondly, in the light of Butler's 
earlier rejeotion of God in 'On ,the Brink' and 'Winter SOlstioe', 
'After Ten Years ' becomes a foroefu1 reply, a satisfactory 
return tc God as the fountainhead, rather than the v~e life-
force assooiated with 'moving earth'. 
The spiri tual ~OQrney begun in this poem, oontinues in anothe;r 
major poem of this period, 'To a Statue of the Virgin' whioh 
was written about a year after 'After Ten Years. ' The poem 
is in fou r parts. In the first three parts the poet 
apostrophizes the virgin, and in the last part she replies. 
In pa!'t 1 the physical incongrui ty and spiritual remoteness 
of the virgin are emphasized, 
Girl of stonsl too whi te against this 
Catastrophe or cypresses, too 0001 
Betweea sun-angry rocks ••••••• 
• • • • • • o 
dark 
o swathed in visions and songs above our distresses 
You never were native to these marble-stone hills. 
The speaker can find no comfort in her glance. Indeed, she 
seems afraid to , 'glance/Into this pit of boredom and sensation.' 
She has foresaken her earthly ties, enjoys a 'blind-eyed 
peace', a 'bloodless bliss.' Butler is clearly re- interpreting 
the theme of 'After Ten Years'. There is the same anxiety, 
an almost desperate concern for the absence of the spirit. 
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In order to stress the Virgin's eart~ties, Butle~ devoteu P~r~ 
11 to the Annunciation. The speaker reminds Mary of ner 
simple origins . 
He relates how, after the household chore6, M~~f w~ld SO 
out into the garden and pray, quite un.aware of tiel' fuw,:re 
responsibility as the Mother of Christ. Her o3Z'tbl1AeIB 1B 
thus boldl1 oontrasted with her divinity, oreat1~ tenBioft 
whioh is inoreased as silence desoends in antioiF~tiOA of tnt 
Annunoiation. 
Then the olive that shaded your head 
Laden with settine fruit 
In a ~Bt from nowhere whispered, BW~1e' 
ItBelf and its ahadow a seoond 
Then stilled in every leaf 
And wu mh. 
The far flute hushed. 
Even the Boleg bee 
Tllat m'!p!!!ed :i.A the COUM /iIll mominf: 
Went suddenly dumb, 
'art 111 retum~ to despondenoy. ~eB~ai~ ~~i~B ~fie §~e~~@~, 
.. he cgnBide~ 'we a~e men for Whe~All mc~~!Q~@§ ~f@ ~@~,,' 
an .OAO of "elk nO lQn~@~/Live tg~ ~ ~ft~~~@@~i@a ••• ' frgm 
'Af1.r ~en Te~!' ~ne me@A~le§§fto§§ gf lLf@ !§ @@B?@,@i 
1ft 1ft i~~e borrowed. f~~ M~Qbetnl 
0111' d,;I;'{ !lAY!:! !i~ag ~'" wMde:r-Tg T~~~~§ §ill.l ge~tn§e 
fh. §po~o~'§ t~~ gg~v§1§ ~ ~Q~e 9f y~~~g~ ~§ n@ ~~@§!§ 1@ 
tAl Vir~in ~g !~iv~ y§ w~t ~e ne@de ' H@ ~§~§ f'@~ § 
revival gf ~~ fg1tA '~hAt we m~r f:e~ ! ~ii~§~~Of th§t 
s1ori~§ §t~ ••• ' He q'§1~e§ M g~e~ienQ@ ~t§i'e ~h@ ~@§1m8 
of till' wlJ,e:ro $11 tAI!1i :i,§ Plu'A(i.g~gil I.!J!lm~ Ufl, 'tlno f{l&3Z'rol. 
of cube/And the love ~d tne wr~tn gf G9~' will geg~Q Ql~~8 
H. i~lores the ' cold stA~e to re§~g~dl 
Sweet maid, lift up your arms, 
Let lip and limb acceptS 
Rose of the earth burst nowS 
At last she speaks, rut has little to offer in the Wf#.'Y Qf 
COll.S olati on. God does not make HiDlo3E;,;,f known iJl a PAY§;i,Q~ 
manner. Nor does He reveal Himself to ~ratifY f#. ~t~t@ of 
mind. He is present in the flux of life; 
Between the stabs and the careS~eB 
• • • • • • 
Between the heart and the sword. 
God is »resent neither in the speaker~B de~anis~d ~t~te, nor-
10 his present receptiveness to emotion; ~t sOmew~@r-@ ~ 
between, ~e iE! synenymou,s wi ttl a prOQel:!S of becQming. Her-o _ . ~ 
adv1ce ie: 'Be still as stone.' Be!iL:J:' "tW,r l,o~li 'fIith fg~Hmqge 
Why ~hQw.d G(ld be the only sufferer'? ¥~ ~§'!; "!le~r- I!~iP'li gt 
tho responsi~ility for his inbumf#.llity to m~, W~t 'ling 
speaker re~arded as weakness - the Vir~iQ's ~oQf a'li'!;i~qe ~ 
11 in fact strength. He perceives ~i§ own wg~g§§! ~g t~@ 
wealmell of all of mankind. 
,~o aS1;aWe of the Virgin' b,as S~H1r1;com:iJ:!e;s. ;1;1; i§ Hl, 1;~gll!@ 
very partE! ,,~ere Butler approacmee h1§ tP,el;!\@ mOs.'!; gl,9!Hli;Y: 
that tP,@ PQe.~ t~ls, again th:l:'QU~A Qve~simpli~icatiQ~ 
ang e~licit statement: 
lm'li We are men for whom 
A:!.l m;!"racles are dead 
• • • • 
We ~Q" we lac~ you, Love 
H~q§ fumble for a gift. 
Yet tp,e poem's virtues outweigh these w~a~ness.es.. 
developl!lent of the cent~al met{;lpp,Q:r, th~ Q91d §t~e 
repreeenting the death of feeltt:l€i! '\1.!l:i"f;i.{\1:! the poem. 
1 atreeeee tb,e coldness of the st~~e~ 
ftIlU\'lr!§ 
S.'\;a.'\ill\'l. 
S.!!eti.cm 
in i tEl setting, incapable of pro~di.n~ cQ!llfoJ't 0:1:' co.~P~SSj.Q,lh 
Section 11 portrays the Virgin as Man the 'vU.lgge ~il'l!" 
performing mundane duties, naive, s.im~le, p~imarily h~~~ 
Indented stanzas predict the amazing events which will follow, 
T¥is entire section serves both to contrast Mary'§ F~§t PU!!lCl.n;i,'\i~ 
with her present remoteness, and to prepare the r~aqer for 
the metaphysical Section I V in which the sta~e gO~§§ to l~f§p 
revealing emotion and sensuality as well as wi§~Qml 
Beginning to keen and sway 
• • • • • • • 
Unbinding her heavy tresses 
BOWing her beautiful head. 
\) 
• • • • • • • • 
So she said 
Weeping ••• 
.. 
• • • • • 
Breasts pierced by His 
• • • • • • 
• k torn-orowned he~d. 
.. 
• 
Thi$ ~ection highlights her h~ity. Yet her me§§§~e ~§; 
'Be e'\lUl as stone.' It is through the qevl'l.'l,Q:!l!!l§!'J,1;, of tM§ 
lJIetapDQr, through the reader's I;lwa,pene§s gf M~;J;!;Y!§ §h~;J;!e gf 
the burd,en of grief that his own burqen ~§ Ferge~Veg! 
IJ!he et1le of 
of tbf) poelll. 
this last section diffens f:r-O/!l t .h{:it gf the re§t 
Shorter lines tend to elJlphasi~e rh~ep ~S ~n 
Will any find 
~he Eternal mind. 
~De §eotion is interspersed with na,rrative li~s, ego !~hen 
~De s~i4,' and '0 so she said'. These fea,~res, tq~etAe~ 
"itn .8,Il increased uniformity of metre ~1yes tnil:! !i!epHqp. !i! 
h~al ~ality, thereby heightening the emgtiQn~ ef:fe~t Qf' 
oontentmenta at last the speaker §es/!la gt p.eac~! 
Butler's interest in the 1solate4 ~n41v1quat gr r~ce Wa~, 
however, not to be satisfied. In 'rone UndergQ~§! hi§ 
criticism of enforced, 'leg/;llizeq' seF~a,t1Qn 9f ra,ciaJ, ~r~~~ 
f'rOIll each other lures Butler into c;vrtigis/!l ~~ 'QHteX'M~§; 
a$ in 'To Any Young Soldier,' and S~et~on XV 9f !Qn F~r§t 
Seeine; Plorence', ttleBe feelinge give r;!.§e ilo tr:i.t~ §,!'!g 
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unconvincing poetry. The 'underdogs' are the blaok population 
gr~ps of South Africa, who, the -speaker warns, 
... have renounced 
The nice obedience of the Bone of Ham, 
Have jOined, instead, the bitter tribes 
Of Iehamel and of Cain. 
This is the dominant tone of the poem. In cryptio, 
melodramatic catch- phrases, Butler attempts to convef ~ 
attitude of grim foreboding. 
This refUsal to be menials, 
This deviis pride in pits of crime and f~~ 
Shall ory in crisis like a thunderolRF 
Through midnight galea like a thunderola~, 
This cynioism sives way to bitterness as the typ~e§lly ina 
different white attitude ie portrayed; 
So whatl We, of the ohosen pi~entat~gn, 
Shall. oalmly call on our tr1 b&l:l. II eCl Godl 
':Lor4 save the ahininf Christian O1!l'W:f'e 
Of White SQUth Afrioa I ~hen B~at 
Heroioally behind olean V1ekere ~!I 
Jabbins death in our innocent hands. 
This attitude is the theme of 'SundQwne~', w~~tt@B ~t ~D~t 
the name time &a '~he Underdogs'. l~undQWne~' PQ~tF~~§ ~ 
embodiment of the white South Af~1c~ l§nt~~e@fi§@i@ne@11 
an emot1Qn&ll~ ha~~ened, alcoholic temalo, ~fi@ Ilan~id 
1a4fl of t~e ~Qem ha§ no IIpee1fio pe~§ofi§lit~1 §RO h~§ ~~ 
Bymbolio raoial ei~ifiganO@8 
A oentral :oatur~ gf tne poem i§ tne impl@m§nt~ti@n gf tn@ 
GorBon bsond. In the f:l.:rat etMl!l1il !ill'! §ll\l§ion t@ M~Qll~a 
1Atro4uoI' a Bin:l.eter notol 
Lansuid lady, whose head and IJ:bnUOI,u1 a:rmJil 
Open like orohida from a nishteBhlilde dr-e§§, 
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Her lethalness is suggested by the fact that she wears 'a 
night-shade dress ~' She has no peace of mind, except that which 
is available in ' loosening gin' and a 'cloudy synthesis of 
calms. ' She must , ' at all costs,' be isolated from reality, 
and prevent her ' scul ' s- eye' from detecting this 'glitter-
banter' • 
Shut the dark cell at your Siberian centre, 
The steel- ice lids that keep the scul's-eye blind. 
Its dimmest blink upon this glitte~banter 
Would cockatrice your loveliness to sand. 
Appeals to her conscience, requests for charity are fruitless. 
'The Eye 's in prison. ' 'The Eye' in this poem represents 
conscience, and is further indicative of spiritual and 
emotional numbness , as in 'Letter ta Desmond and Norah Stutch-
bury June 1946' when the speaker lacked the dimension to 
accommodate peace. 
Peace, till the torrid continuous calm 
Gnaws at my slavish self, as it did one eyeless in Gaza. 
In 'After Ten Years ' the speaker's 'empty eyes' reveal his 
inability to find peace . This 'lady', too cannot find 
peace. The ' corpses ' of those denied a chance by her 'rot 
within her scented peace. ' 
There is no message of hope for this lost soul. 
concludes with the ironic solace. 
The poem 
And pray for the day your scarlet nails will cut 
The Eye right cuts then you'll be blessed, blind. 
The implication is that the effect she has on people with 
whom she communicates is as disastrous as the effect produced 
by gazing on Medusa. 31 Her inability to ignore the poor is 
expressed in .terms of the legend: 
31) Paul Harvey ( editor): The Oxford Companion to ETIliSh 
Literature , (London, Oxford Clarendon Press, 195 P509. 
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Though the Gorgon 
Hissed sharply through your fresh cosmetic bloom 
It failed to freeze the hero on the shingle 
That grim, slack-bellied Perseus of the poor. 
Butler gives the legend a new ramification however, in which 
Medusa becomes her own victim: 
A cool p •• sessive snake 
Slips patient coils around your precious fleece. 
This disillusionment lives on in the short, powerful poem, 
'Having Seen Through the Pathetic Fallacy', a poem which 
reads like a cynical refUtation of everything that Butler 
believes in. A dispirited, indifferent speaker, strongly 
reminiscent of theaumbed speaker in 'Winter Solstice', 
flatly denies any sense of belonging on earth, among mena 
'No chord ties us to earth.' 
Having seen through the fallacy that men do belong, the 
speaker describes the two greatest influences in his life as 
being of no further importance. Christianity is dismissed: 
since the larger silk ooooon 
Of the Christian soheme was torn. 
Neither Europe nor Africa claims his allegiance: 
Neither North nor South 
Can warm_ a paralysis 
No exoess of feeling is allowed. 
Keep the eye olear of despair, 
unolouded by dreams or hopes. 
The poem ends as it began: 
No cord ties us to earth. 
Our blood is in different groups 
except for the shi ft i n the meaning of 'cord' • In the first 
I 
line 'chord' indicates a musical relationship - mM 11'1 Aot 
in harmony with earth - as well as an intimate, ~aren~/en11g 
relationship - the umbilical chord. MM'I'I il'lolat1Qn 16 
inherent, and ~alterable. A feature of tl11a PQ~m 11'1 tn@ 
comparative simplicity of idiom. The familiar weathe~ 
metaphor, sustained throughout the poem, 11'1 §~~port~4 §l 
other natural images , e . g. 
Since last a living thing 
burst f:rom my chrysalis. 
~hiB simplicity of style is evident in four so~et§ w~1tt~ 
at this time, two of them on theme§ related to the th@m@ of 
'HavinB Seen Throu~ the Pathetic l"allg,cY' ! In !~aV1g! M,q 
'Pieta' local instances of grief a.e ~iyen Y&iv@~@! §1~~rig~g@! 
A tone of ~we characterises the octave of '~aY1g'J as h1§ 
qualities ~d feate are en~erated; 
Out of ygu;r stripling flesh shall flQ~@p 
Majeety~ do~nion , power •• ! 
~or c~nturies to come we shall 
W~ §h&ll forget his feats, his 
only h1§ ~pef: 
continue to read of 'p~v~~~~ 
! •• the hour when wi th aching lim,~s 
Dr~giPg up steep staiN, your ai~§§s ey~§ 
Wup"§tones for all the !ps!1lQl!1S of ~ime! 
Th~ ml~H~,elU'e of hi!3 grief is such that it e!llbrace,!3 al:), fgth@!'§' 
srhf for their sons . It is this that i!3olate.B h:!'!lI ,?-!lq 
whigh,p~adopcally, makee hiJII huma,n. TM sQ~et '~;j,Cl1;3.~, 
t$113 Qf a war-time experience. A group of 8,o+qi~~§1 'ma~gh~~ 
thrO\l,~h 3!!1ash~d buildings, trees', revel.lip.g in thEl f~e.J,.:i.A~ Qt. 
power, ~e su~prised by the flight of a chil,q staJ:'ing at the.m 
from a mined bu.ildiUg. Instinctiyely, WPQ!'l !3eeiUB tA~ 
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s oldi ers. the child,' s hand reaches for its mother':;! ~irt •• 
She faces them aggressively. cradling her child's face ag~~~t 
her legs. The speaker is moved. He feels the pres~ure Qf 
the 'silver cord' that releases feelings in the mother roqng 
his throat, until he imagines that he is at th~ ~Qen,~ of th~ 
cruCifixion: 
Till I could swear noon-darkness stuns the skie~ 
!bove a woman pierced beneath a tree 
On whose blaCk bough her one Son sw~ats and qies. 
ThUs a Simple scene, a commonplace experience to 1:1. sol4ie:r. ~§ 
endowed with universality by the awakening of c~pass~Qll.~ 
The power of love is the 
'G~e' and 'Patience'. 
attains by virtue of its 
theme of the other two SQl;U;le1;s t 
'Game' celebrates the pow,er .!-ove, 
elemental, primitive bei~. 
the gift of everyone, of all ages. The 'pristine ~h' 
t,~t follOWS passion is 'a hinterland that mocks new his~o:rr" ~ 
Love i!ldeed has no history, no date, no time .lim;its as ~s, 
str~ssed in 'Watching the Seed-Gras!3't 
Time for a moment is wrecked on these 'hills; 
We lie eternal, in shade in §Un; 
This place is nowhere, everywhere; 
lI.1ld our love, 0 my ],ove, is it ours only 
o:r 1;he dream of everyon~? 
~§P ~~erits the right to love. In 'Game' Butler find,s 
M,~ ~etaphor in the lion's nonchalant sense o:t' ljIUperioritl';: 
!Q;~e~, Eittain tne stature or ;tions, unchaHenga!>l;y; :!,.D,b.~~i~t'1l§: 
@, sp~cj,al region, 'Knowing their wells can never \le de~!l~c;h, \ 
l/;'~~!! impHci t faith in love, has rOQts in, earJ,~er v,;e~~" 
e§~~cial.ly the simple and highly successf~ ~Co~'~ H,¥tl~~~~ 
ne~ Q! love has remained unch~~ed. 
T.~~ weather !!i;si,n provides the, metaphor in 'PatJ,lilnQe. \ A:f!;,W-' 
a. ~1~.t of quarreling, s 'storm..to:r:m~1;ed ¢I§h,~~ ~ l~e ~c;)'~e~~ 
li.Vie~ seem to be under a permenent 'zero~s quu,.tt of snQ~~ 
\l':n~ !:Ipeaker l.S confident, hoV(eve:r, or ttte reliltor~:t;ive P'Qw~~ of 
l,Q;vel 
A born fool knows 
That under zero's quilt big rainbows doze, 
fhat brilliant music sleeps in tacit streams. 
The sestet provides a twist. Here the speaker Clonsil1U'1i 
that he may be mistaken. Her 'p~lor' may be 'permanent'. 
her 'rippling pulse' 'levelled to a dead~beat metronome'. 
If that were true, he would nevertheless oonti~e to ~ovo hera 
... all throu.gh 
You.r rrigid solstice I'll k~ep Aeartn for y~. 
I'll kinCile oOalSI when you. are cold oome home. 
Tnesa sonnets are highly suocessfUl poemo beg~§e they ~~e 110 
positive in ou.tlook oompared with tho cynici~m of '~he Under-
dOS8' t 'Sundowne:r', and 'Having Seen Tnrou~l!, the Pa'1ihUiQ 
Fallaoy.' Moreover Butler bas, in theee e~e'e, relurne~ to 
the idiom of the war poems. $imple l!,atureel~ery re~!!le. 
onoe lIlore, the poet's greatest gU't, iilUl!!!IIsfl up 1A thil 
oomment on the 1mage 1n the fiNt t1l0 lj,neB ot '1)l!vtll', 
Yw pure Md n:i.mble boy, l:I.lt:e cM@le flMle 
Burni~ above the pebbled brook~ 
Linea &UOA as ~Aeeo'mail!.ta1n ~tl~~'§ r-~~~1qtiQR q§ §R 
'XClU:l.Il:l.lQJ,~ elmeu§l :l!!\~;!'§1I. iii, awl!}\QI' @f ~l?-eqt §~!.i~q@J 
of touoh,' - QQ!\Iplil,l'tlQ. w~ ttl. 11M 1~~§ f~q i.n lh~~1! 
IOM@t§. Ul!,~§ eu~b. Ill§ 
Shut lft~ q~r-k Q~ll ~t 1~r- Si~~l'i§R ~~tFt 
tl\@ ~l'i!@lei~o UU ttl,~l ft~ll ~h~ §~!'§ ~~~ ~!aq~ 
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frQIl 'S\mq~D.tl" !i3~~ ll@@l' qt\~t§ q\ Ii'. ~iftq ~t iR"U'~W.Mi" 
\hil' ill not ~U~r-'Q ::idtg, \1'''0 plQ§ ~q@!i~!}q q'i tlMU\ 
'h18 "'&. the Bam (1~~~) Md The DAv" ltet,ul1!W ('~'$~) 
oOl1fl'oa\ pl1'Oblewl wb.iQAt th~h l)y !\O l!l~ImQ !\~w, §.H ~liU 
unreeolvocl at t..b1o point. The tQillQ!\ ~tt"@m IN.N~@ ut 
Afrioa "as .... hu beoa shQ'Mt & 1N.\)~OOl ofiu. tl&~Qt Qft. m 
earUer vetee., Butler's fiNt oMfNAtqli,OQ ~ U oO~'U."Ht 
32) pm 1960; Ne- South An-1can ""riUll~ Md & IlU~ Qt fifl, ~ara of or~ative 'l<mievemQntt hfAuot Q1 th~ ~w.~b Af1'ioln 
Oent" Qf" the In~ematiQftal ~EN W"ub. pIn. 
in 'On First Seeing Florence ,' a poem whose first draft was 
completed only in 1950. The Dam and The Dove Returns 
focus on some of the problems of the English-speaking South 
African, chiefly his difficulty in finding his place on this 
continent. These plays deserve some attention in so far 
as they illuminate the poetry of this period. 
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The Dam tells the story of Douglas Long, a Karroo farmer 
of settler stock, and his efforts to build a dam on his farm. 
Despite the oppo~ion of most of his family and friends, he 
presses on determinedly. Early thunderstorms destroy the 
wall a few days before completion. Long decides to abandon 
the project , but, ironically, the very people who had 
opposed the idea now persuade him to rebuild. This time he 
succeeds. 
This simple story-line is complicated by the allegorical level 
on which the play operates . The dam is a symbol of man's 
defiance of Nature , and of an English- speaking man's defiance 
of Africa. Long's obsession is with more than tons of 
concrete: the dam is a European's attempt at signing hiS 
name on an African landscape. In his charactor1~at1on 
Butler holds up the Europe/Afrioa tension for our oondidlration. 
Alongside Douglas Long, ' an angular aloe for the veld', 
is his wife Jane, 'a sophistioated flower from one of tho§@ 
pseudo-country families at the Cape.' Another oontr •• t i. 
between Long and his brother, Dr Robert Long, who ••• s di ••• tor 
. in South Afrioa's growth towards her own identity, her 
oonstant moving away from Europe. Last of the Longs is 
Susan, their daughter, who alone shares her father's love of 
the land. Juxtaposed with the Longs . are the Atrikaners, 
Oom Jan de Bruin and his son, Sybrand. Their sense of total 
belonging is contrasted with the Longs~ Oom Jan's opposition 
to the project stems from his Simplistic view of the divine 
order of things; the land is as God wants it. It is the 
young man, Sybrand , who sees the advantages of building 
together. He cannot understand his father's fear of mingling 
with the English. A third group of people, the coloureds 
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Kaspar and Katrina, are also opposed to tne dam. Th@ir 
soeptioism is based on superstition, and is megnt to ropr,.ent 
the tribal mystioism of the non-white racos of their o~trf. 
Several raoial issues are raised, ~t theeo are not importAnt 
here. What is important is that Long triumphl over 
opposition. Allegorioally, the play resolves all the§e 
oonflicts, for the dam spans the spaoe between d1fferen~ 
groups, stemming spiritual erosion. 
The Dove Returns is a Boer War story. It§ oontr~l oh~r~oter 
is alBoerevrO\1~ Sarah van Hearden. Like Lon~ IiIhe 11 
obsessed with an ideal I the preeervaUer! of ner famU~ Imd 
her raoe, Their farm is oooupied by ~~~1t1Ii1h reg1m@at. 
Ita oommanding of'f'ioer, Lieutenant Graey, e!;l'tif~bU§he§ a 
relationship with Aletta, Sarah's d§1,u.~Mer whhh emtliMieN 
the mother. ~nr0\16h reokless disobedience ,~, the Vim 
He.rden's son, ~etlil himself killed ~d mor-t~lJ w~~§ ~rae,. 
Sarah will not allow the Britililh eold1e~ to ~~~ ~Fa@' in 
tho family com@t@~r! He 16 eveHtu.~ll ~~~§d §@m@ gi§~§ft@@ 
from the hou~e, in tho '~odfor§~@n' v§lg~ ~R§ rin~ a@~ 
takeu pllleo ~ome ;yean:! bte:r- QH GQQtl li'~UgJ! 'liM !M1VH\~!1\!,~ 
of ~&ul'fi1 deat~, ~Ag W~ i§ Qve:r-! ~i ~~fgfi!§ ha~f§g @f 
tho mnsl1fi1~ hg§, ~f ~yth~n~, ~~gWfi §if@n~er, ~vefi ~ne &@~~ 
th~t Grge~'§ r~th§r- ~a§ oome r~Qm IDH~l§RQ ~g §@@ hi§ §~'§ 
grAYO t3il§ til move h~~., ~t then g m~r-~~!@ 9@gQf§e §hR~, 
Ii GCNtb Afr-illim W1Ul l!!il!l IJ,Qt@Q !il§ !! §ggy'\j flili' th@ 'lh'l~U~h, 
rOY@Iil§ A~m§@lf to b@ ~@tt~'§ 19VOfe H@ F@~ij~@§ ij~¥~ 
t@ §@@ him i§ ~ g~tn Afri@ime &f@,@V' § f@~~@§~ 18 §e; 
PAul'§ gr§yo mov@§ ~§f~! §h@ tr-iu~h§ QV@f h@p h~lf@d, 
OTon prop@§@§ tb@.t hi§ §Qfi'§ f@miin§ D@ mlilv@a a@li 18 
Pwl'liI, Mil ;!'" P@!'lHlnlll t:ril!!llfla AIHI !l w!!i@ §1~U'hM@@1 
it 1u Atric@. ~geopt1n~ ~rop§, All@~gri@@!lJ ag~in, f!!lft@f 
thlA arwm@.tio611;y, the ten~iQfi i~ r§§@!veie ~R@ fin§! 
po.raar!!4lA gt Iil,rU,ef" ~ l§e1ilP-'§ '~M :l!~e,u@~@ !l!l~ th@ l;yl!' ~iv@§ 
tho ph11Q§o~n1g ~g§1§ pf th@ ~l§~g~~; 
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It seems to me that the role of English e oau£ht betweon 
two increasingly violent and exolusive nationaliti~1 a 
is to keep on stating, with patienoe and cour&ae, th~t 
our common humanity can unite us. OUr oountl'f nail 
been named bt us all, it belongs to us all, we all 
belong to it. Let us accept each otherl with 
affection when this comes naturall~J with oourteof 
when it is difficult; and with oommon. ecnee alwllYlh 
Our dead have left their names side by side on. the 
map. a mountain range can be one, althouSA ita peakl 
may be called Gamkaskop, the Hogsbaok and tho Xatb@~, 
one ooean washes Mosselbaai, and Georte, and In~n&, 
and the blood in all our velns ie r 4. 33 
In the poems of this period Butler wae wild:!.n~ hi@ (nm du, 
Two long poelllS, 'Livingstone Croases Afr:!.o~' and 'Homo Thw,MI' 
are direotly ooncerned with issues raised 1n tho pl~. DotA 
poelllS are also stages in the transition from tno phUOIHlpnho-
intelleotual Bt~le of 'Eleg~', 'On Firot S@e1~ Florenoo'. ~d 
'After Ten Years' to the' narrative etyle ot tno po@ml of 
the sixties. They are in fact combinationa of tne§e §tylo§. 
Thl imprlsBivI story of David L1V:!.n~ltonol@ pien@@rin~ ~@"lft@' 
aoross Atrica in 1853 prov:!.doo Butle~ with a m@t~fi@r r@~ 
hil own jOUr.n11 1ft 'L1vin6Dtonc Oro@@@@ Afri@~', ~ft@ fi~§l 
Beotion of the poem 11 41voted @olel~ to th@ §t@~,. ~ft@ 
tale unfolde in ~old 1m~~erfl 
(L1vinsetone) Stru@~ throY~h th@ Q~rHn@§§ ya~@f @~~i@efR 
~n' olow wA~tc lightning @f hi§ w@§tw~fl ~~~RI 
Onl morn1n~J bly@ t~~~h th@ t@rril mi§~ 
~nore ~roke tho lon~ We D~ of th@ §@ie 
~hen their pride ifi~ Jo¥ ~ow no b~ft§e ~h@, hiij w~~@ij t@ 
the end of the wor14@ Tho YOO of 'native! !m~off @@nV@J§ 
their exoitementl The 6e~ 10 ,~ th~§~d Droad ~§mb@§i§ 
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multiplied/Byall the leaves on every Afrioan tree.' At Lo~da 
a ship was waiting to take him home to England, The epeakor 
can only wonder at what enormous cost to himself Livinsotono 
decided to excorcise those ' Shapes, scents, 6QWlQe bred in 
his bones and brain' and to lead his bearers back to their 
homes. The route by whioh he returned led him to t fie Qililoove:r1 
of the Viotoria Falls. Butler's flair for §tor~tellinB 
inoludes a sweeping imagination that take:;! in v/!'!lt §patlO§, 
and an ear for the dramatic phrasel 
But two thousand miles away, two ye~ 
And he flings down on Quelimane'a beaoh 
More insots hammered from his forehead's for~el 
The world applau.ds, but louder in h1§ Elar§ 
The smoke that Thundere, Kabra Basa Gor~e, 
A chanse of style is evident in Section 11, ~s ~tler settieg 
down to oonsider the application of this storr to his own 
life. The tone becomes refleotive, tlU'l §1irh llAUQlIOllAh. 
The speaker paints ou.t the quality tn~t 'g§§d§ ~f ~n§ ~r§~t ' 
have to 'olear the image emall men hold of th§m§elv§§', 
So too in hie oa§e, Li vin~6toM ' a '~~e!l,t ~ §lU'!'U!!f' 1l1~§§§ M§ 
trava:L1@ in fHl:nlpeo1live. (j)he 6ll§~er i§ in Ihlf, tlfl 'thi§ 
Doph1etieated ehorc', ~t he has not found ther§ wfigt he 
had been lookin~ for; 
Ngtnin~ :I.§ g§ e~,!HlQt.eii now 1 ru!l here; 
No ~§a§~ranee gf a heart in heaven , 
No hUer§ t no hOll§, ng nome . 
Hi@ bearer-a, 'blood &~g ~gn§s! and !t?i~al fle§h' §@h@ 
:t,1vin~gtone I Ii a§ t!UlY (lX'YI "'Loo!! Ylm g:!i'§ fini§h!H1I 'lmt th@re 
1& more to me'"' He had left Afrioa with geft~in h§~e§, 
ideala of :f':!,nd:l.ng a 'Mme' @4 §pir-ityl3J, peafl§e 'Aft§r 'r§l\ 
Years' reveals that ne e~ld not find thi§ in Air-ieae Yet. 
having arr:l.ved here, he ie faced with a p?'Qbleml §ho~ld h@ 
sit here and 'rot', or turn baok to hie own world, 
•• • examine :l.t 
With eyea that have their vision ~t cQl!Il!Iand, 
Eyes that note with oare •••• ' 
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He realises that he can 'expect no wonders', and that, he 
is out of touch with humanity 'Whether in NaPles here or 
under Capricorn'. 
In Section 111 the speaker draws his conclusion. The sight 
of people in contact with each other, of two workmen 
dividing 'their common burden' as they walk, of two lovers 
SWinging , the censer of their love' seems 'secret and distant' 
to him, strange in 'the severing gloom'. It evokes in him 
a hunger for 'human bread '. The longing for real contact 
wit~ people becomes an obsession, like Livingstone's obsession 
with exploration; but his 'cold and noting eyes' can only 
see, 'Not leap the gap which isolates us all.' The speaker 
feelS i$olated from humanity, and powerless to make contact~ 
~he unsolved problem in 'Livingstone Crosses Africa' 
rec!:lives Butler's attention in the Second of the Italian po~ms, 
'Ho~e Thoughts'. The poem follows the same pattern as 
'Livingstone Crosses Africa': narrative followed by philosophic. 
ref~ection and application. In this case Butler finds the 
etory in Greek culture, in the legend of the archetypal 
conflict between reason and passion, Apollo and Dionysus. 
A~~~ Butler's sweeping imagination and powers of narration 
~re evident. The contrast between the adversaries is drawn 
in ewift strokes: Apollo with 'plummet and rule', instru-
mgnt~ gf meaSurement and reason, 'glittering' in 'clean-cut 
'~;rgnl1'e' ; Di onysus, 'barbarous with drums ', ' amid a snarl 
gf ~eopards'. Vivid verbs help to enact the battle: 
!.~Wi~d bouts among the barley shocks •• '; Apollo 'side-slipp~~ 
to the sun' when 
j"n,to copses ••• ' 
result, for 
threatened; Dionysus would 'slink instinctiv@ 
The contest could, however, have no conclusiv~ 
. .. nei ther could 
Conquer the force in which the other stood. 
Eventually Apollo allowed Dionysus 'elbow- room' , for secretly 
he admired his qualities . 
side by side . 
And so the two came to exist 
The origin of Butler's use of this mythological battle to 
comment on conditions in Africa is provided by Butler 
himself in the lecture , 'The Republic and the Arte.' 34 
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The idea itself derives from Nietzsche's TheBirth ~ of Tragedy. 
The thought of its applicability occurre4 to Butler durin! 
a visit to Ghana in 1954. Travelling thrQU~h the rai~ 
forests by jeep, he was surprised by a lar~e oompany of women 
dancing, screaming , 'their faces wet with teare ••• eeatat1oIl1y 
happy.' 35 Later he became aware of t he drnlll!!!in~ 'fly tAO 
great orchestra of the Ashanti. The tot§l @ubmi§§ion of 
danoer and drummer to what they were do:l.n~ wat:! neW Md 
disturbing, and seemed to Butler to repreaent the foroo of 
Dionysus . Some days later he was shown a qa~et with a 
geometric design, in which he SaW Apoll.Q' § ! darity, :I.'t'§§l,hot, 
authority'. 36 He realized he had e~per~enged two e~tfeme§, 
Por the purposes of his lecture But~er equated ~rgpe with 
Apollo, and Africa with Dionysus. The ea.me eqya~:l.on nelda 
good for 'Home Thoughts', writt~ shortlY afte~ thg @~~~~i~~@~ 
degor1bed abQv~ . 
As in 'L1Yipgato~e Crosses Af~ica ! th~ ~pe~§~ entgf-§ tfi~ 
pOlm bodily in Section 11. Be:i.~ in !t>;\J,y, \'rut h~ 'fiMkllr~ 
homeward', and @e~rghes for reasons, P9ngJ,u.gin~ th~t it i§ 
beO~6e even here, where 
34) 
Tr:i.Y~hMt marple effi~ies qefy 
The moody ~rmQ:i.ls of the a~~, 
Guy 13utlerl '!Ilb.e RellUbUo and the Ar-1m!, (Unh§:r§U:f 
of the Witwateraran~ , 1962), 
35) Ibid. p11. 
36) Ibid. p12. 
that he detects the Vpredatory shade '. 
Dionysus is fel t here too, since he has 
'his leopards range the earth and skyl' 
presence is given sensuous forces 
The influence of 
been allowed to let 
The mystical 
It sniffs the night and pads the cracked parterre 
Between dry laurelS and the shattered urn. 
Dionysus is successfully destroying the existing order. T~§ 
speaker, realis ing that 'Man's task is to get such dark 
things clear' , alludes to Galileo, whose experimentation with 
the pendulum produced 
•• • that system-smashing metronome 
Whose jazztime spoilt the slow waltz of the spheres. 
Man can impos e his own reasonable order onto the existin~ 
natural order; but he himself has to cope with instinctiv~ 
forces, 'dreams' bred in 'African dark' which can unsettle 
JIl!Ul'S reason. There is also much that cannot be subjecte~ 
t9!ll@'S reasons 
Wqat pendulum can trace the mind's unseen 
Sharp arcs , its blind man's reach 
~ound knots of being that have never been 
Subdued to slip through the flaming hoops of speech? 
OQP§~~ering Africa 'across this night', the speaker sees 
i . I), '~r primitive storm' that which he could 'give consciqu~ ... 
IHl!H~ !IDd form', but he lacks the courage to face and try to 
inten>~et Africa's Di onysian ' furious dance '. 
Sect10n 111 seems deSigned to reveal the powerlessnes§ Qf 
the reasoned order imposed on the universe . There i~ !l!Uch 
we humans cannot understand, and need to accept a~ a ~at~~~ 
of faith. An allusion to 'Exodus' clarifies the point: 
unless, like Moses , we are prepared to accept and to SUbBC~iQt 
to the power of faith , we are doomed, like the Egypti~s, to 
'blowing dead bubbles in a Red Sea flood.' 
Section IV brings together all the strands . The 
reveals his personal resolution of the problem of 
homewards , mooted in Section 11: 
I have not found myself on Europe 's maps, 
A world of things, deep things I know endure 
But not the context for my one perhaps. 
I must go back with my five Simple slaves 
To soils still savage, in a sense still pures 
My loveless , shallow land of artless shapes 
Where no ghosts glamourize the recent graves 
And everything in Space and Time just iss 
spealcllr 
hanlcE;lr:!.l'\~ 
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What he has gained is neither Mosaic faith nor Galilegq 
clarity: 
A clearer love is all that I br ing home. 
In returning to face Dionysus, the speaker invokes ~pollo 
'to cross the tangled scrub', to 'visit our vital if untam~q 
abysm'. Dionysus is already there and has been there fo~ 
centuries . All that the speaker desires is to let 'th§ 
lightning of your (Apollo's) quickening eye' and 'his 
ab~ding darkness meet and mate'. 
resolves itself into this paradox. 
is an Africa where we can ' sacrifice 
t?;Qdl;! . ' 
The problem of the pqe~ 
What the speaker des:j,r@§ 
in the te~ple of pot~ 
'J,lnll strength of both of these poems lies in their :fir~t 
8llctions . Butler is a master of the narrative. While 
niB stories move at a lively pace he is able at the same 
t:!.me to instill feeling into the telling, often by a ~in~!~ 
wQrd,ihereby involving t he r eader' s sympathy and !ldm;i,r<;1;;i,gn~ 
as in this example: 
Since none coul d take them home if he were gone 
ije wrenched his grey gaze inward ••• ( .. 
my underl~n'l.n/5) 
Yet neither of these poems is entirely successful in i1;8 
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intention . In neither is the concl usion r eached by the 
speaker full y dr amatised by the poem. To t he reader tl1,e 
speaker's conclusions rem8in hJ~othetical . s olutions . In th~ 
first the fault lies in the application of t he story of 
Livingstone t o the speaker's life: t he connection betwe€ln 
'His first gr eat journey ' and 'my own t r avails ' is slight ! 
Livingstone explored new terrain, risked his life fOr th~ 
sake of hi s bearers ' happiness , and discovered a l'Iaterfall, e 
The speaker's travels take him to a previously known l~dt 
. . 
Italy, whe r e his 'searching ends in a sudden sea'. He 
discover s a 'gap which isolates us all', and a hunger fo~ 
contact. We are told that Livingstone's j ourney m~es t!;lg 
epeaker ' s ' t ravails dwindle to a decent si~e'; this sgem? 
inadeql1ate justification for using the story as the bas.;i.? of 
the poem. Butler sustains the association of t he 'jo~~ne~~ 
and the speaker's ' travails ' throughout t he poem, bu~ th~~ 
amounts to l i t tle more than telling the reader that they ~r@ 
oomplementary, without actually showing t hat t hey are. T!;lq~ 
the ·:rational bas is of the poem is weak: the r eader dog? !"!o1j 
see how t!;le sp eaker has arrived at his conclusion. 
In 'Ho!!!e Thoughts' the fault lies elsewhere. Again , the 
ngr-rative section of the poem is well written: Butler 
dep.~gt§ the battle between Dionysus and Apollo in sensuous!~ 
e~git~.ng language. But in the application of the stQry 
1H~ the speaker 's life he resorts to a t ype of imagery t!:mt; 
!§ ~r-elated t o the bUSiness of the poem: 
~hg sceptre-grasping ikons round the dome 
Iilh!'H* as his ape-like palms 
F~yed out that system smashing metronome 
Wh9§e jazzt ime spoilt the slow waltz of the sphgre§ e 
~he ~magery in these lines is jarring and seems out of 
keep~ng wi th the tone of the poem. It seems to havg grg~~ 
~t of tj;le poet's head, rather than out of t he cOmp! exitig§ 
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of the poem. The result is that the speaker' s declaratio!1!il 
'A clearer love is all that I bring home,' leaves the re <.. d,~'r 
surprised at how he could have arrived at this conclusion. 
Both of these appear to be essays rather than 
poems. Butler has sacrificed the art of writ ing poetry fQ~ 
the sake of clarity of sense. The result is line upon lin@ 
of paraphrase of the message of the poems, in which the ur~~ 
to ~l overshadows the need to ~. 
In 'Bronze Heads', an uncollected poem from this period, 
Butler finds a new symbol of Apollo in Black Africa: 
Bronze Heads 
I 
Mud-mat villages like childiSh sums 
~l wrong on a slate; the bad road through the bu~h; 
Loud babies, frantic hens; in heat and hush 
Happy-go-lucky soft-mandibled drums 
Like termites at the pit-props of the mind; 
Then , foreign among smudged green and dusty reds, 
Clear glass and concrete in a shapeless square, 
This little museum. We find what we came to find. 
Perturbed by their authority, we stare 
In silence at the beauty of these heads. 
Imperturbable , these kingly bronzes stare . 
Their sudden resurrection from black loam 
To our undisciplined days cen't startle them. 
Achieved for once, and so for everywhere 
Their tragic vision. These noble fac es , - faces 
That felt time's touch and faced our common doom ~ 
How pasSionately passive they glance at all 
This rabble and rubble on their old high places: 
Such eyes might watch ten more Zimbabwes fall 
And still outs tare our continental gloom. 
Zimbabwe's wall and a dozen bronzes sum 
Our continents eons of grins and tears; 
What sage grew wise behind her hedge of spears? 
Her carvings were made for white ants to consum~: 
Small skill in frieztng no glazing breath 
To fix in art, as once in China or Greeoe, 
The second of sight that makes such an aSs of death. 
While Troy and Rome were towering, tumbling 
And dead Cordelia weighted the old King's knees 
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Here only the sun-warmed granite was oraoking, orumbling. 
Sixteen centuries since the Cross, and none 
Had paved a highway, keyed a bridge, or aroh 
Thr~ugh whioh victorious regiments might maroh -
No ringing of trowels down on neat l dressed atone. Through plains as large as Europe doee ot glllllo 
Went drifting on the droughts, and lost tribe. wandered 
Changing their plumage like migrating bird •• 
Young men were brave: no doubt the old men pondored _ 
Dumb ghosts in footloose air, sinoe no soribe oaml 
To pen their deeds in pallisades ot words. 
My eyes are staring into their brazen stare. 
But mind has slipped to a different, Southern iCln •• 
An old surveyor's gravestone skew between 
Invading thorns that had no bueinos. thlrel 
It seemed that indisoriminate sorub had won. 
Por when the mimosa bloomed the sexy wind 
Was drunk with bees and aoents, forlettin~ d.~th, 
While under the bleak light of the wintlr iun 
The ShadOW. oast by frost-white tho~u m~d. blind 
The luoid name and date line oarved ben.~th. 
I let that stubborn thorn sorub .ymboliiO 
Undated 0rOle. whovc prOUd ritu~D of WAr, 
Pirlt fru t. making love, onoe froe. bororo 
The timely w!.dom in this bron.e kin~ii O,Oil 
But dreadins what oubtler dana. ml~ht ti@ tiOrft 
Within that wildom'a enado, robcll1ou§ §Dn§ 
Blindld and broke nnd blsOK 101m ~motn@~o4 him. 
And lUll thl jlJ.P of tribal tru\; ~H Nll§ 
~o goldln bloom, loatntio d1thyr~b, 
Or SpArtan r.giment~ ~n4 tr~§tew~lt§ tho~fi. 
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J'Ar If au 1l~u :t!'l WA/(iOn roy tl)lkEi blli"§ 
».%'%'e1 11 ot ~npowdo:t" ftfid thij ~~ok of bO@KEI, 
Pound all thinSIL dUf@l'cntw lMgu,~lo, 1IlOXEI, 
Conoeptll or property, l~wl 
No prl.ohins IItllple~, ElignpoEltEl, w~tofiifil map§ 
Kelp frontier; prim. tho oxilo'§ fl§t mQ!it olutoh 
BILI'e aore. and nourfJ ~,n uniquo ~{j'lilh 
Small wondlr. pitOA@d between druma!ifi~§R I'ook§, 
Pilling th. orub, on tordin~ o~t~r~otl ' 
That th 7 wel'l forDed to jottiliOft iO ~oh@ 
Wakeful round their red watch fires 
While war chants surged between strange stars and veld 
They f ound the love of God less clearly spelt 
Than in t he neat and bell-blessed shires. 
Frontiers turn justice rough. 
Men kill for a home. In history 
All but the saints must take their kid gl oves off: 
Yet when t hey met upon the Sabbath day 
Each granite torso , s oftened , s eemed t o pray: 
'Deal gently, Lord of hosts, with such as me.' 
Their women by old instinct knew 
The not-s o-vain importance of their clothes, 
Of fashi ons, graces, quieter prayers, small oaths 
To cool t he breath their menfolk drew. 
Victorian bonnets snubbed the Stone-age sun: 
Full s l eeves and fuller skirts, pink frills, blue lace~ 
Kept vis ible still the delicate vein. 
Their treble part-songs touched t he wilderness , 
Unleashi ng over course and brutal s paces 
A thistl edown attack of gentleness . 
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The f irs t year they built cattle kraals I 
Next, hacking acres clear of mimosa t horn 
They ploughed and put them under Indian Corn; 
Then quarried stones for their homestead walls. 
You smug inheritors of landscapes where 
Each gentle acre praises long generat i ons 
Who taught it what clothes and when t o wear; 
o heirs to bridge and byre and buttress ed wall, 
Imagine that chisel chipping, those firs t foundations, 
Brand new, without a precedent at all. . 
But more Significant by far 
Than thi s migration of an English hearth 
Rose Northern shadowy trees from the ali en earth 
To soften this Southern wedge of star. 
As odd disturbances of air or light 
(Halo , r ainbow, cross-wind or eclipse) 
May her ald a hero in disguise, 
So, dwarfing the mimosas' gold and white, 
These trees might be our green apocalypse , 
Artes i an shimmerings under arid Skies . 
Wide winds that rifle and disperse 
The air borne seeds of my subcontinent 
Had never frisked such stately stems nor bent 
Leaves so abundant and diverse. 
The strict Euclidian sand stone hills 
Who'd kept unsmudged their classic forms 
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Through ,atient centuries of scrub and bush 
Saw in those shapes an index of new wi11ss 
Ears keener to catch the lapidary hush, 
Hearts twice as stubborn at the heart of storms. 
Roots in a fossi l dinosaur, 
Housing all day a wise and constant owl, 
The dark pine dulled the hunting-dog' s mean howl 
As it had dulled the wolf's before; 
Stood steeple-fast against the glare and gloom 
When rumbling tribes p.oured lava on the farms. 
All this was old. A straight-grained stem, 
Which demi- gods had smoothed for mast or spear, 
Might justly weigh in green perennial arms 
Te~pestuous seasons of a younger year. 
Subtler, the poplar caught whole shoals 
Of singing migrating birds, and let them go ; 
Then vainly stretched bare seines for the knowing, !{I,Q'" 
Constellations , those peripatetic sc500ls . ., 
This too was old o She knew all di s tance made 
To reach across ; and torn things more at once 
In Sheba's laugh than Solomon's fine frown: 
Eut now she trembles, lest, beyond her shade , 
~right children dancing in the scented sun 
Should join the watching regiments of thorn. 
Few tribes chant now, and hearth-rug lions are dW!l,Y; 
Most rivers and ranges are mapped and properly ~~@~; 
But Afrioa is anything but tamed ' 
And God alone knows what is yet to come. 
In spite of city parks and private planting 
There's little shade for the contemplating mind; 
Yet though old drums. beast cries and r acial rant~~g 
Raise Cain in the thorn=scrub rising r ound qur h§~p~§, 
The naked eye g still steady, bright, resigned . -
M'I.!,st oheck, cross check. each referenc e on i t§ gl!aP'IHh 
If, having made a fair and heart-felt choice 
To plant ancestral, shad~-endowing trees, 
The back must bend, yet on rebellious knees 
The heart has cause. and cannot but rejoice~ 
For when the tribal energies, the flames, 
The golden sap and blood and plumes conform 
And dance down ways the staring eye discloses; 
When shapes long stifled in our sensual sto+1!l 
Strike free and chant their clarifying names, 
Who will moen at the strain such work imp oses7 
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o brazen heads , at Ife, you who stare 
Over the jungle , down the cataract 
As if such staring were the first slow act 
By which man masters chaos anywhere, 
Stare at me , you bronzes p stare, persist 
Till, having caught your straight, incisive gaze 
I cut the scrub with calculated glances: 
Stare, as I replent. on dazzling days , 
Ancestral trees ; stare on my sweating fist 
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In which, this moment. ycur bloodstream dances, dances. 
'Bronze Heads ' is , in most respects very similar to ' Home 
Thoughts'. The s tructure follows the pattern of narrative 
f0ilowed by application and reflection. Both poems concern 
the Apello-Dionysus conflict; both seek a reconciliation. 
In 'Bronze Heads ', however. Butler finds his metaphor in Black 
Africa, not in civilized Europe. This is a significant 
departure in that it foreshadows Butler ' s readiness to face 
the environment he inhabits . 'Bronze Heads' is a stage 
nearer the dicovery of an African absolute. The poem 'Myths', 
began in 1946 but completed at about this time, is another 
milesto~e in Butler's journey towards an indigenous identity. 
It is, however, a more successful poem than its immediate 
predecessors, chiefly because it is an example of the Butler 
who shows, rather than tells. Technically the poem looks 
towards the relaxed, narrative style of the s ixties. The 
speaker relat es how, after killing a cobra and noticing its 
'cool still- squirming gold' held in his 'ten separate fingers', 
he becomes aware of the surrounding countryside: seeing, as 
if for the firs t time , 'Tall aloes', the 'mat- red patches' 
of lichens , 'white clouds on the mountain' s edge;' all of 
these suddenly asserting themselves and making their presence 
felt. The killing of the snake brings him into physical 
contact with the heart of the countryside so t hat he now seems 
to recognise it for what it is. 
ing .!£!!!: 
I felt the sun 
It seems also to be claim-
Gauntlet my arms and cloak my growing shoulders . 
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The incident leads the spe~{er to consider how an environment 
is changed by 'strangers', how nothing remains the same 
... where a European 
Making the most of a fistful of water, spli t s 
the brown and grey with wedges of dar ing green . 
These 'invaders ' leave only ' tentative footprints' for they 
are 'uncertain if this/Were part of their proper destiny.' 
The speaker is hims elf ~~ invader: 
••• alien o 
Like the s ounds on my tongue, the pink on my s kin. 
His heroes are 'Jason, David p Robin Hood,'; 
the world of European folklore and romance , 
he is lost in 
the young man 
in 'On Firs t Seeing Florence' who'favoured.dsuch l egendary 
roads . ' He is, appropriately enough, reading Keats's ' Lamia' 
and eSt Agnes' Eve' , and wonders whe~her a Greci an or Medieval 
' dream ' could ever belong in Africa, in the unchanged country-
side, 
Where aloes and thorns thrust roughly out 
Of the slate- blue shales and purple dolorite. 
He seems to doubt the feasibility of the idea, but then 
recalls an i ncident when ' the ghosts that books had put ' into 
his thought s had in fact taken on the ' curious f lesh/Of 
an African incarnation'. The last stanza of the poem, which 
tells of this incident and also r esolves the issue r aised 
above, is worth quot ing in fullg 
One winter dusk when the l ivid snow 
On Swaershoek Pass went dull, and the grey 
Ashbushes grew dim in smudges of smoke , 
I stopped at the outspan place to watch, 
Intens er as the purple shades drew down, 
A l ittle fire leaping near a wagon, 
Sending its acrid smoke into the homeless night . 
Patient as despair, eyes closed, ugly, 
The woman stretched small hands towards the flames; 
But the man, back to an indigo boulder, 
Face thrown up into the sky, was striking 
Rivers of sorrow into the arid darkness 
From the throat of a battered, cheap guitar. 
It seemed t hat in an empty hell 
Of darkness, cold and hunger . I had stumble d on 
Eurydice , ragged &eaf forever, 
Orpheus pl aying to beasts that would or could not hea~, 
Both eternally l ost to news or rumours of spring. 
This is a fine piece of writing~ chiefly because of it~ 
attention to detail and because of its sensory appeal. TA~ 
fading light i s indirectly indicated in vivid images; 'the 
livid snow ••• went dull •• ' and ' grey!Ashbushes gr ew dim' . 
Even the fact that the place is named - 'Swaershoek Pass! ~ 
lends specifi oity. The backdrop is further fleshed ou~: 
there is a'fir e leaping near a wagon, and ' acrid smoke' . 
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The theme of the poem is hinted at; ' •• into t he homele~s ~~~h~! ~ 
Both the man and the woman want contact: she r eaching ou~ 
with her hands to the flames , and he, pouring out his sor~QW§ 
into the night. But there is no contL~ ;:t and no ch"nce gf 
any. To the speaker they seem to be grotesque version§ Q~ 
~rydiGe and Orpheus: Eurydice ' deaf forever', thus neve~ 
able to respond to his song; and Or pheus , 'playing to 
beaet~ that would or could not hear'. The incongruity of 
the analogy serves only to underline the hopel essness gf 
their desolation. 
~he §peaker's ques tion is answered. A 'Grecian' or 'Medi~y~! 
dream GQnnot belong in Africao The poem is a rebutta~ 9~ 
the 1ge~ that Africa can be interpret ed via Europe . 
~he qqe§tion of Butler's own belonging has not been set~le~ ! 
He is still the 'eunuch' of 'On First Seeing Fl orence', 
wavering between two worlds, hankering after the one wheneyg;r 
he finds himself in the other. Shortly before t he pul:1lio!l,1!, :j,~n 
of 'Stranger t o Europe' in 1952, Butler revised a war ~oem 
WhiCh had previously appeared in 1949, 'The Parting'. The 
ve~ion which appeared in 1952 differs essentially from ~t6 
predecessor. 
the poetry of 
The metamorphosis of this poem anticipates 
the sixties o Here is the early version; 
The Parting 
Slowly t hey rode to the partingo Above the scar 
Of the r idge and the widening wound of the stream 
The cheek of the sky was scratched by a shooting staT! 
A jackal yelped: and a night jar's raucous scream 
Shook the dark as , shutting the boundary gate, 
He fel t underfoot the road~B f amiliar grit. 
A pul s e beyond the peako Then from t he pass 
The engine ' s headlight shot a long straight ray; 
Its metal music over miles of grass 
Rose to a roar. then blurred, then died away 
To a dimmer , more exciting tripple-beat 
Like the throb in his throat or the horses' feet. 
Black- gloved bluegums mourning under the moon. 
A mongr el yowling in the cinder yard. 
Whi t e, concrete platform. "Down train due in soon," 
Said in a dry, dead voice by the tired guard, 
(But telegraph lines and poles were lines and bars 
For the sung goodbye of the Southern stars) . 
The engine-beat grew louder. louder till 
It struck great bass chords from the iron bridge, 
Then eff ortless , ominous, inevitable 
It coasted hissing down the last black ridge 
Slower, and slower. (But his heart beat fast 
In fugues confus ing his future and his past ) e 
Then drew up silent and, suddenly, fel l asleep 
While t hey stood talking of the need for r ain , 
The pr i ce of wool, or anything to keep 
Control of these last minutes of dividing strain. 
Each heart beneath its wish, its war, its weight 
WaS stuttering , ingticulate o 
The ol d man turned, went to the horses . 0 still 
He sees his shoulders darken out of sight, 
Still hears the hooves grow dim on the slumbering hill; 
Then only the engine hissing at the night, 
Only the thought a He 's at the boundary gate . 
He sees the s tation lights aC :lL turns to pull it shut. 
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But when the whisUe drove a sharp spear t h;r-ough 
The unexpecting stillness: when after a minute 
Echoes lapped back hollowly, he knew 
His heart was distance hungry and. hard wi thin it 
A doubt that an arid plain of rock and scrub 
Could be his beingOs centre, his whole heart ' s hubJ 
And as the first jets filled the cylinders 
And all down the train the couplings rang 
And bluegums jerked their fists across the stars -
o all the danger in him leapt and sangl 
Yet long he leant from the window, wide-eyed, till 
His landscape sank beyond a grave-shaped hill . 
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This Simple sketoh of a young man leaving his home, a Karro9 
farm, to go to war, is a tentative explorati on of the tension 
between the influence of home and the romanticism of battl~ 
in foreign lands . As the boy and his father r ide to the 
station, the landscape is pictured as an injured person, 
foreshadowing the pain of parting from family and 'landsca~e' s 
Above the scar 
Of the ridge and the widening wound of the stream 
The cheek of the sky was scratched by a shooting star, 
Hia home asserts itself in the yelp of a jackal, a night jar's 
.cry. Gradually they become aware of a different sound, 
tne 'metal music ' of the approaching train. This is the 
beginning of the musjc motif in the poem. The ' music' of 
the train dies away to a ' more exciting trippl e- beat' and 
iii! associated with the 'throb in his throat'. This music 
s i gnifies the boy's longing for adventure. The telegraph 
lines and poles, significantly instruments of communicatiQ~ 
over long dis tances, ere the musical lines and bars for 
the farewell sung by his home. The noise of the train g~o~~ 
gradually louder, 'till/It struck great baSS chords from th@ 
iran bridge ', setting his heart to beating even faster'(L~ 
fugues confusing his future and his past.)· Father and son 
a"kwardly make small talk -to disguise the pain; but once his 
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father has left , the boy is aware only of the engine hissing. 
'His heart is distance-hungry.· 
a climax, leaving him with 
The excitement r ises to 
A doubt that an arid plain of rock and scrub 
Could be his being ' s centre , his whole life' S hub. 
As the train leaves, he gazes from the window to see his land-
scape finally cease to be~ 
His landscape sank beyond a grave-shaped hill. 
The boy buries his past. 
of home are denied. 
The formative and replenishing powers 
In the second and final ver sion of the poem the youth's land-
scape is given greater stature . 
imagery of a wounded environment 
imagery more highly developed. 
pictured as 'dim strumming, like 
a sensuous representation of t he 
'metal music ' motif is retained, 
The self - conscious, strained 
is abandoned, and the musical 
The boy's excitement is 
guitars/Heard from a distance', 
call of other worlds . The 
as is the image of telegraph 
poles and wires , but both are given greater significance by 
being associated with the ' dim strumming ' of guitars. The 
'great bass chords ' which t he train strikes on the iron bridge 
now are more appropriate. In counterpoint to this melody 
is plotted the farm 's own muSic, initially able to dominate: 
••• t wo night jars broke 
The starry strumming with their forlorn shriek 
but later, after the arrival of the train , forced into submission: 
••• a heart bewildered. fluttering fast 
From the small , now open cage of an empty past. 
Thus the voice of the farm v of the past. warning ' Against far 
countries he was soon to seek ', groV'ls powerless. But the farm 
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has other tunes : vi vidly sensuous detail complements the night 
jars' cries, creating tens i on between the exotic call of 
distant lands, and the eyeryday voice of the f arm: 
Dismounting to open the creaking boundary gate 
How rough underfoot the track's familiar gritS 
The tension between Europe and Africa is established. The 
arrival of the train brings about a temporary lapse in the 
power of the home t o holda But when the boy' s father turns 
to leave, the f arm speaks again: 
A childish lump in his throat, against his will, 
Watching those Shoulders darken out of Sight, 
Hearing the hooves grow dim on the slumbering hill ••• 
Then only the engine hissing at t he night : 
Only the thought: He's at the boundary gate . 
He turns . He hears the birds. He f eels the grit. 
A comparison of this stanza with stanza Six of the earlier 
version reveals Butler's shifting emphasise The boy's senso.ry 
aWareness of the farm makes the 'hissing' of the engine l~ss 
prominent . 
As the train leaves, and 'the danger in him leapt and sang', 
the poem seems to be moving to the same conclusion as its 
predecessor; but the last two lines hold the change: 
But waiting with cries for other nights and stars, 
Caught in his caging heart, slept two night jars. 
The boy carries his home with him. The earlier denial of 
the farm's hol d on the boy is refuted o The doubt that 'an 
arid plain ' coul d be 'his being's centre' is r epudiated. 
~his essential change in the meaning of the poem indicates 
that Butler is moving towards the recognition of an absolute 
~ Africa. 
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CHAPTER FOU R 
POEMS OF BELONGING 
The decade spanning the late fifties ~o the late sixties 
is characterized by verse that is both markedly different 
from and the conclusion of earlier work. The tension between 
Africa and Europe no longer plagues Butler's work . He 
is ready to turn his gaze to Africa p to study her ' furious 
dances', and to give them 'consciousness and form'. What 
he sees is pure Dionysian vitality, but the words 'savage' 
and 'semi-barbarous' disappear from his vocabulary. He can 
only stare entranced, and celebrate what he has seen in 
eVOcatively sensuous imagery. Europets images and myths no 
longer suffice to capture what he sees. Butler' s idiom ~s 
plainly African; Simple , and largely unmetaphorical. 
~hiB is also predominantly the period of t he narrative, though 
Eutler's verse haS always revealed a strong narrative element~ 
Many of the war poems are stories, in the sense that they pOI'-
tray a chronolo~cal sequence of events. Major poems, such a~ 
!Ele~y' and 'On ~irst Seeing Florence', have narrative sectt ops. 
Both 'Livingstone Crosses Africa' and ' Home Thoughts' are 
conatrqQted on stories . In all these cases, however, the, 
narrative itself is of secondary importance. 
the sixties are nothing more than s tories; 
they appear to be nothing more than stories. 
The major poems of 
or, more correctlY, 
Whatever 'thought' 
or 'p~ilQsophy' may arise from them appears to be coinciden~al. 
Allied to this feature is the criterion Butler himsel f outl~es 
in a poem standing on the eve of this decade, 'Keeping A Dist~ce', 
which he wrote in 1956. 'Keeping a Distance' takes ~ot~er 
look at the theme of isolation, but this time from an gpt~§t'§ 
point of view. The speaker is at a party where he h§~?§ th@ 
occasional lament for • old- world cities', now lost to Yi9J.§!'lIHI, 
drift th~cugh the general hum of conversation. This ~~§t~~~g 
brings to his mind his own childhood , 'remote/Among sh~~§, 
birds, granite and storms '. Hi s past seems immediate; ~t 
seems to press on him like the paintings on the wall. r~t R@ 
sees the danger of subjectivity: 
No exile , and yet 
To capture trembling in webs of words 
A Childhood remote 
Amon~ shrubs, birds, granite and storms 
I IllUst take all 
As lightly and as tenderly as these 
Proud Spaniards, gentle Viennese 
~heir childhood in forbidden cities. 
fo e~p~re the pas t and keep it alive, the poet need~ ~ ~~!1ggt@ 
touoh. 'Without strict distance, no clear vision.' A ~g@m 
captures a moment freed from the dimensions of Time anq ~~~g@t 
MQ'l;ionless as sculpture 
5~Farate as a star. 
~hi§ 16 the kind of isolation a poet needs, t hough Butle~ ~g@§ 
IH}1i 9f1;~n allow himself to have it. His anxiety tq pg y.ng@fc§tSgQ, 
mgk@§ him intrude on the province of the poem to co~ent. 
. , 
~~f§g ~d explain. The poems of the sixties ~re ~+p~eQ 
119 §Pg~ for themselves. They show, rather t hpn tel~ ! 
~h~§~ poems deal with specific places , stories and peqp+@j 
thg, grg local and familiar places and people, ' situ~tign~ 
fr§m §g~Qq life ' des cribed in 'language really us~q Q~ 
m~m" J"f 
'aragg~~ Mountains ' may serve as the manifesto of ~h~ B9@t'§ 
erg49 ~t this time . The poem is Butler ' s ackno~l~d~e~~fl~ Bf 
t~ mg§§;i,ve formative influence one's environment ha~ qn gn@'§ 
life. It is a hymn of praise to the mountains wh~ch 
37) Worgsworth's Preface to Lyrical BalladS, edit~d ~~ W. J . B. OWen, Anglistica, Vol lXg 1957, Copenh~geq, 
p11~ , lines 78-81. . - , 
••• presided over 
All the formative forces, 
Clouds , winds, characters, 
Who planted , nourished , pruned to a basic shape 
Whatever I shall carry to the grave. 
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Rambling free-verse narrations of the speaker ' s boyhood exp~r~§ng§~ 
and the acti vi ties of the town convey a real sense of belopt!i:!JI...g;, 
evident in lines such as these: 
Down through your gorges came droves of cattle, 
Merinos and Persians herded by Coloureds 
With brass-studded belts, or Xhosas with kerries 
And unbuttoned ex-army great-coats flapping: 
and theBe: 
From orchards and patches of green in your groins 
Or broader lands on your lower slopes 
Came farmers with children to settle in school, 
Vead springboks lashed to the backs of their cars; 
~o buy and to bargain, to visit the bank 
And, once in a quarter, to listen for hours 
~Q sleek- skinned members of parliament trimming 
~nei~ quick , forked tongues to your pious vote. 
~talking your hawk-haunted crags in the sun 
r"Ve slipped my two-two rifles from my shoulder: 
A dassie , old, male, in his wintercoat, 
~~ stirred by the little wind, 
Snout parallel with the horizon. 
~y~ held him captive while hand and shoulder 
f)r.ought backsight and fore into line with his chest: 
JJ~'t, time and again , I'd lose all focus: Sight, ~ 
In a foggy fraction , would slip, whip, skim 
~~Yond him, below, so ricochetting through 
~rQ~n and grey of the Brak and the Fish River Valle~ 
~Q spend itself in the pale blue ghost of ' the Teebus 
Or ~m~ck the blunt butt of the Winterberg. 
It i§ the memory of small, inconsequential detail - the ' pr.a§~ 
§Wddeq pelts ' of the Coloured herders, the springboks '!a~h!;!,q 
tg tne Qacks ~f the trucks'p the dassie, 'old, male, in 
winte~coat ' that reveals the speaker's love and care. 
t~e ~~gk-drop of Cradock Mountains, the narrative poems 
h:j.s, 
f\ga:Lns'lj 
Of the, 
sixties range freely. 
'Surveyor', taken from the unpublished play Two Timera, telllil of 
a surveyor's struggle toconst~t a road in the Con~o, an4 of 
the endless problems that face hima 
The road gangs 
always at the throats of the villagers 
who always overchar ged them 
for booze, and yams , and girls . 
Many on both sides died bewitched. 
Each pay day bred a bout of gambling 
followed by stabbings, frequently fatal. 
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Not to mention the normal snags , like malar1~ 
And the run of tropical bugs . The Doctor h~meelf went 40WA, 
all his ~inine dumped in a swamp by a carele§§ gggn. 
Growing desperate, he decides to call a meetiqg 'tg t~fl 
democracy, diplomacy'. For hours he lIiediates pe'!;ween tine 
'bueh pagans' of the area and the 'invad~~' but tg ng ~v~ill 
They heard failure in my voice. 
I' d loet my 8rip and they Sa\'\' it 
in my fid~etinB nieotined fingers. 
rinally, emaueted and defElated, he rises to QiSJ1!i§§ 'liiHIIll, w'li 
to his own and everyone else's ama~ement ~Q~ge§J 
In any riBtrl; ... ~gl,ed triangle 
the equare on the hyPotenUse 
.quale the §um gf the square on the other tW9 §i~~§t 
'rUI'I tol1ow§ ~ 'b~Hhtl dhMe', @d a njol!lent gf §MHy, 
4UI'iAS whigil, the surveyor's authority is re~est~§li§hg~. ~il 
quArtllin~ oeg§!l§ ! ~hg WQP~ g~nt~nues! P~Q~~§g 
All AfrigA'§ blgp~ witc~-qQqtQ~ , 
All ner whitll Q~~to;J;'s, . 
all the ~1~~y wgrd~~p~~e.F§ of t~e wQr~d 
oould not re~t!l t~t p~9~g~ition! 
'rhe fagt th~t it i§ entirely irrel~v~t in t~e cgnt§lt i§ fi@i;nor 
nlr. nor tnore . ~he p~QPo§itig~ ~gpr§~§nt§ the only §gai'lif 
in that mad gathering. 
Dionysian chaos. 
Apollonian clarity restrains 
From this early poem many of the enduring qualities of 
Butler's narrative verse may be discerned. The simplicity 
of style and ease with which free verse iB.handled result !n 
a conversational tone . It seems , in fact , as if the sp§~§~ 
intends no more than a friendly chat . There is nothing ~l~vat~d 
here. The poet has deserted his pedestal; he seems tQ b~ 
leaning across a bar, speaking idly across a beer. M~taphQr 
is free from complexity, its implications obvious. ' ther 
wrangled for hours in a green nightmare ••• ' The poem alsQ 
has human touches , brief sketches of people revealing aqg~r~gf 
of observation. These sketches are often tinged with h~m~ri 
the speaker pokes fun at himself, seated 'like Solomgn' in h!§ 
'canvas chair'. The chair becomes a 'throne', ludicro~s~1 
ironic in the context of his hitherto diB~al failure to 
bring about any kind of reconciliation. Even his ev~ntual 
success is only accidentally achieved and has littl~ tg gg 
with wisdom. In the same humorous vein the rest Of th~ 
aseembly is fleshed outl 
a tall mine boy with flashing aluminium helmet, 
a chap in dungarees with ear plugs the size of sauqer§" 
and a SUave young slikkie , lounge-suited for the Qgqas~9nt 
who thought he spoke Oxford English. 
A more profound confrontation with 
three African poems that foll ow. 
Insight Into Things' begins in the 
Dionysus occurs in the 
The speaker in '~ouris~ 
same chat ty way: 
I've often thought, well, our big black underdog. 
you can't expect to ~ him into a spaniel . 
Simply by feeding him sugar cubes , even 
the very best sugar, the most refined. 
He explains that 'our big black brother' has much to teach us, 
provided we are prepared to become aware of our ' own dark 
life-blood ' as he is. He is still primitive, ~till e11n~i~ 
to his old customs and gods, so much so that even Lgwr~ng~'~ 
fascination with tribal mysteries would have beep ~r~tir!@d 
here in Africa . '1e concludes I 
Africans, like their continent are not dar~ 
for nothing. Their darkness is alive. 
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In contrasting the Western way of killing bea~t~ ~ tAft §P@~J. 
efficient deliverance with the aid of 'an hygi~n~e m~ghin~' • 
with the Africans' ritual, he arrives at the ~~n1~ ~g~nl !n 
the poem. With the statement , 'All over ~friQ~ §ll g~ttl@ ~r@ 
sacred', we are led into the narrative, and the ~tor~ @f fi@w 
Africans kill an ox is unfolded. Tensio~ p~~in§ 1@ m~l 
almost immediately; the scene is set for b~t1;1.@@ 'J)w@ln @t' 
the'best and glossiest ' young braves, 'unarme~ , ngK@d', ~~r@~gh 
their adversary, the strongest, glossiest Pu,H, wt!.i!,€lfi1lonN 
a horn-span five feet wide at them'. The br~v@§ §@~~@ lR@ 
horns, 'wrestle the beast to its knees', S4d prgge@d 10 
render it powerless by lifting a hindleg OVer i t§ hQrn, ~R@ 
bull now liea 'careened on its rig~t Side'. 'J)h@ §@§, ir§v@, 
using a a~eciallY sharpened assegaai. now ~t§ thF@Y~h 'fi@ 
midriff , insertEl his right hand 'more than ~lqQW Q@@¥l' , MQ 
equ@ezea tAe aorta until the bull dies ! 
Ae the §torY develo~s , the speaker withdraws ! th@ s@nv§F§gti@agl 
tone fad@§ apd a tone of awe takes its placg, ~fii§ Q@~@@ti¥!t~J 
or ~~ti§tic detacbment, is a feature of t~i~ Fp,~m, Mil @f mMJ 
poem@ gf t~i§ periOd. ~utler is keeping ~1§ ~i§t§n@@s 
~b.e deec.riptiQP is Characterised by colOUr, IHllill§, Mil m@¥@ .. 
mont , all of these factors contributing a ViV1Q @fr@@~, ~~§, 
ae t~e Dr-ave~ t~ckle the bull, 'Black, p~~~§1meQ nMQ§ l@~, 
uhe' ~ La1ie.r, as it is grounded. 'its breg'tifi in §Ji!llF~§/§l@W§ 
up a smoke of powdered dung,' while all round it 'sweating 
black bodies/gli sten under the stinging sun.' The physical 
sensation of touch plays a major role, for the act of killing is 
performed by the human hand. The poem, too, depends on 
sensory appeals . The chosen brave thrusts his hand to f~d 
the heart . The s peaker se ems dumbfounded by what he 
describess ' He holds a hull's heart beating i n his h~d.' 
A mystical forc e is operating 
and thence to t he rest of the 
yet active participants. It 
Throughout t he poem, sound is 
the hull is a powerful symbol; 
here, passing from bull to man, 
tribe who are spectators and 
is transferred in sound. 
stressed. The bellQwing of 
... fathers, chieftains, ancestors 
remember the deep hull voice long after they have forgotte~ 
that s illy sophistication, speech. 
It is answered by the young man's chant, the ' communal clapp~g 
of hands by old and young,' and by 'a great wave of singing,' 
growing in volume as the hull's cries grow in strength. T~i~ 
communication between beast and man establishes a sensual 
relaticnship , resulting in a mystical union which is the fib~e 
of African lif es 
While hills and echoes carry the hull's last bellow 
to the last of the ancestors, the laughing- singing-clapping 
\'lave 
tumbles , sparkles, spreads in hubbles and spume 
through the veins and the brains, 
the nerves and the bloods of all that is African 
O~ both sides of the grave. 
The sound of t he bull roaring, the people singi ng and clahpin~ 
binds the poem and this unity is supported by the pOe~'s ow~ 
tuneful di ction and rhythm: 
Thrust i ng deeper, deeper, he finds 
the root of life, root of the arteries, the aorta 1~s~if 
beating out its di t hyramb. 
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Butler's fascinati on for Dionysus spills over into fue next 
of the African poems , 'Istbongo of Matiwane .' In a series. 
of compari8ons with animals and natural phenomena drawn from 
tribal life , Mat iwane's mystical power is vividly sketched: 
moves over t he earth with the speed of a star tled g~u l 
lowered bull's head , hooves of thunder, 
to whom danger is swift as the airl 
black cl oud from whom blue lightnings break, piercing th~ 
folded thighs ' 
Of the curving Lebombo mountains . 
He goes for t h like the sun, 
we shield our eyes with our hands . 
T~cheB of t he supernatural reinforce this effect l 
I have seen a but; terfly splashed ~I~th patches of coloq:r 
qui ckly shut its wings when caught in the blaze of hi§ 
glance! 
A Venda legend is thQ subject of the third of these poellls.~ 
'D~ of the Dead.' Like 'Isibongo of Matiwane ', this pog~ 
c.leppates t he mystical, superhuman power of the chief of th~ 
t:r-it;u~ . The legend tells of how the Venda were punished fgp 
§plitting into factions fighting, and killing amongst e~9h 
Qtne~ to the extent that even the'Drum of the Dead ', the 
'VO:!,C!! of their fathers', had no effect upon t hem. The 
~gd§ !'Iant a great drought, so that at last the cripplednat:ion 
~pp:r-9ached the revered house of their chief, Mwali , and th~ 
h~§e of the Drum to solicit ancestral aid with the help of 
tb.e ~igh priest, Dzom&-laDzimu. The priest t ook their pl~~ 
'119 tne king , t hereafter imploring the ancestors to speak b,¥ 
mg~s of the Drum. The Drum began to beat, the king awa:it~d 
in1i@r-pretation, and Dzoma-la.-Dzimu delivered the message tQ th~ 
peopl e , It was a message of doom. 
I shall hide myself in the earth, and leave you the d..-y s~~ 
only, 
I shall crack the earth apart and your cattl e shall §:i~ 
away. 
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This awfUl retribution killed many people, but soon nearly all 
of them were wiped out when thunder and lightning struck 
the gathering. Even the king and the Drum were destroyed. 
As the survivors struggled away, hyenas and jackals moved i~. 
It is of the first stanza of 'Drum of the Dead' that Plomer 
said that Butler succeeded in capturing sounds ' truly African'J8 
The frequent use of African words and names contributes tQwa~da 
this effect: 'Lemba', ' deze', 'Tsonga'. 'kudu', 'impala', 
'Tshaula', ' tshizambo', 'ntusa', 'mulala'. These words have 
inherent musical qualities. Butler has also applied musical 
effects: alliteration establishes an . cho of the ' deze's! 
music in 'well tuned metal tongues .' It helps to create 
the percussive effect of the xylophones in 'rippled with pink 
palms or padded hammers 'o 
Venda's bamboo flutes: 
Assonanceevokes the sound of the 
many blew upon sable horns , kudu , or horns of impala, 
or flutes of special bamboo from the sacred woods of Tsh~u~~. 
The Pattern established in the first stanza is sustained 
throu~hout the poem. 
The most variously applied device is repetition. Isolated 
instances of repeated words or phrases create a curious and 
complex effect ; in one instance only is the device used for 
emphasis: 'quiet, quiet they were'. A more frequent 
application may be seen in the following examples: 
38) 
drum of their fathers/ drum of the dead ' 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
Impregnable walls of stone, houses also of stone, 
~n the midst whereof the drum's house stood, whose wall~ 
were gleaming granite slabs, whose roof was great beams. 
Guy Butler: South of the Zambezi ; (Abelard Schuman, 
London , New York, 1966), p 3. 
In silence he returned, ••• in silence/approached th~ ••• 
But the king's dogs , they hear , hear and rise .•• 
These repetitive structures create rhythmic regularity in a 
poem which purposefully avoids metre. They also suggest a 
rhetorical style. Butler captures a melody akin to the t~~~ 
ful and lilting speech of the African . In some cases lines 
are repeated in slightly altered form: 'many blew upon s~b.~§ 
horns, kudu, or horns of the impala' in the first stanza, 
returns as 'with a blowing of sable horns, kudu, and horns 
of the impala' in the eleventh stanza. These 'refrains' 
help to unite the various sections of the poem, and help to 
establish the aura of inevitability as the legend works its 
way to a predic.able end. 
~11 of this is not to deny the role played by the tell~ng of 
the story itself. Butler employs several different narrlj.tAV!l 
styles . After the introductory stanza referrsd to above, W~ 
are plunged into the mysticism of the legend, as the origin 
of the drum is recounted : 
But only the Venda possessed a drum of their fathers 
carried countless leagues from a land of gleaming lakes, 
a land of forests and fruits, innumerable moons ago, 
till they founded their city at last in the mountains of 
Vuvha! 
We ~re in the never-never land of the story, under the rule 
gf superstition , 'where snakes with a head at each end keep 
!;Sl:i,thering watch' . Contrasted with this atmosphere of 
my§tgry is the remote 'historical' style of 
The years passed . In the time of my great grandfather 
the people split into factions ••• 
Yet another contrast occurs as the emotional climax of th!l 
poem is reaohed: 
Alone , with the sacred stick, he enters the ho'se of 
the drum. 
Varying styles vary t he mood of the poem , heightening the 
reader's interest . 
Butler's attraction to primitive African life is more than 
a passing anthropological fancy. It is the result of a 
reconsideration of fundamental values. The simplification 
of existence into a dichotomy of reason and intuition lies lilt 
the root of all his poetry. Initially it is nothing more 
than a vague realization ; 'Live through the body' is the 
uncompromishing advice of the adolescent . 
Warm admirat ion and forlorn envy colour his depiction of the 
Servant Girl , singing a song which is integral with her 
natural surroundings. In the war poetry, the dichotomy 
develops into a conflict between the mechanical and the 
pasSionate , the present and the past, the foreign and the 
familiar , the non- human and the human . He cannot disguise 
his sympathy for the batman , the ' desperate maudlin hedonis~'. 
In the post war poetry, he labels this dualism: tl.pollo, 
and Dionysus . The leaning has been toward t he i ntuitive, 
the primitive , passion. Yet he must first see Florence. 
He must have order, reason. He must bring r eason to 
p~imitive Afri~a. Above all else, he must re-examine primitiYe 
This re-examination gives rise to a new Butler; 
••• the sight of a child or a primitive will arouse 
certain longings in adult , civilised pers ons - longings 
whioh relate to the unfulfilled desires ~nd needs of 
those parts of the personality which have been blotted 
out of the total picture in f avour of the adopted 
persona. 39 
~Mtl~~'s adopted European pers ona loses ground in these poem~. 
!!1,l!;g Jung , Butler needed to UL1t;cve r that which had been 
;r-tlp:r-ElSI3 ed: 
In travelling to Africa to find a psychic observation 
post outside the sphere of the European I unconsciou~~~ 
wanted to f ind that part of my personali ty which ~ad 
beoome invisible under the influence and press~re of 
being European. 40 
39) C. G. Jung: .Memories . Dreams. Reflections, (London " Cq~~in~J 
1961) , p272. 
40) Ibid. p272 . 
•. 
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It is Butler's African persona that celebrates the int~itive 
forces in the lives of the African which are tne 6~pj eets of 
these poems. When he turns to the 'Europeans', tne rarmfi~, 
he sees the same forces and he can now recognise t hem for 
what they are. 
He can , however, still slip into the European point of viow • 
'Pilot ' the least successful of the narrative Foem§, f~il~ 
for that ver y reaSon. The poem relates two §noodote§, both 
concerning attempts by a fun-hungry group oi §ol.qi'~§ 
to scare wild animals by flying Over them in §A aeropl §n@. 
They drive a troupe of baboons into a state of n~teriA , 
but fail to make an impression on a herd of elephgnt§! 
The aneedotns are well told, displaying th~ f~iliar ~~aliti@§ 
of observation and skilful recording of det~il! ~be fin§l 
seoti on Qf the pOam, however, seeles to utili§e tn!!§e §1i@Fh§ 
for t he sake of making a political point. ~~§ §p§a~er m@ele . 
a 'j ournalist type' in a pub, who corrunents on 'tihg ~1'l'Jwin~ W\l'@el 
in townships, comparing the blacks to baboon§e Me i § §heex@d 
i nto demandinS'A dOUble, for Chrissake , quic~l! wnen t he 
speaker §ussests th~t t~s blac~~ resemb~§ 'g+gp~~t§ @fi the 
move's 
Th. §ams l"@verenOI!l of th,~ Bla,Qk Mrican eth,Q~ €l'V;!,ilM1i in 
'T Quriot In§ight into Th~ng~' is pre~ent i~ an@ gf tfl~ m@§t 
§uceo@@fu1 Qf the ~arr.~tive poe@~~ 'Grav~ ~9~?§r§.! getU§!!~ 
in excerpt f~om t~e r~Aio plaY, A Sc~t~~rin§ ~§gE!! ~fii§ 
poem ~iOF1~Y§ ~@me of the qualities th,at le~q tQ tfi~ 
IHI!Ullll§:i.M thl!At 'tihe tl~riP~ under piseus!>iou ~~ 'liftll M~nH~R1 
i n Jytl@~I§ ~g~~~~; the sim~+icity of the ~t9PW ~ R@tfiifi~ 
more th~ ~ ~egdote of t~o poys! thwarted ~ff9r-t§ t@ 
oAti§fr thei~ Dgrwin~~ Qu~io§ity - the ~~~F!~@it~ Qf ia@ 
§tyle ~ ififo~al , ~mo~'ti prQ~aiQ free vers€l, w~th 1ifl@ 
ooeA§ign,g !HIUoq1lialj.l'Itll - hum.ou,r at perso{l~ €lQ§'ti e ~t li\!@VIl 
all, lber.e l!i! Ii, !Hl!'),/ile 9f pll;l,PEJ, a nostalg:).Q, §fflll;iii@filitil 
subscription to the formative influenc e of home. Thi s la~~ 
mentioned quality is evident in the ve ry first lines of the 
poem where loving attention to detail reveals the sp eaker's 
delight in the crude simplicity of his surroundingsl 
The stable s till had a cObbled floor, 
bull horns s et in the old line-plastered walls 
for hanging saddles and harness, and a long, wo rn 
yellow-wood crib with rough iron hitching-rings 
and a hor s e shoe for luck nailed over the door. 
As thOUgh the boys sense the importance of the discovery of 
an old Martini-Henry. they turn the stable into a museum. 
Feverishly they commit their subsequent finds to posterity; 
they are quite i ndiscriminate: 
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• •• ever ything the town and the veld and the rubbishtiF§ 
could yield t o the magpie hand and eye 
of a pir atical boy ••• 
The past i s dug up and preserved , subtly influencing the 
Fre~ent. There is only one 'serious gap': 
••• no bone of Man.,. 
A-t;this point black Africa intrudes . The boys wat ch a funer~ 
ppggession pas s ing the house. The deceased is Deacon Jali, 
I~ gPod man , Ma'am', explains Susan, the servant. Mention 
of the dead man's distant relationship wi th the girl 
prQP~etess , Nonquasi, thrusts an aura of mysticism i nto fue 
~11mgsphere of the poem. In the obituary to Deacon Jali whip~ 
foJ,J.Qws, the speaker has stepped b'lck, as in 'Tourist Insight 
, -
~n1;9 ~hings ', t he style expands mellifl uously, and t he rhyt~ 
r i §lds to the lilt of a church service , complete with respon~~s. 
The Lor d was good to Joseph and blessed his work . 
In his time he baptised thousands of people 
into the fold of the Lord. 
Deacon Jali i s dead. 
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Jali 's faith , the faith he inspires, dispells the wi tchery 
of Nonquasi, and challenges the domain 01 reason: 
Doves descending from the 3ky 
were nore than mere Darwinian bird!) 
come down from the hills to drinl:o 
Deacon Jali is dead. 
In the dying light of that day, J3:!j. is laid to rest haloed 
by the t int of 'the blood of the Lama in t he evening sun.' 
A sombre mood displaces the lighthe"rtndness of the boys as 
they visit what they believe to be a oisusedcemet ery ' in the 
sacled name of knowledge'. Their destinati on is a donga 
'scoured ' 'through the cemetery from end to end' where they 
hope to find human bones . :But they never r each t he donga. 
Their already brittle nerve is sha ttered when they come 
face to fac e with Jali's grave, recognising it by i ts ' bread-
brown wreath/of Shrivelled marigolds', 
It is with a new-found uncomplicated frankness that Butler 
sings his admiration of the civilised primitive, the farmer: 
the farmer's authority over his land and labourers, and 
his responsibility ';0 tb "s€" ar(, ;"j' '. , AU i'1 ~ si1s tained 
metaphor: 
That sandstone stoep, festoon.cd '<"'ith bits of bil tong, 
is the bridge of his linet'o l~l'om there he pilots 
three thousand morgan of good lCau'tlo veld 
through sizzling doldrums of drCu6ht and stormy good 
seasons; 
barks laconic orders at the 'boys' 
who, wringJ.ng stained hats ill ;~,,"llo';' hands, 
cringe on the blue gravel dank t hrse feet bel ow him. 
As the picture expands it is recogniser1 as a generalization, 
a fac t which the poet realisesg 
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A caricature? Of course_ 
With the introduction of a speaker jn s t anzn six c.omes the 
kind of firs t - hand detailed descrip t ion that contributes 
so heavily to the success of these pOSl1lSo Here t he speaker 
takes a closer look; h e is now examinin; c. real persons 
I turned my gaz 
away f rom the clean slow fol ds of i;he veld 
and looked , as a pai nter mibh·i;9 9.cHGt;ly, 
at the heavy body in old bl ea":'l P-il. lc;lS2:i 
el bows on knees , the brand~,' g l.ass 
held by both hands in front of ;11 .. 1, fi:':lno 
At first glance his eyes seemed like "_ hunter's, 
every wrinkle and line from cNl1vsfoo"t to frown 
pointing towards the clear grey O~l'S, alert, 
watching something loved but trea.cheJ~ou,.L 
The mystical relationship betwe en man .mtl his environment 
discerned in the African poems is evid im"t here toos 
he'd taken all that he saw into himself 
and found that it I'las goods 
So intimate are his ties with the lared that i1a seems to have 
lost the capacity for meaningful human relationships: nis 
wife is 'unloved' and 'sad'; his' surly son' 
for the old man's death and his inheri tance; 
daughter is 
li ving it up among the neon h[!,h· il 
down at the wicked Bay. 
waits patiently 
his only 
He is ess.entially a lonely person, j.sol(,l.t"cl by his total sub-
scription t o the demands of the .t::m,l.,'1;J:yo.nd the borders 
of the farm lie only • the great nc _,,~nrJ~.()f)· world'. In his 
attitude to his land 'his poise was c·')i.'o11Hc' o 
Isolation is the theme of the second of the character studies 
of this p eriod p 'Great-great;. grandmo GillE"' . 
'Farmer', this poem portrays 
surroundings , the absence of 
the i.rr:,biJ.i ty 
I n contrast to 
to identify with 
The subject 
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is the speaker's great-grea·G- grall thl·)"i;he:,-.) wh oa e hOlile was 
... over the 1'.G ter. among 
hills called the Cot swold 
She rarely sp oke 
... of things we n ?'Y( :: '.l"l'-'W) like snow 
like chestnuts p and nigh·~ ill.:.al.~[l, ' j!lose hillsides 
deep in perpetual lawns '.Ii t h 1 {) ,; " i.l"i;o11e to be seen, 
trees, wi thou t thorns 9 a s hi <;11 F(; '\;l'''' taus e , things 
as l ovely, strange and barel-V c ~ "dible 
as Chapters in the Bible, 
Her emotional isolation is p re:;:'tgur'lil in t he gradual loss of 
her senses . First' her Sight g7".;11 diill; J I'll) that someone 
had to read to her, but 'deafnef' fl foJloV"iIlg shut that door.' 
The speaker doubts tha 'j; she r.ould half;) hao. any sense of touch 
left 'In fingers as dry and shin;v d'" 9i.blcl"' leaves ••• ' She 
wi thdrew from r eality, gather ing :coun d hf!l' 'the shawl with 
which she seemed to shelter/her lim r.J.i 'less 1 i 1;:e a defond ty. ! 
Even human relati onships had gD'{"'5 
Al one • Hus bp..Ylrland all her OW11 ,hi.1.dren gone: 
. u this point the stor y of how she ii.iud is t aken up. The 
speaker recalls seeing her standing i n the garden, unaware of 
an app roaching wh i rlwind o 'I'he, i. t1 Tt:mck her frail body 
into a pomegranate tree o The i" j lld.e <; 8 .[le sustained proveq 
fatal . The speaker felt little T-,lnO,,,;J then . but now that p.e 
;i.s older he is beg~nning t o reali zB t Le signi ficanc e of her 
.r.Qle in the es tablishment of a n O" .. XlI',<U. "' . .:1 thi s r ole becomes 
an allegory because f)f' t h ' 1-' ibl.i -':h"'.:i,"ilu ',Li.am Butler b.as wqven 
i~to the poem. 
In stanza nine the pomegranate is i-i<lS,.~d;)8d as ' flaming yellow', 
and later , in stanza thirteen, he':' ,h"",lS looks like a branqh 
! ill the fl ame of the bush 0 , Thf' re is a olear suggestion 
of the burning bush in which God a pp" C\'C'f)Cl to Moses to set him 
the task of le ading his pe oplu <'G.t of hg:'pt to t he Promised 
Land. 
The allusion gathers s t rengt h 'flhe" 'I;h,} ' ,hi ""l wind is 
described a s 
the holy pi llar of s mok e t h"l't lad '~h6 I sraelites 
into the Promi s ed Land . 
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The great - great-grandmother is 1,1 OC " f l , ' .. h 0 having led her 
people t o the Promi s ed Land" Sou.;!', Afl i .<Ju ,= , has performed 
her task , and is claimed by th t Vll'I:lG_ inspi red her. She 
also resembles Elij~~g 
She 's been t aken up to he a'T0!l ) 111~e El ij ahl 
And her Shawl s pun out of the ,., j,y a nd s et tled b eside me. 
Was I El i sha , inheriting 
her mantle of power ful pain'? 
Her 'pain ' , a bur den of loneliness , in p ",9sed onto t he speaker; 
his is t he task of f u rther es t abli:JL1; nr' +;19 new nati on in 
a new l and . She has sacrificed her L )v€ f or her own lane. 
for the s ake of t he family. 
bleeding palms : 
Lik e J /lsw:), s he di es wi th 
I n her fall s h e had clutched H Th E "horny branches. 
That ' s how the palms of her h.a 11,,; ';'I e! p i e r ced. 
Endowed with extr a-ordinary qualiti e;, 9 <,he i s Butler' s arch-
matriarch. She i s no di f f erent lram t h e farmer. She 
belongs too ; but t o a different worh1, 
Narrative techniqUe, a c onv€:!:'s:l t i on.d . t on", the u se of 
appropria te eolloqui li1i slll ~ s y.nbolisu, .1i a.; .ogue, free verse and 
an obj ectivi t y controlled ',I i th t. 0 .nSF,;n a ~ ~ s kill all f u a e in 
the most successful poem of 'i;h:i.'l pai:~ Jil., and p er haps Butler's 
finest ]J oem to date . ' Swe et - WatiJ1' ) ';'ci. :;t en in the ear ly 
Sixties , was first publis hed in~' l<) _ q?lJ _e"_ o!l:tgus of Saturday, 
May 25, 1963 . I ts public a t i on was i'oJ.ID'lJed by a spate of 
letters of oongratul a t ionn, in Bu'n erO g (lwn words , t he poem 
yielded ' the l arges t and mos 'L toucbL16 fall~mail that has ever 
oome my way.11 
41) From a l etter qu ot ed i n T~~C~o~l~~l~D July 6, 1963. 
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There are several reasons f or the poem's immediate and 
widespread success . One of these is a sentimental one: 
many of the 'fan' letters testify to the readers ' nostalgia, 
praising the poet for successfully striking a cr~o:d in their 
hearts: sparking off reminis cences of happy and fulfilled 
childhoods, or of favourite spots in nature, or of the 
Karroo life depicted in the poem. Another reason is the 
strong characterisation in the poem, in Uncle Danby and 
Aunt Betsy, Butler has trapp ed everything that is typical of 
the people he knew as a boy. The re is an element of the 
caricature in them too : bOEh are easily recognisable stock 
figures, though Danby escapes that restriction as the poem 
progresses . The third and most significant reason is th~t 
'Sweet-Water ' is, in the first place , poetry for t he people 
in a way that 'On First Seeing Florence'? 'Livingstone Crosses 
Africa' and 'Home Thoughts' are not o In the do~en odd poems 
of this period, and in ' Sweet-Water' in particular, Butler 
establishes an idiom which fills the need in this country for 
'folk' poems . In 1959 Butler wroteg 
South African poet r y is not, and never has been, a poetry 
with popular roots. We have no popular songs. If an 
English South Afr ican overseas wants to express Heimweh 
in song, he has to resort to Afrikaans or Zulu. We have 
no anonymous ballad literature either, no folk songs, 
although our noisy history is packed with suitable incidents 
One possible explanation for this silence ( as for so much 
else) is the presence of cheap indigenous labour: it 
meant that the lonely, ruminative jobs of herding sheep and 
cattle were done by others; and that t he bucolic muse 
in English was deprived of the mouthpi ece which it found 
in the United States . A stronger factor may have been 
lack of suffici ent time and isolation. Our frontiers 
were not remo\~ from ports or educational centres for 
long enough. 
'Sweet-Water' is a ' p opular song ' . 
42) Guy Butler (selector)g A Book ~f South African Verse, (O.U.P. , Cape Town, 1959-rp--xix 
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The poem is an anecdote concerninc rill occasion when the 
speaker, a young man , and his uncle :t.ld aunt were on their 
way to town. His uncle , Danby, was in a r eflective mood, 
nostalgically recalling his own childhood, when his family 
used to stop at the Kwaai River~ 
"we always outspanned for t he igh..;~ 
here, among thes e trees. 
There's no sweeter water 
in all the district." 
To make good his boast , Danby s topped the oar on the causeway 
and, deaf to the protes tations of Aunt Be Gsy. led his nephew 
up the river to a pool. Here he knelt; ~arefully blew a 
film of dust off the surface of the I"/ater, a!1C'. drank, 
inviting the speaker to join himo 
Throughout the poem the 
sensuous imagery. The 
Sights, tastes: 
narrative is accompanied by vivid, 
opening lines e,yoke a hos t of smells,. 
While packing gold butter , lace doilies, buck biltong, 
spring chickens , frill ed ap rons , ~lt flowers , dried peaches 
into the boot and back seat of t he car, •••• 
Thus in sensuous pictures the flavour of life in that district 
is conveyed. In the same way the surroundings are give 
substance by strong appe als to our audi t ory sense: 
In silen~e we sailed with white '.'1inter grasses 
swishing the mudguards; Silence, enlarged 
by the drone of the engine, by a startled korhaan 
rising, clattering, into the skyg silence 
seeping from petrified seas •• o 
The Kwaai River with its 'tawdry f ringe of mimosas' is starkly 
contrasted with 'our red-road-ribbon'0 
Closely allied to this sensuous sirapli~ity is Butler' s 
extensive use of colloquialism and South African words and nameS. 
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Words like 'biltong' p 'korhaan'. 'kopiies' " 'conc er tinas ', 
and names like 'Boesak' , 'Kwaai River ' 9 'Sarie Marais', 
and 'Karroo ', do much to impart locql colour. 
Equally effective are Butler's attempts at phonet ically 
transcribing the people ' s dialectic peculiarities and speech 
mannerisDlSa 
and 
Them Pommie Awficers 
in the Bah Wah 
opened last month by our M.P.C . 
with a speets on nashonil prowgriss 
and the use of ' man ' in construct ions such as 
my brothers and me 
we drove stock to the fair . 
What I remember bes t 
waS dust . 
Man , I must 
Of swallowed a muid or two.". 
These features assist in the establishment of a conversational 
tone in the poem. 
tkle personality of 
As in 'SurveyoJ'Q and ' Grave Robbers', 
the speaker plays an important role in 
storY. There is the ironic attitude jn the occasional 
Al,ll!lorOUS toucha 
Aunt Betsy, convener of twerl ty C )lJ\mi ttees 
and big queen bee of t hI' church bazaar 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 GOO 0 
When Uncle Danby took the wheel., 
his hands would hover. s ei Zf, l ~, :L e1 
it for tension like one who tries 
the reins of a horse who sometimes sht~s ••• 
••• ••••••••• ••••••• 00 
At the word 'feather ' Aunt Betsy·J:J hand 
Unconsciously fluttered towards her antique hat • 
••••••• •••••• •••• 0.00 
but his attitude is neither contemptuous nor patronising. 
The speaker's identification with the object of his good-
the 
natured mockery is evident i n lines such as '0 conce~tin3e 
and moonlight/and singing of Sarie Marais', and in the deep 
longing of the final lines of the poom: 
He's dead now, and I am left 
bereft •• o 
Butler's use of dialogue i n the poem is central to ~~§ effort§ 
to create living people . Thus the distincti on b~tweefi D3nby 
and Aunt Betsy is clear f r om the way they speak: o~ntr3§te4 
wi th Aunt Betsy's nervous , imperative mood stateme!). t§, e/1ie 
'"Boesak: Where' s master'? Find him." i is the leil;l'l,'Pgly! 
reflective oonversation of Uncle Danby! '"Man , when ~ W~§ 3 
b07 ••• '" ThiS creates a dramatic tension, partic14€rr-ly 
when DanD7 stops the car: 
Aunt Eetey sat up wi th a s tart~ "What'?-" 
"Man, when I was a boy," he said. 
"Danb7'" ahe c.ried , "We're half-an-hour late: " 
The direot apeech also assists the narrative. 
br-&tep acoQUftt of hOW to go about tasting this ' swee~ w~tep' 
interpolatinB the thoughts and impressj.ons of the E!:p,~~g!" 
eubtlr bri~§ the poem to a climax, preparing the w~r fgp ifi@ 
~rmbolie oonolusions the moment he stops t he car ht~ mind 
lfl'r@ tne §:ix:ty ... " q,d year s that separate him f r o/ll t;iE! chad", 
hood, ne then prooeeds to relive t he experi ence , r~cg~l§~ fgr 
ue in dlrg@t §Fe§oh; 
"Wh@n I W~ §, poy, II he s aid 9 
"w@ glw/l,Y§ ~t~p@TIed f or tile nigllt i 
nore, ~@n~ t~~ t rees , 
~nore'§ no sweeter water 
ln @ll 'Il.tlg Qlst r'i,pt." 
••••• 
"Now," he §a;i./l., " YOU must first 
blow the dlU;I't; f l"oll! the surface. like this ." 
••••• 
"Now aooop th~ water wi til your hand. 0." 
"NOW," he ea.;i.d , "nowp 
o taste how sweet i t i s ." 
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It is, of course , in the creation of Danby ~hat t he poem 
triumphs most resoundingly. Danby is sometll ing of an 
anachronism. This 's elfish old dreamer' clearly belongs to 
the past . He drives his car as though it were 2. horse, 
feeling the wheel for tension as though it were reins. In 
his thoughts too Danby belongs to a past age. He loves to 
talk of the past; and once his mind has been cast back to 
its beginnings , it is not easily recalled. He is an embodiment 
of Butler's own reverence of the past . In him the poet has 
found an absolute , a symbol of permanence, inseparably linked 
with the past , and therefore able to make meaningful sense 
of the present . In this sense the character of Danby 
assumes oymbolic importance . 
touchingly human way. 
Yet he is portrayed in a 
Danby moves in a setting that is itself heavy with his tory. 
The silence that surrounds the travellers as they motor 
through the Karroo i s given ancestry: 
". silence 
seeping from petrified seas in the sandstone, so huge •• • 
The pool from which he drinkS is in the bend of t he river 
... 
where seventy centuries had scooped a bowl 
in the crazily- cracked sub-str atum of gravel. 
The vast and relentless workings of nature form a natural 
backdrop against which man ' s acti ons of 'the fracti onal present' 
are performed. 
'Sweet-Water' is the culmination of Butler' s search 
for an African absolute. It is a poem which deals in 
specifics: a chunk of specific local history. Yet its most 
endUring quality is its universality. The sweet water that 
the speaker despairs of even discovering for himself remains 
a widely suggestive, universally applicable symbol: Danby drinks 
of his past , of the past of the country , of his family. That 
the speaker doubts whether he could find such a stream, and offer 
someone a drink , is an indictment of our modern times. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
RECENT POEMS 
The poem 'Whoever-whatever-you-are', written i n 1968, is in 
many ways a pointer to the nature of the poetry of the seven-
ties. The poem is a plea for newness; new themes, ideas, 
and perspectives . The tone is anxious and pleading. The 
speaker blames his preoccupation with 'old flames and infantile 
fears' for his feeling of isolation: 
Perhaps you think I am merely 
a forbidding penal island on which 
old flames and infantile fears 
mutter treason , or madness -
He is uneasy about the thought of sever"ing himself completely 
from the past: 
if I were to set them free 
what would I do , what would I be? 
We are on familiar Butler ground: 'If you have a feeling 
for the past, you have the assurance that the chaos and the 
e~citements that occur in the present will be integrated ••• • 
he writes in Karoo MOrning. 43 His uneasines s iS,however, 
cou~terbalanced by his enthusiasm: 
Come . now eyes, 
take nothing for granted ••• 
I open the gates 
I let them go . 
43) See p13 of this thesis. 
They take a long time to quit their cells . 
I do not like the way some look at me; 
I like it less when they don't even look behind. 
And still you do not come . 
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This is an echo of Yeats 's problem in '1'he Circus Animals' 
Desertion' ,ona of his Last Poems, just as 'Whoever-whatever-
you-are' is one of Butler's last poems . Yeats too has reached 
the end of the road with 'old themes'; but in examining 
the origin of'Those masterful images' which formed his poems 
he realizes that they arise from humble, inglorious beginnings: 
Old kettles, old bottles, and a broken can, 
Old iron, old bones , old rags, that raving slut 
Who keeps the till . 
His only course is to remair. with these: 
Now that my ladder ' S gone , 
I must lie down where all the ladders start, 
In the foul rag- and bone shop of the heart. 
Butler too reaches the conclusion that ne cannot ag~don tho 
past, nor cling to it. He must allow it freedom, D"t 
acknowledge its existence and influenoe;therein lie~ ~ new 
course. The old provides the new. 
'Whoever-whateve~you-are' is itself new in anothe r reo p@ot, 
namely style. The relaxed, lengthy narrative verSs of the 
sixties has made way for a tense, more tightly organised 
free verse, lacking both the abundance of natural imagery of 
the war poems and the intellectualised imagel'y of the poemD 
of the fifties . It is a simple , sparse style, every word 
seems to have been considered with great care: 
Come. 
The hour is yours , 
the invitation open and urgent. 
Come . 
This economy and directness is in evidence in m~ny gf th@ pe@ma 
of this decade. Butler seems to have reached a level gf 
objectivity where the personality of the BPe~er nq§ §@@n 
neutralised; the poems speak directly to the r@~d@~. ~fi@r@ 
is no consciousness of an anonymous war-crea~re, ~ th@~gfit­
ful philosophiser , or an envious European lookin~ ~t 
Africa; there is Simply a man, who ;!.l;l about to !'!ttl'lmpt ttl 
answer the question: 
How oan we draw ourselves out of ou~@lve§~ 
These lines from 'Mountain' clarify the problem; 
Perhaps that moment which refused so f!rm+~ 
to be a turning point 
should be the only point 
round which my life Should turn; 
perhaps God is neither old nor youn~; 
in depth or in height. He simply iS J 
and we, 
when we aooept Him simply, 
lire. 
AI if to demonst~gte the t~th Qf the h~gth~§is th~t ~h§ 
new ~vr1~s from the olQ , B~t~ep devQte§ parij of eng 
oolleotion whion gppe~~eg i4 1~7a, ~QBg§ &Qd ~~il tg 
the speoifio ~im or ~ecregti~g s~tt~~p hi§tp'p~ in ¥~~§~, 
r.ngli~n-~p@§Kin~ §gyth Afri~~§ 'h4V~ not gn~ p.9pH+~r Ball~d 
to @ev@~ their @Ylt~r~l n~§dn§~§I~§ ~ament§A in 1~4~! 
~fi4 ~@ve~gl ef tneee gQn~§ and ~§l~~q§ ~r§ ~tt§mp.t§ t~ fill 
tfigi tligp, 'IDne Olg, ~'gn'l!l Fip,!1+§' @Q, 1IDhAlllf-1 fhlHfjfl§'§ 
~i@ni@ 1~~1' gr@ typ~p'§J e~9mp~e§ ! ~Q~~ H§±~~a§ P'9fi@~ffi tfl@ 
q\.l@sti@n of §@HHne; in ~ new J-§J1Q,.;w4 f9rtp§;y !i§.jl€H~t§ @f 
tkul IlrtH§tl htU!lI'§! §l?!'l:y lH§ intM~ P'9~n1iPiY' 
~hc nlir~~tiv@ in I~he Qlq M~'§ Fiqgt§ ' §p~n§ §~¥§r§l ~§!if§, 
~elinfiin~ with tng f§m1l¥'~ ~!'iv~~ 
• 
{' 
• 
I 
\ 
'" , 
Five people we stood round our goode on the e~d, 
The old man, my mother, John, Sarah and mel 
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Gradually the new country claims the lives of m@m~er§ gf 
the family. These calamities are, however, v~e~Ve~ wi~h 
the objectivity typical of the ballad; 
'It'e as it ehould be, 
So nand me my fiddle 
And thank the ~ood Lord 
For a f~ir memory,' 
So we sang to hi§ fiddle 
SI;IJ'e.i1 Md me 
SarM Md me. 
4e the ygqpg m~, the §ole eu~ivo~ in tne §tF@fl~e ~§fi~, 
:;!h!!we hie d!!ceased fa,thEJr the ~irl he i!'!1le!'!li§ t@ mg;p!,;y', he 
receivee more th~ apProval I 
~y ne~t JMu'pee 
Oome with ~ new fiddle 
And th~ the go!!d ~ord 
Fp:r ~ chiJ-d the"!;! ~ 110 \;)e I 
And ~ybe we':!,l he~r it, 
'Y1'\,lr !!!o1;her, i)"PM, S~rM M~g, !II@, 
Ygur !!!o1;her, iT 9@, :i!!.l.rM IIDd me! 
~he request reve~6 the theme; only neW§ of ~ ~eW ~eRe~~tign, 
a, IHlW chamle to SlH'vive Md set1il.e, @!Yl e@!!lfo!':§ 'tihe €!e~~! 
~he fiddle, whiCh haS up to now ~rovideq rnM§i@ @f tRe o!g 
gountry, lie6 s~ashedl 'Come with ~ new fiq§l~!! ~fi@ 
p~omi~~ of ~ fU~r~ ~§ ~iv@n • 
~ni~ Qall~d,then.Qel@p~~t@§ sp@gi~l ~~~~t~~§ §f the ~@et!§ 
to~eb~ars. In the speak@r's re§i~~ti§n to wfigt h~§ 1@ Bg; 
'It'e a~ it shou~~ be ••• ', ~d 1lh@ @fifore@d ~g~etr ~F§Vi~~q 
py thE) :regu~arity Qf lI!etre @d rhyme @f 1lM §albg f@f-I!\, ~\rQ;!.@F 
. - ... .. 
aeh:i,eve~ the light tQUQh 1lha'll i§ l~g~~n~ in e~FH@1' faH§ffip1l§ 
at prai~ing the :i,ndom:i,t~ble gQUra~e MQ will t§ §ufV~ve §f 
the Settlera. '~h@ Old M~'§ F1ddl@', f§F §'ll tn§''Il i1l i§ fa 
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simple song , lilting to the tune of a fiddle, is more 
impressive t han t hese serious, sententious lines from 'Bronze 
Heads': 
You smug i nher itors of landscapes where 
Each gent le acre praises long generations 
Who t aught it what clothes and when to wee,:J:'i 
o heirs to bridge and byre and buttressed wall, 
Imagine t hat chi s el chipping, those fi~t f~nd§t1on§t 
Brand new, without a precedent at all. 
These lines labour t he sense; the establ i shed tone @f the 
poem is serious and aloof, yet the feeling genergted v§rs§§ 
on sentiment ality. By contrast 'T.I:le Old M@'s F:i,Qll,le' me~e§ 
the same point Simply and gaily, and ~ets itl1! m\'l§Si'tj:!§ 
across by unders t atement rather t.l:l~ by head.- op ~oAt!f~g~t~on~ 
' Thomas Philipps's Picnic 1821' exploits the incongruity 
between a Britis h immi grants social occasion and the wild 
African environment . The poem is a conscious effort to re-
Cl'eate a slice of Settler history. It grew, explains the 
poet in the Introducti on to Songs and Ballads, fro!!l pp94"""9 
of Thomas Philipps , 1820 Settler, edited by Arthur ~ePP~!~ 
Jones. 44 I t is , however, more than mere histol'Y, f'0r ' ~h~ 
contrast between peopl e and setting gains moment~, qu1m.inati~g 
in a double perspective. Each stanza underlipe§ t.l:l~ qontrast. 
Here Butler employs t he diction of the Britis~ ~iterar¥ 
tradition: 
44) 
As rubicund as the very best wine, 
And happily drifting down Lethe ' s dark str eam, 
Our wort.l:ly but weary Doctor O ' Fl~ 
Is soon not sure whe r e his hom.esick dream 
And this African piCnic end of begin. 
All around his ElySian Wherry 
He i s hearing t he pipers of Ker ry 
And never 
o never 
Keppel-Jones, A: ThomaS ~hiliSE6 ' 1820 Sett'er, (Pietermaritzburg, Shuter and : ot er, 1960) 
The noises of jackals and river horses 
And the tune 
Of the crickets, and, yes, of the moon, 
and the sharp strange stars in their coursee. 
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Two Black children, hiding behind rocks, are given tne t~~k of 
considering whether these strange beings are r eal11 hum~1 
And under those beautiful clothes 
Are their bodies like ours stung by desire? 
The implication is obvious of course, and t he poem n«§ in ~ 
reconciliation of primitive and civilized values, implied by 
the juxtapositi on of Xhosa and English wo~dsl 
The use of Xhosa reduces the 8ubjeet§ to m~~~ mgr-t~§, Gn§ 
again, ~ in 'The Old Man 's Fi4g1e, ' t~~ §Og~~ ~~gml~~ @f ~ 
mutual co-existence is ~iven. ,!,~1.l,§ , 1!P!l!ll the !")U,flllU!U'l 
creates the new. In this r~§p~g~ , th§§~ g~1l~~§ ~r~ 
successful, but t~ey are not trY~Y ~eFF§§~flt~tiv@ @f th@ ~~'l@r 
of this periop-. III .!IIOElt of the fl oe!ll§ gf 'liME! fj§I'iIUl, ~1aU@P 
expreSSeS doubt Whether the i.degl he ~hp,pi§h§§ in tfi@§~ 
Settler Poe1!le CQ!11d I'lVer become ~eEll!1i;Y! 
'Dream of a Buffer Strip' wr:!.tt~m in tfHl m;j,~rHH§§ i§ ~ 
rebuttal of thie ip.llal. 'J'he poem i§ §, r@t~§y! g§ th@ '\ii'lih 
suggests. The .laclr ot punctuatiQn ~,nl;.g1i!iI H§ €ll"§§JIlH!t~ 
coherent incohe~ence of iroa~~ runnin~ int@ img~@1 lifl@§ ~ij 
stanzal? flow into §, coniiirnl OU§ whole I:ll'@§,t;j,n~ t~fj /a,~ll§~!lfl'li 
confusion che.racter:i13tic of /3, gnam. Y@t fr§m 'lihi§ m!l§§ @t 
thought13 and impreasion13 in wM.Qh, IiJfH!mi~.l1 ifHltl!l~ruW§ dll'li§U§ 
are yoked together, Butler crystall:!.§e§ /3, pel'§p@!ltiv§ th§t i§ 
startling and bitter. 
The poem depicts a visit to a buffer strip lJetw§@fi m~iik Md 
White, a guided tour through an area we re@Q~ni§c §§ ~ ~l§ek 
townshipp a locati on in faot: 
DREAM OF A BUFFER STRIP 
I 
on twisted strands of wire 
a newspaper splits in the wind 
hairy goats with gold eyes 
nibble at blood red rags 
where are we walking to 
through what half-lit spaces 
dead grass glinting like needles 
criss-crossed by dust-soft foot-paths 
as white and long as weals 
the sun like scarlet fever 
rolls scalding over the brim 
three gaunt rough skinned donkeys 
lift long jaws to bray 
black holes through the pallid sky 
eyes an innocent ice~blue 
under his pilot's cap 
david llvinglltone 
opens his pocket bible 
in ch apter Dna at john' s 
a~calypse we read 
and every eye s hall 8lle him 
alao they which plerclld hi m 
I !lee through binoculars 
our new jerusalem 
galvanised Iron mirrors 
reflecting golden sun 
and all encircled by 
a ten foot fence steel p(lies 
and glittering diamond mesh 
from It zlgs and zags 
through dark red flesh of earth 
a dong a IS pang a gash 
patched and bandaged In places 
with ash and rubbish tips 
pinned by broken bedsteads 
rusty roofing strips 
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and as It crawls towards us 
leaks pools of yellow pus 
stitched all around their edges 
with coarse kikuyu grass 
green sucker s cling and catch at 
our leggings and our .. boots 
suddenly from the sky 
a falling fountain of jO) 
rain on a mountain top 
high laughter, airy excitement 
of boys at reckless play 
an Innocent river of jordan 
comes romping through my bones 
my son and his friends must be 
playing cops and robbers 
along the banks of our river 
It Isn't my son playing 
In the pangB gash below. 
five black pfcannlns 
In nakedne .. and rag. 
four are squatting tOllllng 
.t8{l-beetles to make th. m tight 
tho mtn by !lImite!! tit thft drift 
I. gathorlng bluCl .mooth pllbbhul 
dropping each with /I click 
Into Iln old J am tin 
the wire Y of his catty 
dangles by red elastiCI 
from tho lizard-shiny bhlCkno/l1l 
of his thin left wrhl t 
ho I!!J tho first to S{l9 UI 
at hll Mln,al cry 
quick they torget thtdr pillY 
store hard at us I tllrt Ildling 
out of our sight toward. 
galvanlsed Iron mlrrorl!l 
reflecting the golden sun 
all encircled by 
a ten foot fence steel polos 
and glittering diamond mosh 
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but number five stands firm 
a catapult in hand 
and pebbles at his feet 
it's all happened before 
its going to happen again 
he'll slip a blue smooth pebble 
Into that primitive sling 
watch out i yell watch out 
darting my hand to my forehead 
cracking under the strain 
but david livingstone 
shakes his lion's mane 
both of you are afraid 
and fear well fear hath torment 
says the word of god 
moreoVer the chUd Is ill 
I look at the child !lllain 
I see or rather hei'lJ' 
What hplds him lonely there 
outfacing our glMt face:! 
under a cent~slzed sun 
he has troubla wllh hi:! bre!lth!ng 
hisses hard for !llr 
look he's fallen backwardl'J 
limbs slowly snatch at all' 
an outsi~e upturned tQrtoille 
I giggle with relil;lf 
the pebbles spl!! from their tlfl 
enormous leaden ripp!!1s 
circle tha yellow pool 
huge six-legged beetles 
lumber Into holes 
like craters on the moon. 
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II 
footfalls receding cries 
cries closer footfalls and then 
mimosa smoke tobacco 
smell of servant's clothes 
acrid blackman's sweat 
blind and terrified 
stumbling on hooves not feet 
nostrils distended wide 
as those of a maddened horse 
stampeding a crowded street 
I force my ayelids open 
find i am following still 
the obstinate doctor down 
a colossal breathing nave 
huge black men and women 
dark as a thunderstorm 
why aren't they all dressed up 
In traditional beads and feathers 
why are they all in their best 
second-hand white-men 's clothes 
at the end of the avenue 
a ten foot fence steel poles 
and glittering diamond mesh 
livings tone strides at ease 
as If over high veld grass 
it's all very well for him 
he has a stethoscope 
to show to the special branch 
but where 0 where 0 where 
Is my permit my passport my pass 
I follow their line of sight 
I see what holds them there 
like stone- age worshippers 
at human sacrifice 
that damned asthmatic child 
how did It get entangled 
so brutally In the wire 
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it hangs there like a wild bird 
blown to its twisted doom 
in the bright new wire netting 
of our sunday tennis court 
at the sound of our feet falling 
it starts to struggle to hiss 
be patient little kaffir 
or you'll break your shoulder blades 
wait the doctor is coming 
the great white wizard from far 
he'll place his stethoscope 
he'll tap your lungs and heart 
a snow- white ambula'1ce 
will whisk you away away 
to a white bed set apart 
and When you come back again 
you'll smile with brave defiance 
at all your old witchdoctors 
all this moody crowd 
will be grateful to we-itern science 
the mad old doctor "5 gentle 
sunburned hands reach out 
unpin the fluttering child 
he does not take its pulse 
nor tap its heaving chest 
he lifts it up sky high 
then lowers and kisses it 
between its squinting eyes 
in the name of the father once 
in the name of the son that's twice 
in the name of the holy ghost 
three times he kisses it gently 
there at the foot of our altar 
our holy diamond fence 
the sun dies in a cloud 
there's a terrible tremor of earth 
the child sparkles with laughter 
a hundred thousand blacks 
exclaim with a loud click tixo 
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and now they begin to sing 
and straighten their rounded backs 
o shoulders straight heads lifted 
singing bass and soprano 
what danger is in this joy 
this music pouring forever 
zambesi of blood and longing 
i sing with them with them 
smiling ising i weep 
ising li ke an idiot 
with the singing old explorer 
the crowd and the singing boy 
what am I doing here 
what doing singing here 
nkosi sikilele 
with a crowd of kaffirs me 
the child jumps into my arms 
just imagine the stink 
if the press gets a photograph 
of me in a pose like this 
he kisses me wet on the cheek 
with all the force i have 
i heave i hurl him from me 
as if he were a snake 
rivers of song dry dead 
blindness pours black rain 
through which i hear their silence 
a high inaudible hiss 
far worse than any shout 
o let them kill me now 
now while i know mv whiteness 
deep down is still int act 
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but nothing happens nothing 
they leave me to sweat in silence 
till I cry for a sound some sound 
o any sound to stop me 
from finally going mad 
it comes at last the sound 
as If the child were still 
an octopus on my skin 
its choked asthmatic breathing 
becomes as one with mine 
i force my eyelids open 
beautiful and clean 
pretty as a doll 
in a christmas shop at ni~ht 
with golden hair ensnared 
in our ten foot diamond "fence 
hangs dead my son my S"On. 
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Zinc houses, a 'donga's panga gash' with, in places, 'piles 
of ash and " rubbish tips', 'broken bedsteads' and 'rusty 
roofing stripe' are all too familiar. The inhabitants 
are the compromised, westernised Blacks of our cities l dressed 
in 'second-hand white men's clothes'. The speaker's guide 
is David Livingstone, complete with Bible and stethoscope, 
and the urge to explore this 'new' territory; but all that 
is new is the 
ten foot fence steel poles 
and glittering diamond mesh, 
the white man's emblem of superiority, a monument to separate 
development. The buffer strip seems doomed to failure. 
Far from being an area where the two great forces may meet, 
mingle, and serve as a cushion to hostility, the buffer stri~ 
is an area where this meeting has already taken placo, 
and the effects of it are evident everywhere. The opeaker'§ 
discomfort and repulsion towards his surroundings are 
manifest in the imagery: 
the sun like scarlet fever 
rolls scalding over the brim. 
The donga 
leaks pools of yellow pus 
stitched all around their ed~es 
with coarse kikuyu grass. 
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Yet he clings to the White belief that this is 'our new 
Jerusalem' and avidly searches for signs of peace and prosperity 
through binoculars. He finds what he interprets as hostility 
towards himself. A picannin detaches himself from a group at 
play, faces him 
a catapult in hand 
and pebbles at his feet 
The picannin becomes a terrifyiLg David, preparing to slay 
the guilty white Goliath. The panic-stricken speaker's 
hand darts his hand to his forehead, crying out with fear. 
For a moment the roles are reverseds it is the speaker who is 
Goliath, the Philistine, the crude intruder, come to destroy; 
the Black man fights with the Lord. This reversal provides 
a new perspective, strengthening the idea that the speaker 
has no sympathy for the buffer strip and is in fact experiencing 
acute discomfort. 
warriors 
Ironically, the picannin is an ineffectual 
he has trouble with his breathing 
hisses hard for air 
and the speaker is revealed as a callous coward, 
i giggle with relief. 
He does, however, continue to follow 'the obstinate dootor' 
through 
a colossal breathing nave 
huge black men and women 
dark as a thunderstorm. 
Hostility has given way to fear . The speaker realizes he 
has no right to be there; Livingstone has his stethoscope 
'to show to the special branch', but he has nothing: 
where 0 where 0 where 
is my permit ~y passport my pass 
Again he is betrayed into a reversal: for a moment he experienc< 
the fear of the Black man caught in a White area without his 
'dompas'. ThUS, in spite of himself, he reveals his affinity 
with his surrounJings. 
At last they reach the end of the avenue where they find'thAt 
damned asthmatic child' sacrifioially suspended from thc ten 
foot fence. The speaker in his blindness oan only oomp§ro 
the sight with that of a bird, blown into the wire nottin~ 
of their tennis court. The significanoe of the event eBoape. 
him. He can only think and speak like the all- powerfUl White 
man: 
be patient little kaffir 
or you'll break your shoulder blades 
wait the doctor is coming 
the great white wizard from far. 
Naturally Livingstone's actions surprise him; for the dootor 
does not treat the child medically, but kisses him in an 
act of baptism and blessing: 
in the name of the f ather once 
in the name of the son that's twice 
in the name of the holy ghost. 
This act of acceptance only heightens the speaker's feeline of 
inadequacy. 
However, as 'a hundred thousand blacks' break into song, he 
is taken up for the moment: it seems that the buffer strip 
has won: 
i sing with them with them 
smiling ising i weep 
i Sing like an idiot 
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But the phrase 'like an idiot' is a reminder of the Whi h 
pel'speotive. When the child leaps into the IIpOII.kor'tI u'mtl 
he cannot overcome hie repugnanoe, and the flRr of 
... the stink 
if the prese sets a photograph 
of me in a pose like this . 
He hurls the ohild from him, prepared to f801 thtl orowd'tI 
reaotion, hysterioally expeo ting deathl 
o let them kill me now 
now while i know my whiteness 
deep down is still intaot. 
Nothing happens. When next he opllntl hi§ tI,@§ h@ §@@tI hit! 
own ohild 
bu.uUful and oleM 
prntty &D ~ doll 
in 8 ohr1t1tmRtI §hop 
h~~in~ from th@ ftlno@, hi§ hgir @fi§n~r@a in tfi~ Wif@ fi~ii!!~ . 
w@ rgoo~fii§8 th@ gri@f of King ~~via W@@piH~ t@f AbS@l@i' 
in @ur tIn foot ai§mona f@no@ 
~~§ d@ga lilY §on III, §on, 
~hi§ r@v@r§§1 provia@§ th@ fingl iroftio P@f§~@@iiv@ . IDR@ 
sp@!li!;er &Iii! fw~fi1j to d@ft, hi§ OWft fiYfII!lI'l il:ifl§l1iIl WHiR lfttle@ 
of th@ buff@r §trip, but hili! §@lon~ifl~ ta@f@ fi§§ ~@@a 
@§t~§i1§h@a §@,ofid aw§t. In f@~@otifl~ tfi@ ~l§@~ @Rild R@ h~§ 
r@~§ot@4 hi§ own fUtYf@. ~h@ t@ffi§i@ ifYia d§WH§1 d@§~it@ 
hitl hotltilit, gAd hili! Whit@ oOfitloiw§ft@§§, fiie ~ttiaii, with 
th8 ~l§oktl i§ r@~. ~h@ fgot thgt fi@ @§ftfiot §@o@Ilt it i~ the 
POllt'§ indiotMllnt of him§@lf §Ad of th@ Wfiii@ @YiiYf@1 A 
buff r tltr1p r6m~ifi6 fiethinl lIIor@ th§A ~ af@~1 
The Eutler of thiij daDA!". th@lII@ itl 1II§ft'§ i~ol~tion, hi~ 
style 10 eaofiom1081ly tltr1ppo4 of oontfiv§fto@. ~ho oontril 
image from 'WhoeVe~whQtIlV@r-'~-ir@' iij wholl, APpropriiti 
to this theme: 
Perhaps you think I am merely 
a forbidding penal island ••• 
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The realization that man exists in i~Q~~t!O~ is t~~ m~in~pr-in~ 
of these last poems: the hope that 1!la11 nl'leg. ,l'J,Qt, ii3 the;tr 
inspiration. 
Divison i s the theme of one of the finei3t PQ§l!li3 qf this 
period, 'Near Hout Bay'. 
Stopping the car, our childhood f~ie~ds, n9W hPsts, 
Suggested we stroll to the f~~lOY§ vi~w~~! 
Ironically, their attempts at cO~nic~t~ofl o~y §~rve to 
underline their isolation from eaCh othe~. T~s in~b~~;tt~ 
to communicate is viewed, metaphQrig~lYJ ~§ ~ wp~n~; 
talk which, try as we would to ma~~ ~t hg~ qr hig.~, 
only exposed the gaps, unbandageq §~At§~9~ py ~~nt~nee 
the gashes and woundS of time , •• 
This image is drenched in the pain and di~cqmfQpt of 
incompleteness. Yet the silence, the 'b~es§~d b~~i§l of 
words' seems less painful. Later, as 'th~ ta+~ p~t~rn~d ••• ' 
nothing was attempted; the past is left ~~x~lo~§d. rhe 
'spaces and falls' between them are +eft ~g~p.~gred: 
We accepted separation. 
They had in fact discovered another form qf ~o~A~gat~o~, Which 
in comparison with their talk seemed pointl§~§. The 
'ignorant sounds' of nature, falling on 'th?,1! ~l'r;i!!!Hiv~ 
silence' are the perfect communicatioA: 
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We stood a long time, still , just listening: 
ten thousand sun-struck cicadas ecstatically sc~eaming; 
near and far hundreds of doves in rela~ 
imperturbably repeating t hemselves to eac~ other; 
pine wood sighing into t he wind from a thousand shimmering 
needles; 
wind already burdened with t he g~bling, 
perpetual, unpitied, 
crumbling of the surf. 
The sense- pictures in the excerpt above are more than 
adornment: eaah stresses the ins i ght that naturt:! intuitively 
provides contact through communi cation: the doves r~peat 
themselves 'to each other'; the wind carries the sound'of 
the surf'. There is instinctive belonging . This seemingly 
wordy passage is carefully constructed. Even the sense of 
togetherness caused by death :La short- live'd, as is sh0V>in in 
'A Schoolmaster's Burial Service '. The spe~e~ se~~s surprtsed 
that so many people from so many different walks 9f life cou!q 
suddenly be united, 
quite unembarrassed, at one , 
in a cold church, at an odd hour, 
out of the first spring sun. 
Death paradoxicalJy is the unifying force ; even the deceased ' s 
life now has some meaning: 
his life for the first and only time 
seems utterly articulate. 
However, something gre',ter and more perm!!nent underlineR 
these activities: 
Before we return to the fi rst spring s~light 
and the splintering world ou tside 
unbroken trebles rise like terns &bove 
and rolling bass of waves thp',t break fo~eyer!.! 
The image of the waves suggests the continuity of time; 
the choir's Singing is insubs tantial , a frac~iqnal inter-
ference . Even the man's life was a ' day' . Qarefully chosep 
wordS, ' splintering ' and 'break', emphasiSe the theme . 
The light outside the church will splinter and break the 
congregation's vision; leaving the bu ilding w ~. l Hlso 
sigrury the end of that moment of togetherness which the 
motley crowd shared: each will .'ig _,.: .n be himself alone. 
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Butler ' s view of man as an isolated being is fUrther apparent 
in the fact that he oft en writes about the outgast, Or 
outsider. Even when he writes 'historica~ly' his attractio~ 
to those who belong now here demands attentiQn. In re-
creating part of Ayliff ' s J ournal in verse he chooses to 
write about Ayliff's visit to a leper colony.45 It is the 
suffering that takes plac e daily that fascinates him. In 
'The Divi ne Underground' he celebrates the victims of the 
insensitivity of society. I n a contemptuous opening, the 
speaker dismisses those who suffer publicly, ?ffording the 
media the spectacle of t heir pain: 
Souls in flagrante delicto or in extremis 
stretched on the rack or CleopatPEit·s j)~-d, 
you have no news for me . . 
He recognises in the victims of the everygay tragegy the true 
heroes . They wear ' a habi t of discipline on every gesture'. 
They a r e isolated from society: 
in the cold , in the shade , 
like lepers , like untouchables. 
They have ear ned a divine wisdom, setting the~ apart from the 
rest of humanity. Like t he purged Li ar ~d Cqrdelia, they 
have gained much through experience; ! li~~ Gqg's spies' they 
tolerate our pettiness . 
Butler ' s consciousness of t he 'great spaces and falls/betVjeen 
us all' is not limited to di vision bet~een ing~vig~als, as 
is evident in 'Dream of a Bu ffer Strip' ~ ~ e is douQtless 
one of the poets he himself depictEl ;in a +ecture qeliyereg 
at a Summer School at t he University of CaP~ Town: 
45) J . H in c hl iff, ( Ed ito r) ,-;T~h;.:e""'i7iJ;>i0"iu;,;:;r-",n;;:a;.:;;l;,..";O,;;f~J,.,;q",,pn~._ "". _A.~y,;;1;,;;i;,;;f ,:f;...,...;1,-,8;..:2:...:..1..., 
1830, C3pe frown, "alkema, 1971-. -
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••• those whose intellects and conscience13 are nailed to 
a belief that we must do something abgut social i~justice 
in our poems. 46 . 
This last period yields a handful of political poems. The 
worst of these is as bad as ' The Underdogs', and has the same 
weaknesses. 'Profligate Parson' is a bitter attack Oil 
apartheid, on the Immorali ty Act in particular. A 'White 
Man of God ' who has been caught 'in the act' with 'a daughter 
of Ham ' points an accusing finger at the law, exposing 'our 
holy sham's 
' With neighbours, whom 
(to please the State) 
we fail to love 
as Light commands, 
Darkness dooms us 
to fornicate .' 
This is little more than a complaint, a protest song. It 
sheds no light on the problem, offers no new perspective. It 
is solely a vehicle for Butler's criticism. Such bitterness 
in not characteristic of Butler. His political verse is more 
often saved from this fate by his innate compassion and 
indefatigable optimism. It is this mood that lightens 
the forbidding lines of 'Soweto', Butler's comment on the 
Black townships riots of 1977. Contrary to the pattern at 
this time , ' Soweto ' is written in five strictly rhymed eight 
line stanzas, possibly in an attempt to contain the speaker's 
emotion. 
as these: 
Panic and fear do, however, esc~v~ in lines such 
Nowhere 
Escape; still safe in my skin I turn 
To sniff, like a thin stray dog, the air. 
Where , where today do the school-rOOms P\1rl!? 
Despair is not allowed to triumph: 
Dear Law- makers, dear Law-breakers, may it please 
The Gods to give us the needful. ins~gb,ts and graces. 
The death of the Bishop of Johannesburg's son gives rise to 
<\.6) G. Butler "On Beine; 'Present Where YO\l Are; Some Observations 
oh South African poe try,(193o...1960," Wilhelm,P. a~d polley, 
J . : Poetry South Africa, Joharmes\;)l).rg, Pop¥e;r:', 1970), p100. 
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another political poem, 'In Memoriam, J.A.R., Drowned, 
East London.' The telling of the story of the QOY's 
drowning is interpolated with cynical comments tyPical of the 
man-in-the-street: 
This brilliant boy was stupidly drowned 
while his parents watched from the beach, 
hi3 special body was never recovered 
from the indiscriminate sea. 
Shrug your shoulders, sigh, say 
accidents will happen; try 
a little compassionate speech; 
It's hardest on those who have to stay. 
Public indifference to t he tragedy is contrasted with the 
speaker's grief. He was no ordinary boy: 
But: 
This boy was here on holiday 
from Cambridge, where they ~ay 
he disciplined his tongue 
to most incisive acts of prayer 
in agony for us here 
where light after light is dowsed ••• 
What on earth has this to do 
with this butterfly-brilliant holiday cro~d 
drowsing near-naked in salty sand? 
This double perspective creates tension, g1v1ng the speaker 
something to oppose and reason against. Whath,'i:' "' t! like it 
or not, this boy and his friend did' intercedE" for his and 
our land', holding this 'landscape of separate beaches' up to 
the 'indiscriminate light of heaven'. ThiR is the thoufht 
that moves the speaker. 
the concluding stanza, as 
Again it is hopefulness 
he pleads that t~e boy 
that informs 
continue to lift our drowning forgetfulness up, 
teach us to look twice at every sea, 
to discipline our speech, 
to cry, to pray 
incisively. 
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The eight haiku under the ti tle ' Homeland Hai!!;u.' are the 
least hopeful of the political poems of this period. Yet 
even these are instilled wi th a qUiet resignation to the 
f ac t of de-tribalisation. The least successf~l are those 
in which the theme is too explicitly voiced: 
Whi te men's aeroplanes 
bring bread-money from fathers 
black moles underground . 
Si mplicity and subtlety are features of the most successful: 
His one blanket's red 
turns brown, clings cl oser 
as the embers die. 
Butler's subject is still t he question of belonging. 
of this period state cl ear ly that man does not belong, 
The poems 
at 
leas t, not with other men; but they ~tate even more clea~ly 
the hope that he mi~ht. Butler may recognise the 'terrors/ 
and hates', he may acknowl edge the fact that 'few eyes/ can 
see beyond/ this tragic t ime ' s/complexities'; but his will 
to l ove and spread love always finds the good: 
Through rotting days 
beaten, broken, 
some stayed pure; 
others learned how 
to grin and endure, 
and here and there 
a heart stayed warm, 
a head grew clear. 
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CONCLUSION 
In an article in the PN Review of October 1979, David Wright 
pays tribute to Guy Butler as ' t he first wholly South African 
poet writing in English~~ He ment i ons Campbell, Plomer and 
F.T.Prince as examples of poets who di d not stay and who 
'count at best as South Afric an exiles ,;47 Butler is 'the first 
to stick it out at home'18 Wright ' s observation is both accu-
rate and valid: Guy Butler was born in South Africa, and still 
resides here; he did ultimately find i t possible to write aQout 
South Africa and Africa in an uncompromising manner . 'lYh,at 
Wright's statement does not reveal is the poet's struggle, his 
constant self-examination that stretched over two decades be-
fore he arrived at a point where t he publicatio~ of a volu~e 
such as South of the Zambezi was possibl e . 
Butler's search for an indigenous i dentity is inseparably 
linked with his search for an arti stic idiom . Born of Settler 
stock, he was ever conscious of bel onging to a minority group, 
the English- speaking South African; a group which, more than 
a century after its arrival in this country , was still fulfil-
ling the purpose for which it had ori ginally been placed here: 
that of acting as a buffer betwe en the Afrikaner and the Afri-
can. Butler inherited the Europ ean li terary traditi on . His 
early models were Wordsworth, Keats and Shelley; duri~~ the 
war, Owen; later, Yeats and Eliot; always ShakeSPeare . But h,e 
became gradually more aware, especially after the war, of a 
very different cultur al and linguistic heritage : A,frica . Of 
46) David Wright :' A South African Poet :TJotes on Guy Butler,' 
in the PN Review, Vol 6 No 1,( October 1979) , p 44 . 
47) Ibid . p 44 
48) Ibid . p 44 
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this heritage very few models existed . Plomer only occasion-
ally finds himself en rapport with Africa . Campbell, Cur-
r ey and Prince left South Africa. Bu t ler was still a young 
man at school when the thought of leavi ng South Africa occur-
red to him: 
I felt I wanted to paint or to write. And as far as I 
knew from my limited exp erience of South African litera-
ture and painting up to that t i me, very few had tried to 
do these things in South Africa . There was, of course, 
the case of Olive Schreiner, right on my doorstep . But 
the attitude to her was equivocal : a difficult freak 
of a woman to whom it was proper on occasions to doff 
one's moral or patriotic hat. 
I felt that I must leave t he Uni on, as Roy Campbell 
had done; get into an old society , where frontiers and 
civil wars were things of the past ; where the landscape 
bears beautiful cities, centuri es old; where princes 
have left magnificent gardens, green , with flashing 
fountains and honey- coloured s tatues; countries whose 
air has been breathed by long dynasties of artists. 49 
This consciousness of the limitati ons of Africa, and a deep-
ly fel t sense of belonging to Europe assert themselves as a 
tensi on in Butler's early verse . I n ' Karroo Town 1939' he 
polarises the conflicting forc es, the European intrusion on 
an African landscape, without ident i fying with either . 
The effect of the war on Butler is recorded in his war poems . 
In a large number of these the emphasis has shifted from the 
tension between Europe and Africa to a conflict between the 
alienating experience of war and t he 
memory of home, a South Afric an home . 
about removal from South Africa: 
emotionally comforting 
But the war did bring 
49 ) 
50) 
This immersion of many thousands of impressionable 
South Africans in North Africa, Italy and the U. K. 
did something to the consciousness of English-speaking 
South Africa. It was a spell of exile, ranging from 
a few months to six years - but an exile with a diffe-
rence: exile in the continent of our own origins, and 
in some cases, the home of our parents .. . 50 
Karoo Morning, pp263- 264. 
Guy Butler: 'On Being Present Where You Are: Some Ob-
servations on South African Poetry, 1930-1960; in Poetry 
South Africa, edited by P. Wilhelm and J . Polley, 
(Donker, Johannesburg, 1976), p 90 . 
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This realization found its way into later war poems, notably 
'Stranger To Europe' and 'On First Seeing Florenoe'. 
Yet he was content to return to South Afrioa. in fact, he qiQ not 
want 'to live anywhere else in the vaet Anglo-Saxon wo~ldl~' 
He returned full of hope: 
We were prepared to be world citizene all ri~ht, §nq ~e~ 
turned to South Urica hopine: that OIU' gg\'\nt~y WOlJlq 1:!I'~'" 
dually move into a climate of ~tual ~~Qi§l tolerafi@§ 
and social justice within a strone and enli~hten@4 agmmO~ 
wealth ••• We were all set for Qareer§ devoteq to the not 
incompatible ideals of world peaoe and ~en§r'al AfrieM 
enlightenment. Such was the euphoria m,., (We wer~) waits 
ing for the United Party to start introduoin~ eome re§lly 
significant ~Zasures to improve Afriogn heu§1n~ gnq 
education. 
The poems of this period do not refleot tnie o~timi§m. 'Arter 
Ten Years' is a cynical view of life, filled with g de§~g1F 
born of both the war and the hopelesene§§ gf the ~olJth ArFi~ 
can situat ion. The 'protracted nalJeea or d1eillueioflmefit 
;l.n the years that followed the 1948 ehgti§fi'~~ i!! @!ij!Wroij 
in political protest poems, s"Gn ~§ !~he Ufid§rdg~§' and 
'Sundowner' : 
The result was that, with~n ~ ~§@~Q@J W§ f§li li~~ ~~il§§ 
in o~r own country. M~y gf ~§ etil~ ~@. ~4 
Butler was clearly not yet wholly Sg~th Aff~gane ~hg l@R§iBn 
brought about by this state of 'do~pl§ §~!l§@~F~g~§ g§ ~ ~i= 
ohotomy in the poems of the fifti§~. ~fi !~!V!~§t@fl~ ~f~§§§§ 
Africa', 'Home Thoughts', 'Bron~~ H@/lJ!§', '.Hill 'MiYlh§' Il'dUIH' 
strove to reconcile the cul mre,! gf 1!l\U"'J!1l !1tfil! M'r-i@!i, @!', it'! 
nis own idiom, to effect a mar-ri~~~ @f AF@llB ~~ Di@fl~§I!§, 
~n4 thus to resolve his identi~y p~§§l§m. ~h@!!~ F@@m§ ~Fg Ffti= 
losQPhic treatises, writte~ in tAg ifit §ll§@il!~, §~m~@li@, gflQ 
disc~plined style associated with AFgll@ ~n~ ~fo@F@, ~t §~ 
pressing a longing to confroAt th§ @rngti§ngl, ng~fali§t!@, 
~~g savage Dionysus and Afric~l 
£ 
51) Ibid. p 91 
~~~ Ibid. P 91 Ibid. p 91 
54) Ibid. p 91 
55) Ibid. p 92 
o African creatures, across this night 
I glimpse in our primitive storm 
Of thunder, whirlwind, mitage-twi sted lisht 
A lifted limb or glance 
Which I might free, give consciousness and form 
Dared I but stare into your furious danoeS 56 
, 69 
Butler would not remain ca"eht in the middle for muoh lon~@r. 
Poems written in the late fifties ahow a readineuo to 'IltIitI'O 
i nto (Africa 'a) furtous dance'. 'Tour ist Insight Into Thifttf,I1I' 
and ' lsi bongo of Matiwane' l ook unflinohinsly Itt DionYI1lIUI, 
and celebrate what they see i n an emotional, nlitturAli111ti0 idiom. 
The publication of 'Sweet-water' in 1963 indioatuo tho ruoolu-
tion of the tension between Europe and Afrioa, &nd tho olim&x 
of a development towardS an indigenous identity. 
A fact that ariaea from the above is that !utlor'o v@rl!ll r@-
veals Ii consciouaneas of historical evont, wMoh tl:iv@!iI H M 
autobioeraph1oal nlitllrtl. Bu'tler reo or da &nd inhrpr@tl!l filX}lfilr-
ience. Experienoe does not only mean wh~t ho did, or who'll hgp= 
paned 'to him, cut lUore :l.mporte.ntly tho OOnl!ltMt ifl'tifilrli@1iioft 
'oetwMn the man and hil} ohltneintl: rnvironlll@fit. D\lt,hr'i3 ifthr-
prlltlltiOn ()f hiu IlAplllt'icHlOIl IllWr:lYfl r@l!1tfi!1l til til,~ JlOI!I'li Mil ttHl 
f utur .. fio is tJ.lII. 1)1' lill'llio:tY oriflntohd. i'lU'lihf ffil@O~ftii3@1l 
t h1l1 IBI,'lt I ,wd ula!11'.l.y j;·t:gar41JQ. it !iI!I 0 fliUifttj. 1ft @ofi'lil'lii3'1i= 
1n~ h1£1 aM his oonttJ!IllIIH'Il,t'ioo' work w11in tngti of fOllfi@@f IilOO'lifl 
Aft'i1Hlrt pOll La, ilHn9;Y 01il1!1I1!! §"tid Ann, Wdi3n ifi Jllif'lii@ulM', ft@ 
fUllfit'! itl th~ 1st l,el' group Ii!. I i31l§ti/il @Ofii3@iOOi3fi@i3i3' Wfli@fl 
h§ oal18 I ~ rare ~nd bles§@~ thing " 
~h.is k:!m1 of 8P~.di'i.al (HIfiI~Hj'i,OO l!lfi@l!Ii3 'i,i3 a I'ar@ aft!! 
lilsS89!1 th:illl$ ' t1' 1 rnirfi1i YM@rH~fiI 'liMi3 ijf a 1l@1'§€!fi~ 
fe@"Irlr, Lgoltiu8 down on JllOl'@I'lO @ i~ lU4 I §aW ~fl@ @i1ilf 
in pta'!? 9P!ltHlj as it w@:r@ l:l@yol'lli fj)\I!I@ , Mf €!Wfi fj)!m@ €II':: 
'i,iHl'liatigg (uti nut aHriW i~ 'Ii @ f @§'Ii a1i iMi, E!fi!!. I 1jif;l~fi1i 
some twenty odd Jeers 1ir1ifi~ 'tio §JI§ll oo1i ~h@ §!~fi!f!~ 
Mfi!le tit' 'bhose few Vl§isfi!lfY l!Ii flll1i@§ ifi a @ollijll@~ §@:;: 
{juenoe of 1,oem9. 
tiow thdhey !Jiouts '/'Iemlll fi{;!V@f lio Ii §iHy 'til1iAA HII§ 
that. 71 
-
56) Froln 'Home Thoughts'. 
57 ) tlUy ny.t.lerl 'Oft l'le1fltl; i'r§Eltmt Wnllr@ Yoo A!i'll', ll~~ ' 
17Q 
Butler spent his life 'tr;{ing to spell out the ei~llifi@EillQ§1 
of his experiences in his poems, and he is partly go~r@gt in 
ass llmine: this to be a weakness for it doubtlelillil MHlO\urIHI for 
the~planatory character of much of his work. Hut tfii§ 
atti tude to art is more than a pereonal f'o;t,'l:lle. ~Ij,§ full 
explanation is far more deeply rooted. III ord§r to di§o~v§r 
it this thesis needs to return to where it g§~an! tfi§ ~~§§s 
tion of belonging . 
Butler is a folk poet. His role a~ ~oet i§ in@~trioa§ly 
bound up with his role as spokesman for tAg ~ro~p to wfiiofi 
he belongs. The English-speaking South Afrie~ ft@§ tho 
benefit of his example: Butler writes in ordor to §~~lain 
his people's predicamF·nt, to remind them gf the ~a§1i I M!l 
to hint at a harmonious future. The ~ff§~~~rQ~p !!!"§t gi@@QlVg 
in both directions: this is the vision. Whg rga,l,ity i§ t~o 
isolation he describes. But it is in the wgr~ gf tfi§ vi§iQ~ 
ary that we detect 'a dominant and u~Yin~ note gf g~ring!~~ 
It is the vision that gives Butler!§ ver§§ it§ hi§tori§al 
orientation, and propbetic quality. 
Guy Butler serves his people ~y me~n§ gf hi§ ~~tl i1i§§lf 
'a rare and blessed thing '. 
58) Ruth Harnett in the Forey,ord tQ Sq!}€S aflJij. Ballads, 
p 1. ------
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